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RAMBLINGS REPORTS 2021-22 

Note – all FGIF match and ground ratings shown are marked out of a maximum of five stars. 

updated on 12/05/22 

 

R No.41: WebEd – Saturday 7th May 2022; Robin Hood Athletic (v Rawdon Old 

Boys); West Yorkshire League Premier Division; Kick-Off: 2.30pm; Venue: Coach & 

Horses, Wakefield Road, Rothwell Haigh, Leeds, West Yorks, LS260SF; Result: 4-2; 

Admission: None; Programme: None; Attendance: 27. REPORT TO FOLLOW. 

 

R No.40: WebEd – Monday 2nd May 2022; York City (v AFC Fylde); National League 

North Division; Kick-Off: 3pm; Venue: LNER Community Stadium, Kathryn Avenue, 

Monks Cross Drive, Huntington, York, North Yorks, YO329AF; Result: 2-1; 

Admission: £20; Programme: Yes, 40pp, £2.50; Attendance: 4387. REPORT TO 

FOLLOW. 

http://footballgroundsinfocus.com/RSS2122.pdf
http://footballgroundsinfocus.com/index.html


 

R No.39: WebEd – Saturday 30th April 2022; Malet Vikings (v Wareham Forest); 

East Riding County League Division 7; Kick-Off: 2pm; Venue: Simpson Crescent 

Park, Simpson Crescent, Hull, East Yorks, HU88AG; Result: 1-6; Admission: None; 

Programme: None; Attendance: 37. REPORT TO FOLLOW. 

 

R No.38: WebEd – Saturday 23rd April 2022; Elvington Harriers (v Hamilton 

Panthers); York Football League Division 4; Kick-Off: 2pm; Venue: Lower Derwent 

Sports & Social Club, York Road, Elvington, York, North Yorks, YO414DY; Result: 2-

1; Admission: None; Programme: None; Attendance: 24. REPORT TO FOLLOW. 

 

R No.37: WebEd – Saturday 16th April 2022; Filey Town (v West Pier); 

Scarborough & District League Division 1; Kick-Off: 12.30pm; Venue: Filey Sports 

Association Club, Clarence Drive, Filey, North Yorks, YO140AA; Result: 5-1; 

Admission: None; Programme: None; Attendance: 63. REPORT TO FOLLOW. 



 

R No.36: WebEd – Thursday 14th April 2022; Kingswood United (v AFC Fiveways); 

East Riding County League HE Dean Cup 3; Kick-Off: 6.15pm; Venue: Kinloss PF, 

Kinloss Garth, Bransholme, Hull, East Yorks, HU74NF; Result: 1-1 (4-5p); 

Admission: None; Programme: None; Attendance: 19. REPORT TO FOLLOW. 

 

R No.35: WebEd – Saturday 2nd April 2022; Manby (v Sutton Rovers); East Lincs 

Football Combination Junior Challenge Cup Q-F; Kick-Off: 2pm; Venue: Manby PF, 

Gibson Way, Manby, Louth, Lincs, LN118FA; Result: 1-4; Admission: None; 

Programme: None; Attendance: 23. 

 

REMEMBERING THAT IT’S JUST A GAME… 

 

It was on a wet, windy and very cold afternoon at the beginning of February, that I 

last headed into the Lincolnshire Wolds for my footy fix. The East Lincs Football 

Combination junior cup tie between Ludford Rovers and Burgh Athletic, settled in 

favour of the hosts after extra-time, was an absolute belter of a game and really 

got my hopping juices flowing. Today I’m making a return to this part of the world 

to watch another game in the same competition which has now reached its 

quarter-final stage. Bring it on! 

 

The village of Manby is found on the outskirts of Louth and is reached by coming 

off the town’s main outer ring road (A16) and following signs for Mablethorpe along 

the B1200. It only involved about an hour’s driving from FGIF HQ and was easily 



reached after a hassle-free journey, ahead of the scheduled 2pm kick-off. The 

place itself which is correctly signposted Grimoldby and Manby incorporates the 

adjoining parish into its full title. Historically the village was made famous by the 

air base at RAF Manby which operated between 1938 and 1974. Many houses were 

built by RAF personnel with streets named after aeroplanes which were used in the 

Second World War. By the mid-eighties land forming the neighbouring airfield and 

associated buildings was sold off for commercial use and the aircraft hangers 

converted into a modern business park including those occupying the present site 

for the East Lindsey District Council offices. 

 

Manby Football Club plays its games on the Manby Fields, off Gibson Gardens, a 

new modern housing estate which stands parallel and very close to the main pitch. 

The estate is named in honour of Wing Commander Guy Penrose Gibson (12 August 

1918 – 19 September 1944) who was a distinguished bomber pilot in the Royal Air 

Force during the Second World War. He was the first Commanding Officer of No 

617 Squadron which led in the ‘Dam Busters’ raid in 1943, resulting in the 

breaching of two large dams in the Ruhr area of Germany. He was awarded the 

Victoria Cross, the highest award for gallantry in the face of the enemy that can be 

awarded to British and Commonwealth forces, in the aftermath of the raid in May 

1943 and became the most highly decorated British serviceman at that time. He 

completed over 170 war operations before dying in action at the tender age of just 

26. 

 

The club has only played on this site for a couple of years, having been made the 

benefactor of some land donated by a wealthy landowner and property developer 

who was tasked with providing a recreational space for the residents as part of the 

contract to build a new housing estate in the village. Although the work was 

completed on time and the club has gained a brand-new clubhouse as part of the 

deal, it is evident (from first impression) that the available playing space is very 

much at a premium here. The ground is literally hemmed in on all sides with the 

car park, a local council depot, buildings housing government offices and the new 

residential development backing onto to the pitch at some point, with all tenants 

seemingly to be in competition for every square metre of land that there is 

available.  

 

As a result, the pitch looks, and is, extremely small – a quick check on Google Maps 

(there are other search engines) in the days leading up to the game helps to 

confirm this fact and leaves you wondering whether you are actually looking in the 

right location for the ground. Upon arrival, the neatly gravelled car park was 

already full so like several other late attendees, I chose to pull up close to the 

pitch in Gibson Gardens where there was still some room. Both sets of players 

were out warming up in front of the new brick clubhouse behind the top goal. As 

you would expect, it’s all very much a work in progress, so there’s no pitch-side 

dug outs, spectator cover or perimeter rope in situ at present. Interestingly several 

old-fashioned looking wooden telegraph posts support some electricity cables 

which pass overhead at the far end of the ground – at their lowest arc they do hang 



perilously close to the pitch below. Although the perimeter is flat standing, the 

area behind the furthest goal is banked up after the earth was piled up during 

various stages of excavation and pitch levelling in 2020. For the avid footy snapper 

keen on looking for a different view of the action, it certainly provides a cracking 

aerial view but be careful not to lose your footing amongst the weeds and nettles 

hidden strategically in the long grass beneath!!    

 

Obviously, with room for improvement (pardon the pun) there is much work yet to 

be done. For example, remedial work is still necessary to clear a surfeit of stones 

lying close to the top of the playing surface after initial levelling and bring the 

grass up to a higher standard; over time the pitch could possibly be lengthened 

further using land beyond the far end. However, at this stage I think it’s important 

to adopt a more positive attitude and realise just how much progress has been 

made in such a short period of time. For a start the club now has a new ground 

that it can call its home. Gone are the days of playing games out of the village and 

having to share facilities with other clubs in order to fulfil its fixtures, which surely 

must be a good thing.  

 

The club who plays in the third (lowest) division of the ELFC has had a decent 

season and currently look set to finish in third place behind leaders Market Rasen 

Town and AFC Grainthorpe, with only one league game remaining. They still have 

plenty to play for in the league’s cup competitions though (of which there are 

eight in total) with an interest left in both the Village Trophy (in the semi-final) 

and the TC Mini Coaches cup where they will meet Market Rasen Town at Fulstow 

in the final in mid-April. To reach this afternoon’s quarter final, Manby beat 

Nunsthorpe Tavern Reserves 5-4 on penalties with the game finishing goalless after 

ninety minutes at the Bradley FDC. Visitors Sutton Rovers who hail from Sutton-on-

Sea near Mablethorpe have also had a successful campaign lying second in the first 

(top) division behind champions elect Cleethorpes Town A who have a two-point 

cushion over them, both with only one game left to play. In the last round of the 

cup, they beat Horncastle-base outfit Scamblesby 4-2 at the King George Playing 

Fields. On paper at least, Wraybet forecasts a tightly fought match resulting in an 

away win this afternoon. 

 

For a change my predicted result proved to be correct, but this afternoon’s tie was 

much closer contest than the final score at first suggests, with both sides creating 

plenty of chances, particularly in the first half. Both keepers took advantage of the 

limited pitch dimensions landing several well-placed drop kicks into their 

opponent’s area. It was Jay Turner (9) who opened the scoring for the visitors from 

a direct free kick, when the ball was allowed to slip through the keeper’s fingers 

inside the six-yard box and roll agonisingly over the line. His teammate Ryan 

Worrell (12) found himself in space and it was his superb first touch from a quickly 

taken throw-in by Drew Wyer which set the ball up nicely for him to slot home past 

the keeper. By twenty minutes the visitors were coasting as Cam Ward (19) made 

it 3-0 after finishing off a terrific five man move involving some excellent one 

touch passing with a simple tap in at the back post. The hosts managed to get 



themselves on the scoresheet (and back into the game) after Ryan Johnson calmly 

converted a penalty after being bundled over in the eighteen-yard box to make it 

1-3 at the break. Rovers completed the scoring with the only goal of the second 

half when the lanky Matty Jamieson (81) was in the right place to finish off another 

fine move with the easiest of chances side-footing the ball home from close range 

with only ten minutes to go. Victory now sees Sutton take their place in the semi-

finals where they will host the winners of either Keelby United Reserves or Ludford 

Rovers who meet at the Keelby Sports Association next Saturday (09/04).  

 

Sadly, it was a bitter-sweet victory as one of the home players collapsed onto the 

ground during the final seconds of the game. Quick thinking referee Shaun Lowe 

spotted the impending danger and brought the game to a sudden halt so that he 

could receive immediate treatment. Complaining of chest pains and shortness of 

breath, the young lad lay motionless on the pitch until help arrived. Thankfully he 

remained conscious from the time the 999-emergency call was made until the 

ambulance arrived. Special mention must go to visiting club photographer and 

social media officer Tanya whose calmness and competent first aid skills and 

training were quickly called into action at the end of the match. To her credit she 

remained with the player until the paramedics arrived at the scene before taking 

him to hospital in the ambulance*(see below).  

 

The game played mainly in bright, sunny conditions on a dry bumpy surface 

attracted just over twenty spectators, the majority of whom had made the 

relatively short trip down the B112 from the seaside to get here. I was also 

shocked to see a rather larger than life bull mastiff (check out the album photos) 

which was sitting next to me during the second half; tethered tightly to his 

owner’s wrist, he’d gone almost gone unnoticed until the match ball was greeted 

by a roaring bark and a set of large canines which attempted to pierce the ball 

trapped in between his giant paws. I must admit my heart rate had almost risen to 

threshold level! Although the club didn’t provide any refreshments, luckily, I had 

brought some of my own for the trip. I also had a chat with Richard Hampton, the 

Manby FC manager, who explained how pleased he was with his side’s 

performances since the league’s re-start after Covid-19. With some good fortune in 

the forthcoming cup matches he was hoping for some silverware to display in the 

new clubhouse trophy cabinet. On a more serious note, given the medical 

emergency after the game, Richard hopes that all clubs in the county and beyond 

will receive a defibrillator, something he has been campaigning for since the club 

took up residence of Manby Fields.  

 

It had been another terrific hop. A visit to Manby Football Club is to be 

recommended to all travellers and footy fans alike. No doubt the chance of 

watching some football at one of the smallest pitches in the grassroots game will 

be both an interesting and a pleasurable one. For more details about the ELFC 

check out the dedicated FA-Full Time pages and the downloadable League 

Handbook which is a treasure trove of information covering the competition’s 

clubs, secretary contact details as well as providing an extensive archive listing all 



previous league and cup winners since inception to the present day. What’s not to 

like? The joys of hopping in the Lincolnshire Wolds continues. Have fun, wherever 

you go…   

 

*End note – having been in contact with the club after the weekend I am reliably 

informed that the young player has now left hospital and is making a recovery at 

home. Even though he wants to play in the club’s next home game on Wednesday, 

he’s under strict doctor’s instructions not to do so!   

 

 

FGIF Match Rating: 3* FGIF Ground Rating: 3* 

 

  

 
 

R No.34: WebEd – Saturday 26th March 2022; Longhill Ravens (v Bridlington Spa); 

East Riding County League Junior Cup Q-F; Kick-Off: 2pm; Venue: Humbleton PF, 

Main Road, Humbleton, East Yorkshire, HU114NL; Result: 1-1 (5-4pens); Admission: 

None; Programme: None; Attendance: 15.  

 

PLAYING THE WAITING GAME 

 

After spending a couple of days visiting my sister-in-law Jane who lives close to the 

Suffolk/Cambridgeshire border in the village of Exning, made famous by Boadicea 

queen of the British Iceni tribe in AD 61, it was time to say our goodbyes and head 

back up north once again. With had planned to make our return late on Saturday 

morning, providing plenty of exciting new ground ‘hoppertunites on our way home. 

It also seemed sensible to get most of the driving ‘done’ early with a footy stop in 

and around Newark, where the A1 joined the A46, which would break up our 

journey nicely.  



 

However, I soon discovered that my chosen 3pm game (Plan A) at Fernwood Foxes 

(Notts Senior League Division 1 South) had already bitten the dust through an early 

postponement meaning I needed to find an alternative match. It was not the news 

I was hoping for. Rather than wasting time looking through endless fixtures and 

pinpointing the places where they lie on the map along our intended route, we 

(well Mrs W) now decided to remove the hassle and doubt by suggesting we set off 

early and head straight back up to East Yorkshire instead. Plan B hopefully was to 

find another game closer to home instead. With plenty of time on our hands this 

sounded like a good idea and make for a more enjoyable ride. 

 

So, with beautiful bright sunshine and blue skies above, relatively clear roads 

ahead and a quick pit stop for a tasty ‘Maccies’ breakfast meal under our belts (by 

coincidence in Newark), all was seemingly going very well for an estimated arrival 

home just after midday – according to Serena our ever-reliable Sat Nav. That’s 

until the traffic came to a sudden halt three miles from home. We had just joined 

a long tail back at Barton stretching from the Humber Bridge where some 

emergency roadworks were being carried out, leaving just one lane open for 

vehicles using the crossing. I know re-surfacing is important and necessary but why 

pick a Saturday to do this? We could just see the tall gantry of the bridge in the 

distance as the queue slowly began to move forward again, at what was literally a 

snail’s pace. It was now 12.15pm. Like many of you in the same situation I tried to 

gauge how long it was going to take to get through this and to be honest it didn’t 

look good. By my reckoning it was going to take another hour, at least, moving at 

this speed. With a heavy sigh (and other expletives thrown in for good measure) I 

knew that my footy plans were now in some serious doubt.   

 

Eventually we reached the bridge toll booth. It was now 1.15pm, my heart was 

pounding fast, and it was touch and go if I was going to get to a game. After 

dropping Fran at home, I still had an outside chance of reaching the village of 

Humblton with a good back wind and clear roads. I had done the maths in my head 

whist waiting in the traffic queue earlier and realised I could just about cover the 

remaining fifteen miles if there were no hold ups along the way.  

 

Luckily the hopping gods were looking down kindly on me as I had pulled onto the 

Clive Sullivan Way, the city’s outer ring road (A63), passing through several sets of 

traffic lights which by a minor miracle all, apart from one, brightly shone green 

(honestly) as I sped (within the limit) through them. I even managed to cover the 

final five miles through the sticks and narrow back roads from Preston in 

encouraging time. As I pulled up onto the grass verge outside the Humbleton 

Playing Fields I could see the players were out on the pitch removing their warm-

up tops, preparing for kick-off. There was no time to spare. I quickly grabbed my 

camera, FGIF stats card and pen and a couple of layers of clothing from the car 

boot, stuffed them hastily into my rucksack and climbed over the low wooden 

perimeter fence (as the main wrought iron gate was locked) and dashed like a man 

possessed over to the far side of the field. Trying to catch my breath, a nervous 



glance at my watch showed I had arrived at pitch-side with just four minutes to 

spare ahead of the 2pm kick-off. It was not a good look for a man of my age but I 

had made it in time. Phew!! 

 

Longhill Ravens Football has only been playing at the Humbleton Playing Fields for 

the last two seasons. The move came after the pitches on the club’s former 

Longhill estate playing field on the outskirts of the city were no longer deemed to 

be playable. As a result of constant and mindless vandalism to the facilities it 

became difficult for the club to fulfil games as necessary repair work was regularly 

required to sort it out. It was in fact when Peter Law, (the manager Jon’s father), 

a member of the Humbleton Cricket Club here for over fifty-four years, 

successfully approached fellow committee members to see if the Ravens could 

form a groundshare arrangement during the football season, that a deal was made. 

Although the team has to travel some seven miles out of the catchment area to 

play its home matches, it has nevertheless been a small price to pay. Having the 

benefit of much improved facilities, a superb playing surface to boast of and, more 

importantly, removing the hassle of calling matches off due to a damaged pitch. 

 

Humbleton village is situated some ten miles to the north-east of Hull in an area 

called Holderness. You really are ‘in the sticks’ here. It's a beautiful verdant rustic 

setting with open fields stretching as far as the eye can see on the adjoining land. 

The playing field itself has a lovely, enclosed feel bordered by tidy fences and a 

neatly manicured hedge around its perimeter. An unmistakable swathe of very tall 

birch trees, spanning across far side of the playing field, makes for a wonderful 

backdrop to the action. You cannot escape the fact you are experiencing part of 

the quintessential traditional village cricket set up (rather than football) with the 

square taking centre stage with an array of fixtures and fittings (sight screens, 

pitch rollers and wooden seats) dotted around the boundary line at various points. 

There’s an old glass-fronted pavilion incorporating a manual scoreboard situated 

over to the left – it has perhaps seen better days with some of the letters 

belonging to the club’s name missing on the outer fascia. This is only a temporary 

glitch though as help is on hand with the skeleton frame for a new more modern 

building already in the throw of construction, proudly standing alongside, ready to 

take its place in the coming months. However not to be completely outdone and to 

serve as a reminder that football is played here these days, the Ravens do have 

access to a home-made wooden dug out, the only one on site, nestled strategically 

under the trees close to half-way behind the touchline which runs parallel on the 

far side of the field. 

 

This afternoon’s ERCL junior cup-tie (for teams in the lower divisions of the county 

league) has now reached its quarter-final stage. In the last round the Ravens, mid-

table in division four, beat Easington United Reserves 3-2 at Low Farm with 

promotion-chasing Bridlington Spa, from the division above, seeing off Gilberdyke 

Phoenix 4-2 on penalties after their game ended 3-3 at the Ings View Sports Field.   

 



For the hopping neutral, it was cup football at its very best with the result in some 

doubt until the very end, when the game really exploded in the dying minutes to 

produce an exciting conclusion. Before then it was the hosts who had the best of 

the early play, creating several chances and deservedly taking the lead inside the 

first ten minutes when Lewis Irving (7) got onto the end of a deep cross to fire the 

ball home at the back post.  

 

Spa came back into the match and took control of play after the break camping for 

most of the second period in their opponents’ half of the pitch. The Ravens with 

some dogged and at times last ditch defending, relied on a couple of counter 

attacks to extend their lead but couldn’t find the net. With Spa wasting countless 

chances and full-time looming, it looked more than likely as though the hosts were 

going to withstand the pressure and hang on for an unlikely win. But as the game 

entered its seventh minute of added stoppage time, Spa’s Tom Coates was brought 

down inside the Raven’s penalty area. There were no complaints when the spot 

kick was awarded - it was the correct decision. This was the chance the visitors 

had been hoping for. Coates dusted himself down and calmly slotted the ball past 

the keeper to make it 1-1. No sooner had he turned away to celebrate what he 

thought was the decisive equaliser, then the referee Iain Drury, who had been 

excellent all game, blew his whistle and indicated that the kick needed to be re-

taken for an infringement. I couldn’t see anything wrong, but there you go. In the 

deathly hush that followed the striker composed himself again and without 

showing any pressure on his young shoulders turned the ball into the net for a 

second time (90+8). Before he could celebrate, the whistle sounded again not for 

any further indiscretion but to mark the end of the match. Spa had only got an 

equaliser with the very last kick of the game but were very much back in the 

contest! 

 

Amid the apparent confusion it soon became clear that the game would now be 

decided by further kicks from the penalty spot rather than enter a period of extra 

time. I prefer this format to be honest as it saves time. In a tense, nail-biting 

shoot-out Lewis Irving stepped up to convert his side’s final kick to make it 5-4 and 

send the Ravens into the semi-finals where they will go on to meet either Hull 

United Seniors Development or Club Atletico de Bransholme (what a cracking 

name!). In summary, this had been a superb match and another great advert for 

county league football. 

 

As I made my way back home along the city’s ring road again, the traffic began to 

slow down as I got close to the docks in Hedon. I could see in the distance a 

number of police officers, dressed in their hi-vis jackets, having cordoned off part 

of the main road. As I got nearer, I realised they were on hand to supervise a large 

and very angry gathering of workers and their families who were protesting outside 

one of the gates of the terminal against the recent job losses and redundancies at 

P&O Ferries. You couldn’t help but empathise with their obvious plight. Sometimes 

you have to remember that there are more important things to think about than 

getting to a game of football…although it might not seem like it at the time.     



 

FGIF Match Rating: 4* FGIF Ground Rating: 3* 

                   

 

R No.33: WebEd – Saturday 19th March 2022; Crayford Arrows (v Belvedere); Kent 

County League Division One West; Kick-Off: 2.45pm; Venue: Crayford Arrows Sports 

Club, Perry Street, Crayford, Dartford, Kent, DA14RL; Result: 4-1; Admission: 

None; Programme: None; Attendance: 23. REPORT TO FOLLOW. 

 

R No.32: WebEd – Saturday 12th March 2022; AFC Phoenix (v SJR Worksop); 

Central Midlands League Premier Division North; Kick-Off: 3pm; Venue: Phoenix 

Sports & Recreation Club, Pavilion Lane, off Bawtry Road, Brinsworth, Rotherham, 

South Yorkshire, S605PA; Result: 0-3; Admission: £3; Programme: £1; Attendance: 

27. REPORT TO FOLLOW. 

 

 

R No.31: WebEd – Saturday 5th March 2022; Heslington (v Rufforth United); York 

Football League Division Two; Kick-Off: 2pm; Venue: The Outgang, Main Street, 

Heslington, North Yorkshire, YO10 5EW; Result: 3-4; Admission: None; Programme: 

None; Attendance: 13.  

 

TALES OF THE UNEXPECTED 

 

It’s another rain affected Saturday. Most games up here have been called off 

overnight (once again), apart from a couple of 3G back-ups on grounds that I’ve 

already been to. It’s now mid-morning and I don’t yet have any real plans for the 

afternoon. To be honest I really don’t fancy making a re-visit, so check the 

excellent York Football League website which might provide some hop(e) and 

inspiration. Thankfully, it’s encouraging news for the football neutral as several 

fixtures seem to have survived the weather. After a bit of strategic planning (well, 

using Google Maps mainly), I’ve managed to pinpoint three matches all located 

within a few miles of each other and close to the city’s southern ring road. My hop 



comes down to a choice between Heslington and Fulford with Civil Service who 

play on the 3G at York College near Bishopthorpe, as a back-up. As the forecast 

looks much better over towards York, I bin any ideas about using plastic (pardon 

the pun) and go for Heslington who are taking on Rufforth United in an exciting 

Division Two encounter. A quick check phone call before setting out confirms that 

it’s game on. Phew!! 

 

My journey, skirting Pocklington, is an easy one and takes just under an hour to 

make. The village of Heslington is dominated by the many buildings which make up 

the campus and halls of residence belonging to the University of York. I manage to 

follow the mainly brown signage which directs students to the various colleges and 

faculties off Field Lane and Main Street, by-passing the delightful village church, 

before reaching the Heslington sports ground which is found at the end of a leafy 

cul-de-sac, named The Outgang. The bold sign, affixed half-way up a telegraph 

pole, helps to point you in the right direction. With the car park already full when I 

get here, I do a U-turn and park along the potholed driveway ready for a quick 

getaway at the end.  

 

The site which shares its facilities with the village cricket club and a well-equipped 

children’s play area, is neatly enclosed on all sides by trees and hedges. Several 

modern, tall, red brick buildings forming student accommodation in Lindley Court 

make for an imposing backdrop spanning the entire right-hand perimeter of the 

field behind the neat hedgerow. Access is through a gate behind the goal (there’s 

also another one in the far corner) which brings you out alongside the smart club 

pavilion which has a gabled roof and paved entrance. It was built with the help of 

a Football Foundation grant some fifteen years and still looks in good nick. The 

building houses both sets of changing rooms, toilets, a small function room/tea bar 

and an equipment storage space at the far end. Some of the club members are 

watching the later stages of the live Sky televised lunchtime football match 

between Leeds United and Leicester City on a smart phone when I arrive – sadly 

their team go down 1-0 to the Foxes. There is evidence of a (now disused) zip wire 

once supported between two sets of rugged wooden telegraph-style posts erected 

behind (and very close to) the goal at the far end of the field. The main and only 

un-roped football pitch here is marked out over to right hand side – in front of the 

halls of residence. Although there is no spectator cover or dug outs there is plenty 

of seating in the form of benches and picnic tables situated close to the pavilion, 

play area and the pitch, which offer some degree of comfort. 

 

Following my conversation with club legend John Sellers it appears that a football 

team was first established in Heslington some time back in the 1960’s. Although 

the HFC club badge crest printed on the shirt suggests its formation was 1968, I am 

told this actually refers to a different team from the present day one who called 

themselves FC Melrose. They first entered the York & District Football League, 

playing games at the Knavesmire sports pitches close to York racecourse. They 

achieved immediate and notable success going on to win back-to-back promotions 

(three as champions) in the next five, consecutive, seasons moving up from 



Division Five to reach Division One (top division) between 1968 and 1973. After 

finishing third in 1973/74 the club changed its name to Heslington FC and switched 

venue, playing matches here on the Heslington village playing field. John who has 

been associated with the club for almost fifty years explained to me how the club 

reached its highest ever placing back in 1977/78 finishing the campaign as runners-

up.  

 

Following this hugely successful period, the club changed its name once again, 

reverting to its former title of FC Melrose (for the next four seasons) before later 

becoming Melrose Knags Head in 1982/83. Sadly, the club’s fortunes came to an 

abrupt end, and following some poor results, they soon began to fall quickly back 

down through the divisions, suffering three consecutive relegations before 

eventually finishing tenth (out of thirteen teams) in Division Three by the end of 

1987/88. After what was a tumultuous period, an executive decision was then 

made to adopt the village name and the club became known as Heslington FC 

again, an identity which it has retained ever since, predominantly flitting between 

divisions two and three in the YFL over the next thirty years up until the present 

day.  

 

This afternoon saw the visit of high flying (second placed) Rufforth United to The 

Outgang. On paper this was going to be a stiff test for a relegation threatened 

(next to bottom) Heslington side who were missing several key players absent 

through sickness, injury and some being away on holiday. Despite having an 

arduous season, the hosts did manage to win only their third game of the campaign 

beating a decent Cliffe FC side 3-1 here, just seven days ago. No doubt this would 

be a good confidence booster before taking on their opponents who prevailed 8-0 

when the teams met each other in the corresponding league fixture played at the 

Airfield ground on Wetherby Road, last month. 

 

For the football neutral the game turned out to be a real cracker and a superb 

advert for the YFL. Without looking at the league table you certainly wouldn’t 

have known which team was at the top or the bottom. It was that close and could 

almost be labelled as a proverbial game of two halves, with a tight but goalless 

first forty-five minutes punctuated by leaden skies and a couple of heavy showers 

in contrast to a second period which suddenly sparked into life just as quickly as 

bright sunshine began to break through the clouds.  

 

It was Heslington who took the lead through Dan Mairs (56), tapping the ball home 

from close range before United’s Liam Keenaghan (58) equalised moments later 

from a corner kick, watching on as the ball curled over everyone to creep inside 

the far post, to make it 1-1. Mairs (71) put Heslington in front again after chipping 

the keeper perfectly, but the lead lasted only for five minutes when the hard-

working Keenaghan (76) also grabbed his second, scoring from the penalty spot, 

sending the keeper the wrong way. If that was exciting, then the best was yet to 

come, in a frantic five-minute spell which quickly followed. United got their noses 

in front for the first time in the game as an unmarked Danny Ward (84) stole in at 



the back post to prod home. Not to be outdone, Heslington were not about to give 

up and responded to level the match score for third time, as Robert Corker (86) 

appropriately matched his name by lobbing the keeper from a full thirty yards out 

– it was a real corker! Just when you thought the game was all but finished the 

action moved straight back down to the other end of the field where Ward (87) 

was on hand (not literally) again to tap the ball under the unsighted keeper 

following a corner from the left, to give United an unbelievable 3-4 victory. As the 

whistle sounded it was all-round celebrations for the United players who mobbed 

each other, leaving Heslington heartbroken with nothing but sweat to show for 

their efforts. To be honest, neither side deserved to lose what had been a terrific 

game of football and probably, in hindsight, one of the best I’ve seen so far this 

season. 

 

It had been another superb afternoon’s entertainment on a day when the weather 

had created a great deal of uncertainty leaving my hopping plans to be made at 

the very last minute. Not knowing what to expect certainly worked out well. A 

visit to Heslington Football Club is to be recommended to all footy neutrals and 

fans like. The joys of hopping continue. Have fun wherever you go, even when it’s 

done on the hoof.        

 

 

FGIF Match Rating: 5* FGIF Ground Rating: 2*           
 

 

R No.30: WebEd – Saturday 26th February 2022; Little Driffield (v Sutton United); 

East Riding County League Division Three; Kick-Off: 2pm; Venue: Little Driffield 

PF, Back Lane, Little Driffield, East Yorkshire, YO25 5XD; Result: 1-0; Admission: 

None; Programme: None; Attendance: 30. 

 

LITTLE DRIFFIELD, BIG WIN! 

 



Wow. The sun is shining! These are words I’ve not used in a sentence for quite 

some time. After enduring the wrath of storms Dudley, Eunice and Franklin (sounds 

like a firm of solicitors, don’t you think?), that have collectively tried to ruin our 

football watching fun in the last few weeks, there was a dramatic change in the 

climate ahead of my footy fix today. With warm sunshine and bright blue skies in 

the East Yorkshire air, it was definitely the stuff to uplift the spirits of all football 

travellers. It was certainly in stark contrast to the events of last Saturday. Who 

would have believed that only seven days ago I was trudging through heavy snow at 

Hornsea where my Humber Premier League match on the school 3G pitch was 

called off after the first twenty minutes of play (or should I say, slipping and 

sliding)? Anyway, enough said on that topic, the better. 

 

So, onto this afternoon. My final short-list of matches came down to just three 

games: they were all in and around the Driffield area and all involving teams 

sitting at the top of their respective divisions in the East Riding County League. 

After much deliberation, I eventually waived the chance of watching a tight 

encounter at Langtoft (v Withernsea in the ERCL2) and a potential goal fest 

between Bridlington Legion and Flamborough (ERCL7) in favour gave of a trip to 

Little Driffield where the visitors and league leaders Hull-based Sutton United (not 

to be confused with many other sides sharing this name) provided the all-

important matchday opposition.  

 

Little Driffield is precisely that. It’s little and it’s near to Driffield (or Great 

Driffield to give it the correct title). The village, which boasts a few residential 

houses, the Church of St Mary (a grade II listed building) and one pub, the Rose & 

Crown, is literally a stone’s throw (about a mile or so) from its much larger 

neighbour and is easily reached off the new Driffield by-pass. My journey skirting 

Beverley took just over forty-five minutes to complete, no doubt a bit longer than 

anticipated with the lovely weather leading to an increase in traffic volume. The 

ground is found along Back Lane, a narrow road which runs parallel to the main 

A166 and the approach from York Road. The site, enclosed mostly by a smart 

wooden fence, well-manicured hedges and trees, is used solely for playing football 

and there is little room (other than offering the minimum in car parking space 

behind the goal) around its perimeter edges. Access through some double wooden 

entrance gates brings you into one corner of the playing field.  

 

The facilities here are typically grassroots-esque, with a couple of old (make that 

very old) forlorn, dilapidated portacabins providing player changing, a toilet and 

storeroom for grounds’ equipment. They really do need a lick or two (and possibly 

three) of paint. A haphazard assortment of detritus strewn in front does not help 

to create a good impression either. Although there is no covered spectator 

accommodation on the field, a couple of dug outs, facing each other at opposite 

sides of the un-roped pitch close to half-way, provide a base for the respective 

teams. Interestingly, the larger home dug out on the right-hand side which displays 

the name of the club and a club crest on the outer panelling, benefits by having 

more seats than its more Heath-Robinson looking counterpart, used by the visitors. 



I wonder if this disparity is a subtle way of intimidating the opponents upon 

arrival?! I was also intrigued to note that each of the four corner flags, rather than 

reflecting the club’s all royal blue strip in use today, unusually took the form of 

union jacks – was this a throwback to the Olympics or something more to do with 

the forthcoming Queen’s Jubilee celebrations perhaps? Or neither? Who knows? I 

didn’t really have the inclination to ask anyone. 

 

Both teams taking to the field this afternoon are relative newcomers to the county 

league. The hosts, former members of the now defunct Driffield & District League, 

only joined the ERCL last season. Despite only managing to fulfil only half of their 

fixtures (due to the COVID-19 pandemic and FA restrictions), the club won the 

Division Four title at the first time of asking, allowing them to win promotion. 

Sutton, a former Hull Sunday League side, have even less experience in this 

division, only gaining membership to the competition last summer. By sheer 

coincidence their first home game was against Little Driffield when the teams 

played out a 1-1 draw at Bishop Burton, on the opening day of the season.  

 

Having seen a string of matches understandably called off over the last few weeks 

due to the dodgy weather conditions, today’s fixture was in fact the first game 

Little Driffield (in fifth place in the nine-team division) had played since the end of 

January when they shared an entertaining 3-3 draw at the Catwick Lane home of 

Brandesburton Reserves. By contrast, opponents and current league leaders, 

Sutton United, beaten only once this season, have been far luckier in completing 

their games recently. Incredibly they did manage to play in the snow last week 

earning a home point coincidentally against Brandesburton in a game that did last 

the full ninety minutes, ending 0-0, on the 3G pitch at the Bishop Burton College – 

a venue worth keeping up your anorak sleeve just in case you’re in need of a 

wet/snow weather back up. 

 

After a pretty even first forty-five minutes, which saw very few chances created at 

either end, the game remained goalless at the break. By the hour mark the hosts 

started to get more of a foothold in the game and could have been two goals up 

had it not been for a couple of fine reaction saves made by the Mick Ward in the 

United goal and the subsequent intervention of the woodwork (or should that be 

metalwork?) which did their best to deny them taking the lead. However, the 

deadline was finally broken moments later when quick-footed substitute George 

Seville (62) seized his opportunity to drill the ball beyond the advancing Ward to 

make it 1-0. Although Sutton rallied and almost equalised at the end when Paul 

Dennis made a terrific point blank save to tip the ball over the bar from Owen 

Kirk’s close-range effort. As the final whistle sounded the hosts held on to their 

lead becoming only the second team to beat Sutton this campaign. It was nothing 

more than Little Driffield deserved as their opponents seemed to lose composure 

after conceding, blaming each other far too often, rather than taking responsibility 

for their own mistakes. I should think they would probably agree with that 

sentiment once the dust had settled or after a couple of beers on the way home. 

 



The game, played in bright warm sunshine on a well grassed and slightly forgiving 

pitch, attracted about thirty spectators, which I counted at its peak just after half-

time. Of this number, I was fortunate enough to have a chat with a couple of 

‘older’ spectators named Sid and Brian, during a stoppage in play in the second 

half. It transpired that, at the ripe ages of 96 and 79 respectively, they have been 

coming to watch the local club down here at Back Lane for ‘donkeys’ years’ (their 

words, not mine), once they refused to pay the high prices to watch Premier 

League football at the KCOM Stadium. They told me that Little Driffield was first 

established back in the late 1950’s (which is pretty close as the club logo says 1960 

but there you go…), competing for the most part in the Driffield & District League. 

Although the club has struggled to survive in the past and did fold at one point, it 

was local landowner Derek Migginson, from the neighbouring village of Kirkburton, 

who played a major part in saving it, after buying the playing field in Back Lane (in 

return for a small rent) about ten years ago.  

 

Special mention must also go to the referee Gary Hallet who only received a late 

phone call at 12.15pm to take up the whistle here when the nominated official 

couldn’t make it. It was incredible to learn that he had just finished reffing a 

junior game in the morning, before making the thirty-mile cross-country journey 

from his base in Goole to get here. Apparently, he has also got to cover a Veterans 

game tomorrow (Sunday)!! That’s dedication for you. It just begs the question 

where would we be without our matchday officials? 

 

I always have a quick look at the footy results when I get back to FGIF Towers, 

especially involving those other clubs and games, I had also considered on my 

short-list the day before. No doubt you have the same ritual over the weekend too. 

Is that what people refer to as FOMO (fear of missing out), perhaps a way of seeing 

if I had picked the right game in the end, or not? With Langtoft beating Withernsea 

by 4-2 and Flamborough putting nine past Bridlington Legion I had maybe upon 

reflection seen less goalmouth action during my visit to Little Driffield. Even 

though my chosen game had yielded only one goal, it had nevertheless been 

another wonderful hopping experience. To be honest, I was more than happy just 

to get to a match, watch ninety minutes of football and enjoy some unseasonably 

mild weather. Hindsight is a wonderful thing as they say. The joys of hopping 

continue. Enjoy your travels in the sun whilst you can! 

 

FGIF Match Rating: 3* FGIF Ground Rating: 2*             
   

 



 

R No.29: WebEd – Saturday 19th February 2022; Hornsea Town (v Cherry Burton); 

Humber Premier League Premier Division; Kick-Off: 2pm; Venue: Hornsea School & 

Language College 3G, Eastgate, Hornsea, East Yorks, HU18 1DW; Result: 1-1 (Match 

abandoned after 22 mins – pitch unplayable); Admission: None; Programme: None; 

Attendance: 7.  

IT'S SNOW GO AT THE SEASIDE! 

 

In a week of prolonged, dreadful weather, it really was going to be more down to 
luck than opportunity in finding a game this afternoon. In fact, by the time storms 
Dudley and Eunice (who makes these names up?) had passed over East Yorkshire, 
most fixtures left in their wake, had fallen victim to their full and exacting force. 
With an unrelenting forecast sill in the air, I didn’t fancy driving too far and looked 
nearer to home for my fix this afternoon. Unsurprisingly then, only a handful of 
local games remained by midday and all, except one, were being played on 3G. 
Incredibly, after checking the hopping menu I still had a chance of ticking off what 
would be a new ground with two local games on the drawing board. It was going to 
be either a ‘walkable’ hop between Brownies and Driffield Town (ERCL5) played on 
the Sirius Academy West just around the corner or a trip to the seaside, where 
Hornsea Town FC had tweeted to say that their game against Cherry Burton had 
been switched from the Hollis Recreation ground to the Hornsea School 3G in 
Eastgate. 
 
After quite a bit of ‘umming and arring’, I finally decided to head to the coast 
where the chance of some sleet was marginally less than where I lived on the 
outskirts of Hull. Doesn’t that sound crazy? Who in their right mind would leave 
their nice cosy, warm living room, travel out towards the North Sea only to stand 
outside in wet, freezing cold conditions at the side of a football pitch? The answer 
is…me!! By the time I arrived in Hornsea about three-quarters of an hour later, the 
heavy rain was turning into sleet. The Hornsea School and Language College found 
on Eastgate, is easy to reach. The main school entrance is approached by turning 
left at the first main roundabout off Seaton Road and continuing up the hill at the 
next mini roundabout.  
 
As the 3G football facility is located on the other side of the school site, around 
the back of the main buildings, you can follow the driveway towards the car park 



on the left where the cage comes into view, or continue a bit further, bearing left, 
where there are a few more spaces next to the Sixth Form Centre which is much 
closer to the pitch. Although the weather had changed dramatically in the last ten 
minutes with some large snowflakes starting to drift in the air, I was still 
heartened to see the players arriving to begin their warm-up inside the cage. Many 
had made the short walk from the changing rooms in the adjacent Hollis recreation 
ground (on the other side of the B1242 Atwick Road) which is only five minutes 
from here. 
 

The Hornsea School floodlit 3G pitch was opened in July 2015. The facility, built at 
a cost of £519k, was funded predominantly by grants from the Football Foundation 
(£316k); East Riding Council (£85k); Sport England Inspired Facilities Fund (£49k) 
and a Hornsea School contribution (£50k) together with sums raised by Hornsea 
Town FC (£10k). It’s an excellent venue for local sports team, for training and 
match days and is available for use by schools, colleges and members of the 
community who can book in advance on the facilty website. A regular Hornsea 
five-a-side League takes place during the evenings as well as initiatives including 
Walking Football (for the aged) and Men Utd which helps to promote good mental 
health through sport. Access to the cage is through a gate along one side (nearest 
to the school) where there is a separate walkway and viewing area for spectators. 
Although there is no covered standing at present, two sturdy red plastic dugouts 
(with black padded seats in situ) used by the coaches and subs, are positioned 
along the side-line close to half-way. 
 
Today’s game could be regarded very much as an HPL basement battle. The hosts 
in tenth place (out of fourteen teams) have the slight edge boasting a four-point 
cushion and being two places better off than their opponents who hail from the 
affluent, leafy suburbs of Beverley. To their credit the Cherries, newcomers to the 
top division this season, still have two games in hand over their closest rivals, 
Chalk Lane and Hull United who sit directly beneath them in the table. Although 
they haven’t scored many goals so far this campaign, they haven’t conceded many 
either, having one of the meanest defences in the HPL. Last time out Town lost by 
the only goal of the game played at the Hill Top Club, home of Westella & 
Willerby. By contrast the visitors earned an impressive 2-1 victory against East 
Riding Rangers, also on their travels, on a visit to the King George VI playing fields 
in Cottingham.  
 
With the snow getting thicker and falling more quickly, I made my way pitch-side 
ten minutes ahead of the scheduled 2pm kick-off. However, referee Simon Porter 
from Bridlington (who coincidentally was in charge for an ERCL7 game I attended 
at Flamborough FC a few weeks ago) was in deep discussion with some of the home 
officials, seemingly having some concerns over the state of the pitch. His issues 
related to an area of waterlogging over on the far side of the playing area and the 
fact that a long supporting wire used to suspend the pitch dividing curtain across 
the cage, couldn’t be wound back properly. Although the excess water was 
successfully brushed away to the side of the cage, the wire guide rail wouldn’t 
budge, not even a centimetre. Eventually a decision was made to start the game 
(five minutes early) leaving the ten feet high wire stretched across the width of 
the cage, in place. No doubt there was a united plan should the ball come into 



contact with it during play - I can only dread to think what would have happened 
had it been a couple of feet lower!! 
 
After a hesitant opening five minutes, it was Hornsea who opened the scoring 
when forward Lewis Reeves (5) beat the offside trap to drill the ball under the 
advancing keeper. With the snow gathering on the playing surface, it was 
becoming tricky for the players to keep their feet, as well as controlling the ball 
which had markedly slowed down as it skimmed over the artificial grass in between 
passes. The visitors gained a foot hold (pardon the pun) in the game when Craig 
Muirhead (20) fired the ball home from the edge of the area to draw level. As the 
snow grew thicker, visibility at pitch-side was now at a premium - it not only 
difficult tracking the ball but the pitch markings had almost disappeared. Taking 
photos was nigh on impossible and my lens cleaning cloth was becoming soggy as 
soon as it left my anorak pocket.  
 
Moments later the Hornsea keeper was involved in a nasty collision following a 
corner. Falling awkwardly inside his six-yard area, it was evident that he was badly 
hurt. The referee was now showing some concern about the conditions and during 
the stoppage, consulted the club lino who thought that it might help to clear the 
lines using a broom. However, in attempting do this, the snow fell just as quickly 
as the lines were being swept. The strokes were similar to those used in some of 
the recent curling events at the Winter Olympics in Beijing! Although the match 
official said he would continue for another five minutes to see if there was any 
improvement, it was obvious that the game was going to be called off. As the 
keeper, clutching his side, gingerly got back onto his feet, the referee decided he 
had seen enough and inevitably sounded his whistle confirming that the game was 
off with immediate effect. Even though some of the players wanted to carry on, it 
just wasn’t safe to play on. Obviously, I was really gutted (an understatement!) 
but realised it was definitely the right decision to make. You know it’s bad when 
you can’t see anything beyond the perimeter of the cage - I didn’t even take a 
proper headcount, relying later on the match photos to help work out a pseudo 
attendance!! Within five minutes the place was completely deserted. To be honest 
I was more than happy to consign my soggy heavy outer layers (and there were a 
few) to the car boot, get back into the driver’s seat and turn the heater on full 
blast again.          
 
Hoppers may also be interested to learn that the club have not only used the 
school 3G during periods of wet weather but have also played here during the 
winter (between November and February) as their current Hollis recreation ground 
has been undergoing drainage work. For those of you that have yet to tick of their 
main ground (off Westwood Avenue), it seems that the pitch, set in a hollow, 
suffers from waterlogging due to the impermeable chalk base. Corrective measures 
have been put in place, but the work may take another season to be fully 
completed, meaning that the school venue will be used more frequently in the 
interim. Watch this space for more, as they say. Whilst the home keeper was 
receiving treatment, I got into conversation with one of the home officials who 
was acting as a club linesman. Apparently the HPL no longer fund three officials 
for matches played in the top division these days, something which they used to do 
in previous seasons. It seems that there has been a shortfall in providing match 
personnel since the restart (after COVID-pandemic), meaning former linos have 



often been ‘borrowed’ to take up the whistle elsewhere in some of the feeder 
leagues who struggle to appoint someone to take charge.  
 
After getting back to FGIF HQ later in the afternoon, in typical fashion, the snow 
had almost melted. I found out that all but one of the HPL games played on 
Astroturf (can you still call it that?) today had also been abandoned before half-
time, which was not surprising. However, to rub some salt into the hopping 
wounds, I also discovered that the other game I had considered watching at the 
Sirius Academy, managed to last a full ninety minutes with the score ending 6-0 in 
favour of visitors Driffield Town. Sods Law! I had picked the wrong game. Although 
it had been a frustrating day, I suppose a bit of perspective is needed here. During 
a hopping career that has lasted over thirty years, I must admit that I have 
experienced very few call-offs (mostly down to adverse weather) during this time. 
In fact, this had been my first abandoned game in almost eight years when thick 
fog halted the NCEL Division One match at Eccleshill (v Selby Town) played on a 
bitterly cold Tuesday evening in Bradford on 02/04/14 (with the score standing at 
1-1).  
 
Despite the advantages that 3G pitches have to offer clubs and fans alike, 
especially on days of wet weather, my hop today just goes to show that artificial 
surfaces are not always infallible! Let’s hope the adverse conditions that have 
spoiled our travelling opportunities in recent weeks can improve, so that normal 
service can be resumed. In the meantime, have fun wherever you go and if it’s 
windy, raining, sleeting or snowing, you get lucky!  
 

No FGIF match or ground ratings have been made for this game!! 
  

 



 
R No.28: WebEd – Saturday 12th February 2022; SJR Worksop (v Bakewell Town); 
CML Buckingham Insurance League Challenge Cup Round 1; Kick-Off: 2pm; Venue: 
Rockware Sports Ground, Sandy Lane, Worksop, Notts, S80 3ET; Result: 4-1; 
Admission: £3; Programme: None; Attendance: 24.  
 

ARISE SIR KEITH! 
 
When the latest draws for the non-league FA Competitions were made only a few 
weeks ago, two games stood out from all the others as ‘must see’ ties. The FA 
Vase match at North Shields (v Rugby Town) and the FA Trophy game between York 
City and Morpeth Town at the new LNER Stadium, both at the fifth-round stage, 
looked really appealing. With the games scheduled to be played on the same day, 
it was a simply a case of choosing which one to go to. So, would it be a trip up to 
North Shields which involved a much longer trek or York City, although closer to 
home, a more expensive all-ticket match?  
 
With just over a week to go, I still hadn’t made up my mind. Being a hopper does 
make things difficult sometimes, and I am often guilty of overthinking the pros and 
cons of making such a visit. It usually involves quite a bit of strategic planning and 
that’s even before taking into account the weather conditions and roadworks on 
the day itself. You would think after all this time it would get easier, but it 
doesn’t, does it?  
 
However, all that changed last Sunday when Keith Aslan sent me his latest TT 
report after his hop to the Nottinghamshire borders. Keith (or Sir Keith, as I like to 
call him these days) is one of FGIF’s longest serving reporters, having been a loyal 
member of ‘the team’ for many years and to the layman is definitely hopping 
royalty, right up there with the very best of them, I would say. He’s maybe been 
to more Greggs outlets than games these days, but when it comes to travelling, he 
certainly knows his onions (or should that be pies and pasties?). Keith’s latest 
report from a hop to SJR Worksop Football Club, certainly caught my eye and 
would no doubt have his fanbase and wider readership drooling as well. It was 
definitely another cracking review penned in his typical Aslan ‘trademark’ style 
crafted with a touch of humour, a balanced mix of text covering ground details, 
brief match analysis including delayed kick-offs and extolling the virtues of his 
‘must have’ and highly coveted matchday programme, nicely rounded off with the 
latest news bulletin on train cancellations and bus replacement services that 
London and the South East has to offer on a Saturday. Needless to say, despite 
such feats (or fates) of modern engineering and enduring the perils affecting his 
dodgy knees, our Broadstairs-based traveller dusts himself down, and readies 
himself once again for his next challenge, a week later. How does he do it, one 
asks. He must be made of stuff only super hoppers have. If you haven’t read any of 
his reports, then do yourself a favour and head to the TT pages on our website, 
immediately. 
 
So, without further ado, my mind was made up. On Keith’s recommendation a trip 
to the Notts borders beckoned and my previous plans of ticking off North Shields 
and York City would have to be put on hold for another day. I was thinking along 
the lines that if either club got lucky and won their respective cup game this 



afternoon, they may well find themselves drawn at home in the next round, come 
Monday. Twisted logic I know, but it gave me another excuse to head south rather 
than north, this afternoon.  
 
After leaving FGIF HQ at midday, I was now heading football bound via the M62, 
M18, A1(M) and A60 to my destination, a journey taking just over an hour due to 
speed restrictions along a five mile stretch of the A63, near to South Cave. The 
ground is found at the far end of Sandy Lane (from Babbage Way), by passing the 
railway station and Worksop Town FC, before you get there. As you reach the brow 
of a hill, the ground comes into view on your right-hand side below road level. 
Thinking the entrance would be somewhere along here, I continued a bit further 
before taking the next right turn into the narrow driveway just before the 
roundabout (bringing you almost behind the goal). I soon realised my error as I 
approached the MBA Polymers works’ main gate – I had noticed in passing the large 
prominent red arrow on a sign that was directing me back up to the top of the hill 
where I could gain access to the football club. Within minutes and following a 
hasty U-turn, I spotted the club banner affixed to the outer fence, drove inside the 
gate and found a parking space. From this lofty perch the elevated view of the 
ground and surroundings below was simply stunning (but I always say that don’t I?). 
The area is dominated by a number of bulky industrial units off Sandy Lane and a 
large spacious retail park incorporating an ASDA and Burger King which seem to 
dominate much of the immediate backdrop. You can’t miss those huge neon logos 
illuminating their presence. The playing fields wedged into the hillside are known 
around here as the ‘Glassworks pitches’ formerly belonging to Rockware and fully 
enclosed by tall green mesh-fencing which borders two of its sides meeting in the 
corner. Entrance is made via a small wooden pay hut situated at the bottom of the 
hill/drive behind the goal which leads you to the main facilities shared between 
football and the local cricket club. There’s plenty of abandoned and forlorn-
looking sightscreens and the pitch covers dotted around the edge of the field.  
 
The main football pitch found in the corner (close to the road) has a unique sturdy 
double railed fence surrounding its perimeter giving it a tidy, enclosed feel. I don’t 
think I’ve seen such formidable fencing at any ground anywhere before. Even 
forthcoming storms Dudley and Eunice would have their work cut out to dislodge 
this one. Although there is no cover at present, two dug outs are positioned on the 
far side near to half-way. There is some elevated viewing along the rising 
embankment along this side which also provides the avid snapper with some 
variation in composing action shots. The playing field is also home to some of the 
club’s many junior football sides (along with a site in neighbouring Manton) who 
use a couple of smaller pitches marked out alongside and beyond the cricket 
square. The buildings over to the right include a changing pavilion and adjacent 
tea hut and mini function room which offers a bar and satellite TV viewing. The 
large, imposing plastics recycling factory and plant located directly behind 
certainly makes its presence felt, as it overlooks the ground. There is much 
evidence of ongoing landscaping work taking place particularly on land behind the 
goal at the carpark end where many trees have already been felled (judging by the 
liberal underfoot sprinkling of sawdust), leaving plenty of open space for 
development. Contrary to some reports I’ve read about the club leaving here, I 
don’t think (after talking to one of the club officials) that this is the case, 
certainly not in the near future anyway. There’s even rumours of the club getting 



some floodlights installed, but I suspect this is based more on hope, rather than 
fact, at the moment.  
 
St Joseph’s Football Club was first formed back in 1984 when the team played in 
the Worksop & District Sunday League. Despite the impact of the miner’s strike in 
the early 1990’s the club managed to survive in what were difficult times for all 
those affected by the impact and loss of a key industry in the area. It’s only 
recently that the club has joined the Central Midlands League when an application 
for membership made in 2019, was successful. The team was placed into the 
Division One North section (step seven of the pyramid, I think) under the new 
name St Joseph’s Rockware of Worksop, reflecting the former glass manufacturing 
company (and tenants), Rockware Glass, on whose ground they played their 
matches. This also meant that there would now be two senior clubs from Worksop 
plying their trade in the semi-pro game.  
 
The club has made a terrific start to life in the CML. Indeed, they were top of the 
regional table when the COVID-19 pandemic struck in March 2020. Before the 
season was halted under revised Government and FA guidelines, SJR remained 
unbeaten in all games, winning fourteen and drawing two of their matches. This 
success soon led to promotion with club taking their place (along with runners-up 
Boynton) in the Premier Division North for the following season. Once again 
though, the campaign was sadly curtailed due to the ongoing pandemic with SJR 
managing to fulfil only six of their fixtures, leaving them in tenth place (out of 
fifteen) amassing only eight points with two wins and two draws to their name. 
Thankfully most clubs this season have experienced an uninterrupted run of games 
and SJR have already done well in the league winning half and drawing six out of 
the twenty-four games played already, they sit comfortably in seventh place in the 
eighteen-team strong division. Last time out (and exactly seven days ago), they 
earned a valuable 3-2 win here against Collingham (check out TT No.116 for 
Keith’s ace report for more). This afternoon’s first round league cup tie against 
Bakewell Town is a rearranged fixture from the postponed game called off at the 
Glassworks three weeks ago through bad weather. Before play the visitors 
currently sit halfway in the Division One Central table. 
 
Despite the heavy rain both sides adapted really well to the worsening conditions. 
It was the visitors who scored first when Ben Rach’s (29) terrific shot from outside 
the box was fired into the top left-hand corner of the goal, giving outstretched 
keeper Dylan Hough no chance. The hosts equalised four minutes before the break 
when Jaden Thackery (41) lost his marker to tap home from close range, making it 
1-1. It was only when I checked the goal-times (with the lino during the half-time 
break), that I realised I had mistakenly got the teams mixed up, thinking that the 
side wearing the yellow shirts (matching the corner flags) was Worksop, when in 
fact it wasn’t. Doh!! SJR showed their superior skill and fitness levels by taking the 
lead on the hour mark through Max Sykes (61) who side-footed the ball home 
following some good build up play through the middle of the pitch. As the visitors 
began to tire, young Matthew Templeton (71) made it 3-1 after changing direction 
to lose his marker and power the ball through a crowd of players, past James Bean 
in the Bakewell goal. The expected victory was confirmed as Sykes (83) grabbed 
his second of the game, turning the ball home at the near post following a corner 
on the right to make it 4-1. This result means that SJR progress into the second 



round where they will face Club Thorne Colliery here, in a tie scheduled to take 
place next week.     
 
The game, played on a slippery surface made worse by the hastily deteriorating 
wet and windy weather conditions which prevailed throughout, was a superb 
advert for the CML. That’s not something I say lightly having witnessed a few 
dreadful games in this competition in recent years. A crowd approaching the mid-
twenties (not fifty as shown on the FA Full-Time pages – where do they conjure up 
these figures from?), included a fellow hopper who had travelled up by train from 
London. Being a gregarious type I attempted to have a conversation with him, but 
he was more interested in logging all the match details in his notepad, something 
which sounds no doubt sounds familiar amongst the number-crunching hopperati. 
 
When I exchanged E-Mails with Keith earlier in the week to let him know that I was 
following in his in tracks, he did warn me that a programme might not be available 
for this week’s game, being a cup tie rather than a regular league fixture. I was 
prepared for this and of course our trusty scribe was right (something he always 
admits), as I found out when I reached the entry pay-booth (well wooden shed, to 
be more precise) upon arrival. Although disappointed, I had not quite given up 
hope of getting some bits of paper to mark my visit. However, when I asked the 
gateman if he had any available from the Collingham game played here last week, 
unfortunately he hadn't got any left. Apparently and to make matters much worse, 
a bloke who arrived just before me had only gone and bought every one of the last 
ten copies left. I tracked him down in the clubhouse/bar area a few minutes later, 
but alas he wasn't going to part with any of them. I couldn't believe it! What would 
anyone want with so many programmes and for a game they didn’t even bother 
attending? I just can’t understand the mentality of some hoppers who behave like 
this, can you? No doubt you would feel the same in my hopping shoes. Anyway, for 
the record and for those paper-chasers amongst you, SJR normally issue a glossy 
colour 16-pager with the match details on the cover, priced £1.50 for home games, 
BUT PLEASE CHECK AVAILABILITY FIRST!!    
 

Indeed, this was only one of several minor irritations to beset me this afternoon: I 
don’t want to sound like a relative of Victor Meldrew but apart from getting 
soaked, experiencing some temporary problems with my camera battery, no doubt 
caused by the rain and losing the use of my photographer’s stool which shattered 
after it was hit by a stray ball cleared towards the touchline, I thoroughly enjoyed 
my visit here. I did honestly. It goes without saying that a visit here can be 
thoroughly recommended – it’s such a superb ground, lovely club with friendly 
people supporting it. I can only see SJR going from strength to strength. And 
finally, a big thankyou once again to Sir Keith who first alerted me to this 
wonderful club last week. Without his tip off I would have surely missed out. The 
wonders of electronic messaging continue – in the meantime enjoy the pages on 
our site and the articles contributed to it. Who knows, you might just find 
something that takes your fancy! 
 

FGIF Match Rating: 4* FGIF Ground Rating: 4* 
 

 
 



 

 

NON-LEAGUE INCLINATIONS 

 

R No.27: WebEd – Saturday 5th February 2022; Ludford Rovers (v Burgh Athletic); 
East Lincs Football Combination Junior Challenge Cup Round 2; Kick-Off: 1.30pm; 
Venue: Ludford Playing Field, Ludford, Lincs, LN8 6AJ; Result: 4-2 AET; Admission: 
None; Programme: None; Attendance: 24.  
 
The magic of the cup! Today I’m heading over the Humber Bridge and down into 
the beautiful Lincolnshire Wolds for my weekly hopping fix. It really is a lovely part 
of the world, designated as an area of outstanding natural beauty (AONB) with 
some stunning verdant woodland scenery to behold en route. A winding, roller 
coaster journey with some challenging hills and blind corners, by-passing the 
market town of Caistor, leads me to the tiny village of Ludford which is my 
destination for this early-afternoon cup tie. 
 
The village itself is situated in the Lincolnshire district of East Lindsey and is 
closely knit with the adjoining parishes of Ludford Magna and Ludford Parva. The 
nearest market towns of Market Rasen and Louth (both about five miles 
equidistant) are connected by the A631 which runs from the east to west with 
Ludford sitting on the one-mile-long section, called the Magna Mile. I’m not joking 
when I say that you out in the sticks here. The area seems to have changed very 
little in recent years. Indeed, I can sympathise with local historians who suggest 
that much of the place was formerly devastated by the Black Plague! Although 
there are no shops, not even a pub, I am told that there are plenty of activities 
organised around the village hall which acts as a central hub for the community. 
The LVH committee produces a regular newsletter The Magna Messenger and edits 



the village website, keeping residents up to date with all the details of local 
events taking place. 

The village is also proud to celebrate the No. 101 Squadron Roll of Honour. RAF 
Ludford Magna was a former RAF airfield situated south of the village, next to east 
side of the B1225 High Street. The station opened during the Second World War in 
June 1943 when shortly after, a Lancaster bomber air crew from the RAF Ludford 
Magna was shot down and killed over Voué in France. The squadron suffered the 
greatest number of casualties of any in battle and it was the villagers of Voué who 
buried the air crew and tended the graves for many years until the link with 
Ludford was discovered. Ludford and Voué are now twinned (see the village name 
sign), with regular visits between the two. There is a No. 101 Squadron 
RAF reunion every year, held in early September, with a fly past over the village of 
an Avro Lancaster PA474 from RAF Coningsby, the only bomber remaining in 
the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight. A memorial stone for the base is laid in the 
village.  

No doubt the seismologist in you may be interested to learn that in the early hours 
of 27 February 2008, Ludford was at the epicentre of an earthquake measuring 5.2 
on the Richter scale. Despite the strength of the earthquake, no damage was 
sustained to the village. To celebrate its unique place in UK earthquake history, 
the White Hart Inn (on the A631 just outside the village), commissioned a beer that 
was brewed by a local micro-brewery there. 

Ludford Football Club plays its games on a pitch situated behind the village hall 
which is accessed along a driveway unsurprisingly called Playing Field Road off the 
main road. It’s not easy to spot on approach as the signpost is covered by thick 
foliage growing around it. The elevated site is one of the remotest outposts found 
in non-league football, exposed to the elements, with open fields and rolling hills, 
it is bordered on three of the sides by low hedges giving it a nice, enclosed feel. 
The changing rooms at the back of the building (situated close to a children’s play 
park) face directly onto the field which has a predominant slope and, at its highest 
point, behind the top goal, there is a tall beacon from where you can see the 
swathe of undulating terrain for miles around.  
 
Pride of place here goes to a rather quaint small corrugated panelled stand over on 
the far touchline which provides standing room and cover for up to twenty or so 
spectators. On closer inspection there is no concrete base, just bare ground to 
stand on inside its confines. It looks as though the outer fascia, now missing, once 
carried the club’s name on the front. The bumpy pitch which has a severe diagonal 
slope really does drop away markedly from the far side down towards the pavilion. 
Factoring this in and judging by the vast amount of mole hills puncturing the 
playing surface, it certainly, at first sight anyway, does not seem conducive to 
playing any type of football on. Without doubt this is a basic grass roots set up, 
seen at its very best! 
 
Today Rovers welcome Skegness-based side Burgh Athletic FC to the Ludford 
playing field or a Second-Round cup tie. To be absolutely correct it is named the 
Le Sanctuaire on Steep Hill Junior Challenge Cup, which incorporates the sponsor’s 
title, a beauty spa retreat company from Lincoln. It’s one of many cup 
competitions organised by the East Lincs Football Combination, a league which has 



only a few clubs in each of its three divisions and helps to supplement the 
programme with additional fixtures. In fact, the league runs seven cup 
competitions in total which are all highlighted on their dedicated FA Full-Time 
pages. According to the league handbook which is filled with interesting stats to 
satiate the number-crunching anorak in you, it appears that the Junior Challenge 
Cup is a prestigious competition in these parts, with the first ever winners 
Binbrook FC lifting the title almost a hundred years ago, back in 1927-28. Although 
Ludford have never seen their name engraved on the trophy, they did pick up some 
silverware four seasons ago, winning both the East Lincs Cup and Second Division 
title both in a highly successful 2017-18 campaign. 
 
This afternoon’s tie which kicks off early to allow for extra-time and penalties if 
needed, features two of the ELFC’s struggling clubs, both propping up their 
respective divisions after enduring difficult campaigns to date. The hosts from the 
top-flight (that’s division one to you and me) have not won a single game so far 
and picked up only two points from drawn games, both played at home. Burgh 
Athletic (from division two) have not fared much better themselves either, having 
won one and drawn one of their matches this season. At least one of the clubs will 
be celebrating later this afternoon with a much-needed victory, albeit in the 
knockout cup. 
 
In essence this was a cracking cup tie and a great advert for ELFC football. It was 
the visitors from Burgh-le-Marsh who opened the scoring, and against the run of 
play, through Michael Howard (15) whose clever lob saw the stand-in keeper 
stranded in no-man’s land after he badly mistimed his challenge on the edge of the 
six-yard line. The lead only lasted ten minutes though, before the hosts equalised 
when a thunderous 25-yard shot from Jordan Kay (25) gave the keeper no chance 
of reaching the ball as it was despatched like a guided missile travelling 
horizontally into the top left-hand corner of the net. Ludford thought they had 
taken the lead moments later through Kay (29), but his goal was rightly disallowed 
for offside. The visitors who looked much stronger in the second half, took the 
lead once again as Reece Toone (62) got past his marker for an easy tap in at the 
back post just after the hour mark to make it 1-2. The hosts soon got back into the 
game when Cocks (76) poked home from close range following a desperate goal 
mouth scramble. With the game coming to an end the Athletic players thought 
they had won it at the death when Ashley Read’s (87) back post effort was ruled 
out for offside, a cruel blow and one which sent the game into an inevitable two 
further ten-minute periods of extra-time.  
 
Normally when it’s really cold and the wind is howling like this, my heart sinks     
at the thought of enduring any extra time (at any level). You know you’ve had 
enough when you keep looking at your watch. But there were certainly no 
complaints on that front from this football neutral today. With the match result 
still in doubt and with plenty of chances already created at both ends, it was a 
compelling watch. Bring it on! Despite a goalless first-half, Ludford took the lead 
for the first time in the game when Adam Smith (101) prodded home a loose ball 
which had cannoned back to him off a defender at the start of the second extra 
period. This goal seemed to knock the stuffing out of the visitors who by now were 
really tiring. Their fate was sealed just three minutes before the final whistle 
when Cocks (107) grabbed his second of the afternoon, beating the keeper to what 



looked like a 50/50 ball on the line, to tap it home making it 4-2 and with it a 
place in the next round to look forward to. The match was controlled superbly by 
referee Shaun Lowe who at one point, late on in the game, looked to have 
succumbed to the windchill, despite wearing several more (and longer) layers than 
usual. Rovers’ first team boss Eddie Hunt told me that his club had struggled to get 
a settled side all season. Even their regular first team keeper had to cry off just 
before the game after testing positive for Covid-19. I didn’t think this sort of thing 
happened outside the Premier League, but there you go! This win will no doubt 
help to lift his spirits towards making a speedy recovery.  
 
The match played on a difficult sticky surface was not aided by the unfavourable 
gradient nor the strong swirling winds which made control extremely tricky at 
times for the players. As the windspeed increased it certainly brought tears to my 
eyes particularly in the second half. I really did not appreciate how much the pitch 
falls away on the far side until I watched the game from the highest vantage point 
behind the goal (next to the beacon). On several occasions I actually lost sight of 
the ball as the play continued along or close to the furthest side-line below. 
Likewise, the view looking back up towards the stand opposite gave the impression 
of a semi-lunar landscape with nothing to see but the distant skyline beyond. The 
attendance which peaked around the mid-twenties mark in the second half 
comprised of several players from Market Rasen Town FC who had come along to 
watch, after their home league match (D3) against Manby had been called off at 
midday. Although no attempt was made to sell refreshments during my short stay, 
I was more than happy to tuck into my corned beef rolls once I got back in the car 
on the way home. 
 
It had been another superb afternoon’s entertainment with the added bonus of 
arriving home in the dwindling daylight which makes for a change. Although I 
normally save my hops involving ELFT clubs for Lincolnshire Junior Cup matches, I 
was pleased that I had travelled into Lincolnshire Wolds today. I am sure that like 
me, you will enjoy a visit to Ludford Rovers FC and receive a lovely, friendly 
welcome by everyone at the club. Oh, and one final thing, just remember to take 
your walking boots (or should that be hiking boots?) with you to get up that hill. 
The joys of hopping in the sticks continue. Have fun wherever you go!  
 

FGIF Match Rating: 4* FGIF Ground Rating: 4* 
 
R No.26: WebEd – Saturday 29th January 2022; AFC Bilton (v Pelican Rangers); 
East Riding County League Division One; Kick-Off: 2pm; Venue: North Frodingham 
Playing Fields, South Townside Road, Driffield, East Yorkshire, YO25 8LE; Result: 0-
2; Admission: None; Programme: None; Attendance: 17. 
 



 
 

KEEPING ON THE WRITE TRACK! 
 
When the mini chequered flag appeared on my Sat Nav screen, my suddenly heart 
sank. Instead of reaching my intended destination, the North Frodingham playing 
fields, my Garmin had brought me to a fork in the road, literally in the middle of 
nowhere. I hadn’t got a clue where I was. Rather than seeing two groups of players 
warming up on a recreation ground, there was nothing but a swathe of empty 
fields stretching out into the distance before me. It looked bleak. Obviously, 
something was amiss here. Luckily, still having a bit of time on my hands, I 
checked out the post code for the ground once again. It corresponded with one I 
had written down in my notebook the day before and it clearly stated YO25 8EE, 
the one I had entered on the screen before setting off from FGIF HQ at midday. I 
decided to look on my mobile phone and check out the FA Full-Time pages for the 
league to make sure there wasn’t any error, but despite trying several times, I just 
couldn’t get a strong enough signal to find out. With time now quickly running out 
and thinking on my feet (or should that be wheels?), I drove to the end of the 
narrow lane on what turned out to be on the edge of Skipsea (on the way to 
Hornsea) and re-joined the main road that I had been on ten minutes earlier. I 
stopped, tapped in the village name and road I needed into my device and waited 
for it calculate the journey time – the on-screen info told me I still had about five 
point two miles to go. Despite having a wet brow and slightly raised heart rate I 
thankfully I arrived there about ten minutes later – phew!! 
 
The ground is found at the end of a narrow lane, a continuation of South Townside 
Road, where single file parking space, is very much the only option. The site which 
shares its facilities with cricket, is enclosed by a combination of low fences and 
hedges with wide open fields backing onto three of its sides. It’s a pretty exposed 
venue to say the least. A wooden kissing-gate in the corner provides access to the 
playing fields where there are two football pitches separated by a cricket square in 
between. Unsurprisingly, facilities here are fairly basic and comprise of a smart 
changing pavilion painted in green with several adjoining storage containers which 
run in tandem along the nearside hedge to the right. As you have probably guessed 
there are no dedicated spectator facilities apart from a couple of metal seats 
positioned along, what would be, the cricket boundary line and no attempt is 
made to rope off the main pitch which is marked out on the side of the field 
nearest to the houses on the left.  



 
AFC Bilton have been members of the ERCL for a number of years now and have 
led quite a nomadic existence in recent times. They used to play on the local 
playing fields back in their own village of Bilton located to the north east of Hull. 
In fact, I attended a game there about four years ago now for a county league 
division two fixture against Haltemprice. It was a memorable hop as the beaten 
visitors tendered their resignation, following a 4-2 defeat, and their fixtures for 
the 2018-19 were immediately declared null and void.  
 
After facing mounting problems over security and maintenance over the ground, 
the club played its last game here (on 09/03/19 v Roos). They completed their 
remaining games on their opponents’ grounds before making the decision to move 
out and use the 3G pitch at the prestigious Andrew Marvell School (now called the 
Marvell College) for the following season. The club seemed settled here until the 
COVID-19 pandemic struck with government and FA restrictions forcing them to 
stop playing on 14/03/20 after a 2-2 draw in the league against Hedon Rangers 
Reserves. When the season was subsequently called to a halt, AFC Bilton had only 
played twelve games, the fewest of all teams competing, leaving them in eighth 
place out of the ten clubs in the division. With tighter restrictions being placed on 
schools in the city, it was a difficult time for the club who were in effect (and 
through no fault of their own) locked out of the school premises and unable to 
train or play games.  
 
With growing uncertainty over school closures caused by the pandemic, the club 
soon found themselves on the move again agreeing to play at the North 
Frodingham playing fields, some sixteen miles up the road on the outskirts of 
Driffield. Having to travel so far to play home games, it seemed a strange decision 
at the time but as the local team had recently disbanded, it meant that for a small 
rent, they had a more permanent, regularly maintained home and had full access 
to the facilities, sharing only with the village cricket club. They played their first 
game here on 19/09/20 marking their new ground with a convincing victory, 
beating Roos 5-1. Yet again the (2020-21) season was interrupted by COVID-19 and 
no games were played between December and March. When it did re-start in a 
reduced format (with most clubs in the ERCL agreeing to play each other once), 
AFC Bilton only managed to fulfil ten games finishing in seventh place overall. 
 
This season, which looks likely, at this stage, to remain uninterrupted by the Covid 
virus, has not been an easy one either for AFC Bilton. Although they occupy a mid-
table position having won and drawn roughly the same number of games played so 
far, the club has not had a settled team and has called upon a larger number of 
players in recent weeks to fulfil their fixtures. Perhaps the lads just don’t enjoy 
having to spend more of their time on a Saturday travelling up towards Driffield in 
order to play their home games. By contrast their opponents, Pelican Rangers, 
have enjoyed a very successful campaign and currently sit in second place (on goal 
difference) behind current league leaders North Ferriby Development FC. In the 
reverse fixture played on the opening day of the season back in September, 
Rangers won the game 4-1 to take the honours at the Pelican Park playing fields 
situated in the Sutton Ings area of the city. 
 



Today’s match went very much according to the form book with the visitors 
snatching a 0-2 victory with both goals, scored just before and after the break, 
coming from young Alex Dickinson. Despite the score, it was a close contest with 
both sides enjoying plenty of possession and creating several chances to make it an 
exciting spectacle for the football neutral. With other results ‘going their way’ 
Rangers can have every reason to celebrate having moved to the top of the table 
after today’s victory. The game, played in lovely bright sunshine and blue skies 
was spoiled, at times, by a very strong cross wind (named Malik and given an 
amber warning by the Met Office) which made its presence felt at pitch side. The 
corners flags could be seen buckling under the force of the gale. Underfoot, the 
playing surface which had only been mown and painted by the affable grounds’ 
man (in his eighties!), half an hour ahead of kick-off, was superb. This was also the 
first time I had met busy referee Philip Ashcroft, a long-standing member and 
current press officer of the ERCL committee who officiated with great authority 
throughout the match. Incidentally, the avid twitchers amongst you may be 
interested to learn that this is definitely a place for birds – I not only ‘spotted’ a 
very large bird box affixed to one of the recently pruned trees in an adjoining 
garden but also noted several murmuration’s of starlings passing over the far end 
of the pitch during my short visit – pity I couldn’t count them all, as this was 
coincidentally the annual RSPB Big Garden Birdwatch weekend!! 
 
I also managed to have a chat before the game started with AFC Bilton’s first team 
coach Phil Harris who told me that the club might be on the move again at the end 
of the season. Don’t quote me on this, but they hope to be returning to Hull and 
although a venue has not been chosen, he hinted that it could be on the 3G pitch 
at the Malet Lambert School. Watch this space, as they say. 
 
And finally, back to that post code conundrum that I described earlier. When I got 
back home later in the afternoon, I decided to check out that illusive post code 
once again on FA Full-Time to see where I had messed up earlier in the day. To my 
surprise and disbelief, I had in fact misread my own writing. I had written the 
ground code down correctly as YO25 8LE, but the hurried and almost illegible 
scrawl, contained in my pocket notepad, looked more like YO25 8EE instead. 
Doh!!! I can’t believe how such a small typing error could lead me so far astray on 
my journey. I really shouldn’t be allowed out these days. Who knows maybe it’s 
time to get a new pair of glasses (I have mentioned this before) or improve my 
writing, or perhaps both?!! It just leaves me to say, I hope that you have fun 
wherever you go and remember to double-check that the all-important post code 
you are putting into your Sat Nav, is the right one. After all, you wouldn’t want to 
end up in the sticks, would you?          
 

FGIF Match Rating: 3* FGIF Ground Rating: 2* 
 

 
R No.25: WebEd – Saturday 22nd January 2022; Haxby Town (v Bishopthorpe 
White Rose); York Football League Division One; Kick-Off: 2pm; Venue: The Ethel 
Ward Memorial Playing Field, Calf Road (off York Road), Haxby, York, North 
Yorkshire, YO32 3DY; Result: 6-2; Admission: None; Programme: None; Attendance: 
20. 
 



  
 

IN MEMORY OF ETHEL WARD 
 
The town of Haxby is found about five miles to the north of York, just off the outer 
ring road (A1237) and is near to the banks of the River Foss. It is close to the 
neighbouring villages of New Earswick, Strensall and Wigginton which all form a 
commuter belt to the city.  
 
According to historical records, a settlement, on the site of the modern town 
named Haxebi by the Vikings was established around the ninth century. In Norse it 
refers to a man called Hakr who owned a township or farm denoted by the word 
‘by’. Interestingly a Grade III listed Viking cross base in the churchyard of St Mary's 
Church offers some support for this date. There is also evidence of Roman 
occupation here with the discovery of a site of a Roman villa on Haxby Moor in the 
mid-sixties, and pottery was found on Station Road along with a silver Roman 
signet ring more recently in 2003.  
 
Much of the current town centre comprises of eighteenth and early nineteenth 
century architecture but significant redevelopment took place in Victorian times 
including the memorial hall (formerly the Board School), now the home to a local 
radio station. The impressive Haxby Hall, an estate in York Road, was built in 1790 
occupying over twenty acres of land and noted for acquiring grade II listed status. 
In 1923, Haxby Hall became the residence of Mr William Abel Wood, a JP, and was 
used in the Second World War to billet evacuees from Hull. Haxby Hall itself was 
demolished in 1960 and replaced five years later by the Haxby Hall Residential 
Home for the elderly with an adjoining ambulance station built next to it. 

 
With the arrival of the railway in Haxby, then a village, became a popular place to 
live and commute from. Expansion continued gradually and by 1992 Haxby had 
outgrown its image of a rural hamlet and was declared a town, by which time its 
population exceeded over ten thousand residents. Today there is a thriving 
shopping centre with an eclectic mix including a small arcade, several established 
retailers like Co-op, Sainsbury’s etc, a number of independent businesses (check 



out the Haxby House bakers), charity shops and local pubs, mostly dotted along a 
street named The Village.   
 
Haxby Town Football Club, located off the main York Road, is literally just a 
stone’s throw from the town itself. The club plays its matches at the Ethel Ward 
playing fields, so called after the owner of the estate, Kenneth Ward, donated the 
pleasure grounds and building to the village. It was seen as a gift, made in memory 
to his wife Ethel who died in 1944.  His one and only stipulation was that the 
playing field would be known and designated as the Ethel Ward Playing Fields. 
 
According to the York Press newspaper which carried a story four years ago to 
mark its seventieth anniversary, the playing fields were officially opened for a 
cricket match by former Yorkshire and England cricketer Maurice Leyland on 8th 
May 1948. Apparently on that day New Earswick romped to a total of 141 all out 
before Haxby and Wigginton scored 87 for 8 in reply, with the match eventually 
being declared a draw. Mr Leyland, who incidentally bowled the opening over of 
that inaugural cricket match said that most great cricketers began their careers on 
a village ground like this: ‘I started my cricket in a back street using the dustbin 
as wickets; the lid was knocked off many a time," he said.  
 
Sadly, there's no longer a cricket club based at the Ethel Ward Playing Fields, 
though a host of other sports, including tennis and netball (apart from football), 
are played here. The original pavilion was replaced in 1964 by a new one entirely 
built by volunteer labour. Indeed, all ages of the general public have made use of 
the site at one time or another either using the sports facilities or by virtue of the 
children's play area, band stand, and scout hut which have since been added, and 
the staging of the popular annual Haxby Carnival. 
 
The EW PF can be reached by taking a right turn down the narrow Calf Close which 
runs alongside the recreation ground and some local residential housing. It is found 
in a lovely idyllic setting with many tall trees lining its perimeter, on three sides. 
Several gardens from adjacent houses also back closely onto the field. The football 
pitch is marked out on the far side of the site where a modern brick-built pavilion 
(also used as a children’s day nursery) and adjoining changing room block provide 
the necessary facilities. The club’s name and logo depicting a Viking helmet is 
proudly displayed on a sign erected close to the outer facing wall of the changing 
rooms. There are also a cluster of lamps affixed to the roof which provide some 
light for training outside in the dark evenings. Although there is no spectator cover 
or dug outs here both sides of the pitch are bordered by a blue perimeter rope 
passed through some white plastic posts. The goals are fairly striking too with a 
couple of strong sturdy guide poles in situ used to hold the nets back and keep 
them firmly in place. A separate pitch, nearer to the main road (unused today), is 
also marked out on the field.   
 
Today is a lovely mild afternoon for football and the club is entertaining 
Bishopthorpe White Rose in what is largely seen as a mid-table encounter. 
Although the hosts have a five-point advantage over their rivals from the southern 
city suburbs, both clubs have an almost identical goal scoring record from their 
opening eight games played so far. The result goes according to the formbook with 
Haxby winning by a clear 6-2 score-line to move into the top half of the nine-team 



division. However, the match was much tighter than the result might at first 
suggest and largely hinged around a key incident which proved to be the turning 
point towards the end of the first half.  
 
With only five minutes remaining until the break, Town were leading 2-1. They had 
looked the better side and had already taken a two-goal lead courtesy of a brace 
from the nippy James Smith who toe poked the ball home at the back stick (9) 
before slipping the ball under the advancing keeper from close-range only ten 
minutes later (19). The visitors had just pulled one back through Jamie MacKie (31) 
converting from the spot and were pressing for an equaliser when their keeper 
Tom Brookes in a moment of absolute madness (after what looked like a fairly 
nasty tackle) was dismissed. After being shown the red card by the referee he lost 
all self-control, ripped his shirt off, walked over to the side of the pitch and 
following plenty of loud expletives kicked the drinks bottles and its plastic 
container high into the air. No one knew what to say and for a few minutes there 
was a deathly hush at pitch-side. You literally could have heard a pin drop.  
 
With Bishopthorpe now down to ten men and relying on a rookie goalkeeper, Town 
took full advantage in the second half scoring four more goals before the end 
through Adam Chaplin (tap in on 50 minutes); Aaron Rose (header from a direct 
free-kick - 63); Tom Kilvington (shot inside the box - 74) and finally Craig Harrison 
(one on one with the keeper - 79). Although the visitors managed to pull one back 
when Matt Griffiths (84) headed home from a corner, they never really got back 
into the game again after that. However, I might add here that, despite this one 
incident, it had not been a bad game to watch by any means.      
 
The match, played on a well grassed sloping pitch (with a marked end to end drop) 
mostly in dull and overcast conditions, attracted about twenty spectators to the 
Ethel Ward Playing Field. It was clear the referee Daniel Horsfall was under some 
pressure this afternoon as an assessor, complete with clipboard clutched closely to 
his side, was observing his one and every move. I thought he (the ref!) had a 
decent game under the circumstances. No attempt was made to serve 
refreshments but there are several shops around the corner (a five-minute walk 
away) if you need to buy a snack or drink to settle your pre-match nervous 
excitement. 
 
The club, only established twenty years ago, appears to have a bright future. When 
I arrived today, I noticed several club coaches were busying dismantling some five-
a-side style mini goal posts after a hectic morning out on the field. A quick glimpse 
of the Haxby Town website indeed shows that it now runs a large number of junior 
sides beginning with Under 9’s and continuing right up to Under 19’s within its 
ranks. I was told that for the younger age groups, a typical session taking place on 
a Saturday morning at the EW PF would last for about an hour and a half and 
consist of a fun warm-up at the start followed by some skill development, fifteen-
minute game and end with weekly medal awards. Phew!! It seems that the take up 
is excellent and most sessions are fully subscribed which is the sign of a really 
proactive club.  
 
A visit to the Ethel Ward Playing Fields, home of Haxby Town FC, comes highly 
recommended to all hoppers and footy fans alike. Its another lovely club run by 



friendly people, and you’ll definitely get a warm welcome when you come here. I 
have really enjoyed attending all the clubs and grounds in this league so far and 
it’s certainly worth checking out the excellent York Football League website for 
information about clubs and those all-important match statistics. In fact, a quick 
check through the tables shows that I’ve already completed twenty-one (out of the 
fifty-four) clubs competing in the league. How time flies! The joys of hopping in 
and around the cathedral city continue…have fun wherever you go!  
 

FGIF Match Rating: 3* FGIF Ground Rating: 2* 
 

 

R No.24: WebEd – Saturday 15th January 2022; Flamborough (v Bridlington 

Legion); East Riding County League Division Seven; Kick-Off: 2pm; Venue: The 

Woodcock Memorial Playing Field, Lighthouse Road/South Sea Road junction, 

Flamborough, East Yorkshire, YO15 1AQ; Result: 32-0; Admission: None; 

Programme: None; Attendance: 23. 

 

 
 

A DAY FOR BREAKING RECORDS 

 

It’s all about making the right decision. As a ground collector, I normally select my 
weekly hop based on one of two things: either to see the ground or watch the 
game. It could be to visit to new stadium that has just opened or perhaps to check 
out a place which has a unique location or setting which strongly appeals. At other 
times its all about the game – an exciting top of the table clash, nail-biting 
basement battle or maybe an intriguing cup match. Then on the odd occasion 
there are those one-off matches which have that all-important x-factor, like the 
games that promise to deliver a few goals which overwhelmingly draw our 
attention. This is one of those days. 
 
A few weeks ago, during one of my habitual scans of the league tables on the FA 
Full-Time site, I noticed that local side Bridlington Legion FC (rock bottom in the 
entire East Riding County League), had been getting a regular pasting this season. 



The on-screen statistics made for some really grim reading as I surveyed their 
recent results to note that several teams had not just beaten them by a big score 
(in excess of ten goals) but by a massive score (well over twenty). We are taking 
here about results which range from their best performance, a 1-10 defeat against 
Bridlington Rovers Academy at their Bridlington Sports Centre base in Gypsey Lane 
in December, to a really eye-watering 29-0 cup mauling at the hands of Hull-based 
side AAK on the 3G pitch at Marist College in October. In a nutshell they had (in 
the eight league matches played so far), scored only once and conceded one 
hundred and thirty-seven goals. When I spotted that their next fixture on Saturday 
was away at unbeaten ERCL Division Seven leaders Flamborough, I feared the 
worst. It may sound morally wrong here but realising that this would be another 
high scoring game, I couldn’t resist making this my first choice hop for Saturday. 
Does that sound bad? If it does let me know. 
 
When I left FGIF HQ at midday it was very foggy, and I had some doubts about 
heading to the coast. My weather app set for the seaside town (made famous for 
its rocky cliffs, a popular haunt amongst avid twitchers at neighbouring RSPB 
Bempton), stated the mist would lift by the middle of the afternoon. So, like a 
man possessed, I continued on my journey as planned up towards Driffield and 
then across to Bridlington. I did pull over a couple of times along the route to 
check the hosts twitter page just in case the match had fallen victim to the 
weather. The murky conditions didn't let up all the way to Flamborough (two miles 
further up the headland). In fact, by the time that I arrived at the tidy enclosed 
ground found on the junction of South Sea Road and Lighthouse Road, it (the fog) 
had got worse if anything, and I fully expected the match to be called off. The 
words pea and soup spring to mind here.  
 
As I reached the locked main gate a couple of visiting players from ‘The Legion’ 
thought the same as I did, and it was almost impossible to see the goal posts on 
the pitch set down in a hollow on the far side of the field. It was now 1.15pm and 
with no sign of the referee, I wondered if I should wait to find out more or head 
back down to Queensgate where Bridlington Town were playing Yorkshire Amateur 
in a NPLE game which kicked off at 3pm. I went over to the pavilion on the 
opposite side of the field where one of the committee members assured me it was 
match on and that pitch side visibility was much better. Unconvinced by his 
positivity, I nonetheless stuck with it.    
   
Lucky, that I did as well. As if by a near miracle, the mist had lifted quite a bit by 
kick-off time but was still swirling about to leave an eerie cloak over the playing 
field with the outline of distant trees and buildings seemingly changing focus all 
the time. Maybe it was me and an appointment with Specsavers is something I 
should perhaps consider.  
 
So, with my camera, trusty FGIF Stats Cards and biro all at the ready, I settled 
down and waited patiently for the action to commence. I realised pretty soon after 
the game had started why today’s visitors had been struggling so much all season. 
It was clear to see (or not given the misty conditions!) that this was a group of lads 
who had not played very much football between them before and were obviously 
very low on ideas, organisation and skill. It also appeared from their apparent lack 



of communication that several of them were making their debuts this afternoon 
and really didn’t know each other that well.  
 
In view of the one-sided nature of the game, I stood mostly near to the goal which 
the hosts were attacking (which I rarely do preferring to move about and take 
shots from different angles around the pitch) and logged all the goals as they were 
being banged in, mostly from within the six-yard box. By half-time the score had 
moved on to 13-0. Thankfully the fog didn’t get any worse which lessened the 
chances of any second-half abandonment. During the break my mind soon turned 
(selfishly) to my own personal aggregate all-time goals recorded in a game. This 
was in fact set back in 2017, twice in consecutive seasons and presently stood at 
18 goals (on 02/09/17 at Bardwell v AFC Orwell, 18-0 in the SIL 4 and on 11/03/17 
at Hickling v Runton United, 1-17 in the NE Norfolk League 1).  
 
As the second half got underway the visitors, who had brought the bare eleven 
players with them today, made a switch with agile keeper Kyle White swapping his 
gloves with captain Johnny O’Grady who had apparently borrowed a pair of boots, 
three sizes too big, from one of his mates. Despite this bit of strategic planning, it 
didn’t take long for the goals to mount up and for me to re-write the record books 
as Flamborough increased their lead to 19-0 after only fifty-five minutes of play 
gone.   
 
With the score moving onto 23-0 by the hour mark, I had a feeling that given the 
amount of time still remaining, then maybe something in excess of thirty was on 
the cards. By full-time, I wasn’t far off and following confirmation from the 
referee the tally on my (four) score cards did correspond to that of the match 
official with a resounding 32-0 written in his notebook. I have included a goal log* 
at the foot of this report to give you the full run down. In addition to this I can also 
report that Flamborough had two goals disallowed (both correctly ruled out for 
offside) and missed at least half a dozen sitters in each half. The visitors did have 
two strikes on goal themselves both coming from direct free kicks awarded on the 
edge of the area, but that was it. As a result, Josh Bowles, the home goalkeeper, 
touched the ball just three times throughout the whole ninety minutes. How he 
didn’t get hypothermia, I’ll never know?! 
 
The game played on a bumpy, and in places, soft pitch attracted just over twenty 
spectators including a couple of travelling fans who had come along to support the 
Legion. Despite the mist it was interesting to note some of the line markings which 
had been haphazardly applied to the grass surface shortly before kick-off (check 
out the album gallery to see what I mean). As the players were lining up to start 
the game, affable referee Simon Porter from Bridlington was quick to point out to 
the groundsman (one of the players) that he had forgotten to add a centre circle – 
apparently the paint in the roller had run out before he could complete the job!! 
Although there is a tea bar inside the pavilion, which incidentally also houses a 
modern cricket scoreboard, no attempt was made to dispense any hot drinks which 
was a shame given the freezing conditions.  
 
I have every sympathy for the visitors Bridlington Legion who obviously didn’t 
enjoy being out there today. Their gaffer Spencer Goodacre told me that it’s not 
easy running a side when only a few lads turn up to training each week and so 



many decide to pack it after playing just a couple of games. He explained that 
despite it being a difficult season, he still hopes, against the odds, to complete all 
the fixtures. He thinks that the current ERCL division seven is not a balanced one 
with many new sides like Flamborough (and East Yorkshire United) are playing at 
the wrong level and should perhaps be competing a few divisions higher than they 
are at present. You have to admire his courage - it can’t be easy knowing that you 
are facing a mammoth battle each week. Let’s hope that the Legion can get 
through this difficult period and re-group next season.  
 
By contrast newcomers Flamborough have every reason to remain optimistic after 
a superb start to the campaign, recording maximum points having won every game 
so far, after joining the ERCL from the Scarborough & District League in the 
summer. The club which has also had spells in the now defunct Driffield League 
will be celebrating their centenary next season. Their coach Nick Appleby told me 
that the club which shares its facilities with the local cricket team, has played at 
the Woodcock Memorial ground since 1923. Interestingly, there are several framed 
team photos hanging on the walls inside the pavilion function room which plot the 
club’s history over the years. The club which also uses the neighbouring Dock & 
Duck local pub as its post-match HQ, will no doubt be celebrating their record win 
this evening. It might be hard selecting a Man of the Match (a regular club feature) 
this week though! 
 

FGIF Match Rating: 5* FGIF Ground Rating: 2*   
    
 
Scoring Log: 1-0 (1st minute); 2-0 (7); 3-0 (14); 4-0 (15); 5-0 (19); 6-0 (23); 7-0 
(25); 8-0 (28): 9-0 (32); 10-0 (35); 11-0 (36); 12-0 (42); 13-0 (43); 14-0 (48); 15-0 
(50); 16-0 (52);17-0 (53); 18-0 (54); 19-0 (55); 20-0 (56); 21-0 (57); 22-0 (58); 23-0 
(60); 24-0 (62); 25-0 (69); 26-0 (72); 27-0 (76); 28-0 (77); 29-0 (79); 30-0 (81); 31-0 
(83) and 32-0 (90). 
 
Goal scorers: Josh Wood (x11); Ross Pearson (x8); Mitchell Collins (x3); Jason 
Coultas, James Hodgson, and Josh Wilkins (all x2); Bradley Jenkinson, Marcus 
Brown Garcis and Oliver Robinson (all x1) and OG (x1). 

 

R No.23: WebEd – Saturday 8th January 2022; St Mary’s (v Chaos United); Humber 

Premier League Division One; Kick-Off: 2pm; Venue: The Academy at St Marys 

College 3G, Cranbrook Avenue, Hull, East Yorkshire, HU6 7TN; Result: 3-1; 

Admission: None; Programme: None; Attendance: 20. 

 

PLAYING THE 3G CARD! 



 

 

St Marys College is an outstanding co-educational roman catholic secondary school 

and sixth form, located in Cranbrook Avenue in Hull. It was formed following an 

amalgamation of the former St Mary’s Convent High School for girls and Marist 

College for boys, more than thirty years ago. In 2017 it converted to Academy 

status and is now sponsored by St Cuthbert’s Roman Catholic Academy Trust. As it 

is the only RC school in the city, pupils come from a large catchment area in the 

city and the East Riding. It now has over 2000 students on its roll across Years 7-13 

and represents more than forty different countries and communities. It is ranked 

locally as the top state-funded provider for post 16 education and is in the top 10% 

of colleges nationally, based on student performance. Furthermore, it is only one 

of two schools in the entire UK to be accredited as having World Class School 

status.  

 

The Academy, built as a sports centre in 2002, was developed for both its pupils 

and for members of the wider community to use outside of school hours. It teaches 

the three necessary core subjects of Maths, English and Science with compulsory 

RE and Physical Education (in effect making it a specialist sports college) added to 

the curriculum. As you would expect it also boasts some very impressive sports 

facilities including a 4G MUGA full-size football pitch with floodlights incorporating 

tennis/netball courts/golf driving nets; a brand new £2.5m sports hall and has a 

large outdoor playing field marked out for both football and rugby. The school has 

strong partner links with the Tigers Trust and Hull FC rugby – check out the website 

which has an interesting list of alumni enrolled onto its prestigious Hall of Fame 

page which includes Keane Lewis Potter (Hull City FC); Jack Brown, Sam Brown 

and Rob Branton (all Hull FC Rugby), Steven Patterson (Yorkshire CCC) and Josh 

Hood (GB Modern Pentathlon Squad) to name but a few. 

 



Having seen several heavy showers pass over our area in the last few days, and 

with more of the wet stuff still forecast for today, I’m playing my 3/4G wet-

weather card – it is a back-up used by most discerning hoppers on days like this 

where many games having already fallen victim to the adverse conditions. It’s 

certainly not worth taking a risk of finding a game being played on grass and I 

decided early in the morning to forgo my first choice hop to local side Roos FC 

(ERCL1). Although it was still listed as being on (according to the FA Full-Time 

website) at mid-day, I couldn’t find a contact phone number anywhere to confirm 

it. So, in the end, it made sense to play safe using the trusty 3G plastic back up 

card (blimey that sounds like a new type of contactless payment!). 

 

My journey took me around the city’s northern ring road first passing the vast 

Chanterlands Avenue crematorium and then the neighbouring University of Hull on 

route to the Academy. Although the front of the school is found off Inglemire Lane, 

you should continue towards Cranbrook Avenue (turning right at the crossroads), 

before reaching the entrance marked SMC Sports Village, proudly displayed on a 

prominent blue welcome signpost inside the school grounds. The one-way system 

driveway will take you past the main sports hall (on your left) and bring you out to 

the 3G pitch at the far end of the car park and adjacent buildings. 

 

The 3/4G (I never know which it is to be honest) here is found on the far side of 

the ‘sports’ section of the campus and is not visible until you actually reach it. 

Access is made through a gate at the side which is (conveniently) located next to 

the changing rooms which face the MUGA. A couple of player dug-outs are 

positioned on opposite sides of the halfway line; ingeniously they have been 

adapted from some 5-a-side goalposts with a thick plastic cover draped over the 

back to provide shelter and a couple of benches placed underneath for players to 

sit on (see the album photos if you get chance).  It has the benefit of floodlights 

which were not in use this afternoon. Unlike a couple of all-weather pitches, I 

have been to already this season (at Hull United FC and Hodgsons AFC), there isn’t 

a dedicated standing area inside the cage for spectators – but the good news is you 

can turn up, go inside and watch the game from behind the touchline.  

 

St Marys AFC was founded four years ago, in 2017. The club first joined the HPL in 

2019-20, but it didn’t complete the season which as we all know was later 

declared null and void due to the COVID-19 pandemic. It was almost the same story 

last season too when fixtures were interrupted once again by the virus, leaving 

clubs with a curtailed programme of matches. Eventually the HPL gave each team 

the option of playing each other once. As a result, the club eventually completed 

twelve games in all and finished third (on a points-per-game analysis of their 

results), behind Cherry Burton (in first place) and East Riding Rangers (runners up).  

 

Today St Mary’s welcome the bizarrely named Chaos United to the Academy for a 

Humber Premier League fixture, their first match of the new year. The home side 

have had a successful season to date and sit in third place in the twelve-team 

Division One table, with the visitors from East Hull (incidentally newcomers to the 



league after gaining promotion from the ERCL at the end of 2020-21) currently 

sitting in mid-table.  

 

The game went according to the formbook with St Mary’s winning 3-1 to take all 

three points after a commanding display. They had to fight hard all the way 

though, after going behind in the opening ten minutes. It was United’s Joseph 

Chadburn (10) who got himself on the scoresheet first after his fierce shot from 

just inside the area beat the home keeper at his near post. The scores were level 

minutes later when Cody Wilks (18) stabbed the ball home after a goal-mouth 

scramble left keeper Ryan McMaster unsighted. Wilks (46) grabbed a second just a 

minute after the break when a lovely shot from distance proved unstoppable. 

McMaster made amends mid-way through the half, after expertly diving to his right 

to keep the ball out, saving what had been a harshly awarded penalty. With United 

pressing for an equaliser, they forced several corners in quick succession only to be 

outdone on a counterattack late on, which saw Albie Collier (84) chip the 

advancing keeper from six yards out, to make it 3-1. The result now means SMA 

(their nickname) move up into second place (two games and seven points) behind 

leaders Hessle Sporting Club. 

 

The game was played in improving weather conditions as the worst of the heavy 

rain earlier thankfully petered out just moments after the game had started to 

leave a clearing sky. It’s never dull in Hull as we like to say up here! The match 

was refereed by one of the most obnoxious officials I have come across in a long 

time – he seemed intent (particularly in the first half) at stopping the game at 

nearly every opportunity were there appeared to be contact. It was literally stop-

start-stop-start throughout the entire first forty-five minutes. Come on ref, it’s not 

all about you, give the players a chance to let the game flow. I even felt nervous 

about bringing my camera inside the cage and was worried at times that I might 

have been red carded, for encroachment. Luckily, I wasn’t.  

 

I was joined pitch-side this afternoon by Ian and Paul, two of Hull’s finest hoppers 

and it was lovely to hear about their travels in and around the ex-city of culture, 

and beyond. Although I have been a grounds’ collector for almost forty years now, 

I must admit to being left awe-struck by their superior knowledge when it comes 

to watching local football. What they don’t know about the long list of clubs, 

grounds, pitches and previous matches attended, wasn’t really worth knowing at 

all. Great to meet up with you fellas! Travellers may be interested to learn that 

the ground is within a mile or so of the Hull University Sports Park where the HPL 

game between Reckitts v Chalk Lane was also taking place this afternoon. It is 

possible (if the wind is blowing in the right direction) to keep track of the goals 

judging by the loud cheers heard in the background. 

 

This had been another superb hop. A visit to the Academy at St Marys is highly 

recommended to all hoppers looking for a game particularly in the event of wet 

weather or as a back-up to a postponement. Indeed, there are now eight clubs in 

the Humber Premier League that now play on all-weather pitches which is worth 



keeping up your hopping sleeve. Check out the list below*. Have fun whenever you 

decide to play that 3/4G card! 

 

*List of HPL 3/4G pitches (as at 08/01/22): Chalk Lane FC and Reckitts FC (both 

Hull Uni SP, Inglemire Lane, Hull, HU67 TS); Hedon Rangers FC (Holderness 

Academy, Preston, Hull, HU12 8UZ); Hessle Rangers FC (Wolfreton School, 

Willerby, Hull, HU10 6HB); Hull United FC (Steve Prescott Centre, Hull, HU5 1AD); 

St Mary’s AFC and Sculcoates Amateurs FC (both St Mary’s Academy, Cranbrook 

Ave, Hull, HU6 7TN) and South Cave United FC (South Hunsley School, Melton, 

HU14 3HS). 

 

FGIF Match Rating: 3* FGIF Ground Rating: 3*   
  

 

R No.22: WebEd – Saturday 1st January 2022; Sherwood Colliery (v Goole AFC); 

Northern Counties East League Premier Division; Kick-Off: 3pm; Venue: Debdale 

Park, Debdale Lane, Mansfield Woodhouse, Notts, NG17 7NS; Result: 3-3; 

Admission: £5; Programme: 24pp, £2; Attendance: 254. 

 

 
 

A DAY TO REMEMBER 

 

After missing out on my footy fix earlier in the week when a broken car exhaust 
scuppered my plans of travelling to watch Emley AFC, I was pleased to finally get 
in a game, my first for a couple of weeks. Like most of us over the festive period, 
you get a bit lost with the days and out of your normal routine. To be honest, it 
really didn’t seem like a normal Saturday at all, as I set off from FGIF HQ for my 
opening game of the new year. 
 



As many of you may know already, Sherwood Colliery FC is a relatively new club 
being formed as recently as 2008. Although a club with the same name did 
compete in the FA Cup back in the 1940’s and 1950’s, the ‘new club’ played in the 
Midland Amateur Alliance winning the Division One title in 2010-11 before joining 
the Central Midlands League in 2012. They entered the FA Vase for the first time in 
2016 where they beat both Penistone Church and Clipstone, from higher divisions 
before being knocked out 3–2 by Westfields. After finishing as runners-up in 2017–
18, the club successfully gained promotion to the East Midlands Counties Football 
League. When the now defunct league was subsequently disbanded last year (with 
the COVID-19 pandemic halting both 2019-20 and 2021-21 seasons), the club was 
promoted to the Premier Division of the NCEL based on its previous results. 
 
I absolutely loved this ground. For me it just ticks off all those ‘strongly agree’ 
boxes (like you find in a survey), the sort of things I look for in a football arena: 
firstly, it is found in a beautiful woodland setting, which provides a terrific 
backdrop to the game; secondly, it has a lovely, enclosed feel about it, and finally 
it offers a wonderful, elevated view of the action, all of which really get my 
hopping juices flowing. 
 
Debdale Park is an easy ground to get to by car (from the M1 and A1) and by train 
(it’s only a five-minute walk from the station). Located in the village of Mansfield 
Woodhouse on the western fringes of the vast Sherwood Forest, made famous by 
its connections to Robin Hood, the football club is found off Debdale Lane (A6075) 
and is about a mile and a half from Mansfied town centre itself. On approach you 
might even catch a glimpse of the floodlights set atop of steep embankment 
before taking the narrow approach road, Mallard Court, which brings you up to the 
car park and ground beyond.  
 
The site, a legacy to the former miner’s welfare, was created when the former 
Sherwood Colliery, eventually closed down almost thirty years ago to the day, back 
in January 1992. Debdale Park Sports & Recreation Club (to give the place its full 
title) is found in a sprawling landscaped setting, comprising of two football 
pitches, a cricket square and a floodlit all-weather training area. A number of 
buildings including the social club with its adjacent patio, toilets, tea bar and 
dressing rooms are all found alongside the path leading to the main entrance gate 
and programme sales kiosk.  
 
Having scaled a narrow flight of concrete steps, the panoramic view from up here 
is absolutely breath-taking - it is even possible to see the tall headstocks from the 
now defunct pit in neighbouring Clipstone. There’s further banking to the left 
where a plateau of land contains a separate enclosed pitch (used by some of the 
players for warming up today). A narrow strip ahead also affords an elevated view 
over the pitch, that’s if you wish to stand perched behind a long fence-cum-rail 
running parallel to and along the entire length of the touchline down below. A 
dense forest of trees growing over the remnants of a former spoil head stretches 
out to form a picturesque landscape across most of the far side and makes for a 
unique backdrop. Standing at pitch level, you’ll find three areas of spectator 
cover: over on the opposite side are two small, identical seated stands (with three 
rows of benches catering for up to maybe fifty fans in each) positioned either side 
of half-way with two whitewashed brick-built dug-outs sandwiched in between. A 



low cantilevered covered stand (named after Mick Clarey, a volunteer who gave 
eight years of service to the club, who sadly passed away last summer) is 
positioned on the near side which has a steep grass banking running behind its 
entire length. The pitch has a smart white painted concrete post and metal rail 
perimeter fence, with plenty of advertising boards affixed to it which add a splash 
of colour to proceedings. 
 
Today’s match, one of only three scheduled in the NCEL fixture list this afternoon, 
sees the visit to Goole AFC to Debdale Park. Last time out The Wood (fourth in the 
table) drew at AFC Mansfield 2-2 whilst Goole (mid-table) beat Hemsworth MW 2-1 
at the Victoria Pleasure grounds in games both played last Tuesday despite the 
very wet weather which led to a number of postponements in this competition.  

The visitors got off to the best possible start when Ryan Toon (8) found space to 
direct a glancing header across a static Dale Sheppard in goal. The Wood 
responded when Nathan Clarke’s surging run found Tim Gregory whose fierce shot 
was well saved by Goole goalkeeper Dylan Parkin (who even at this early stage was 
already a strong contender for my MoM). The Vikings went further ahead midway 
through the half when Sam Cable (20) found time and space on the left wing to cut 
inside and see his low shot beat Sheppard at his near post to double the lead. The 
keeper atoned somewhat by saving from the same player only minutes later, 
pushing the shot away for a corner kick. The home response was good with a 
further series of chances created: Brad Newby headed wide before Gareth Curtis 
was desperately unlucky not to score, Parkin again saving superbly from point 
blank range as Curtis got on to Bread Newby’s excellent cross.   

The second half began in the same vein as the first half had ended with Wood on 
the front foot. Curtis was heavily involved and after his shot was blocked, Norcross 
somehow fired over the bar with goal gaping. Just on the hour mark, a rasping 
cross field ball by Norcross found York wide on the right; his cross brought appeals 
for handball which were waived away. The ball was immediately cleared up field 
and Cable (58) got onto it, outpacing Ricky Starbuck to sprint away and beat 
Sheppard to give Goole an unlikely but commanding 3-0 lead.  

Once again, The Wood came back, and this time the pressure told, Jamie York 
found space to turn and fire a 20-yard half volley that Parkin could only parry, 
Gregory reacted first, and his cross was turned home by Curtis (68) to get The 
Wood on the scoresheet. The hosts were well on top now and reduced the deficit 
when a Norcross delivery was met first by Ryan Ingram and then decisively by 
Curtis (77) who scored from close range. The Wood were now sensing that an 
unlikely point could be salvaged and continued to push forward as Goole seemed 
content to try to see the game out. With time quickly elapsing on the clock, 
substitute Ethan Wiesztort controlled the ball in the Sherwood half and played it 
forward, picking out Ryan Ingram (90+3) who composed himself before drawing 
Parkin and calmly lifting the ball over him to equalise, much to delight of home 
fans. Although it was a well-deserved point for Sherwood, spare a thought for the 
lads from Goole who must have been gutted not to win after being 3-0 up. This was 
as an absolute belter of a game and a great advert for NCEL football. 



The match played on a heavy pitch in unseasonably, record-breaking warm, sunny 
conditions (15 degrees Celsius!), attracted a decent crowd in excess of 250, 
including many Vikings’ fans who had driven down from East Yorkshire to follow 
their team. I chose to stand on the high grass banking overlooking the pitch for 
much of the second half and spent time talking to an ex-miner whose son was 
playing in goal for the home team. Apparently, he (the son) had cut short a festive 
seaside holiday in Withernsea to get back here for the game – now that’s what I 
call dedication!   
 
A smart 24 page, glossy full-colour programme, priced £2, containing all the usual 
bits and pieces was issued for the game. In this edition the club focus covered 
midfielder Lewis Belgrave who tells us about his ‘superstitions’ and I quote: ‘I read 
my tattoo on my right arm before every game, when we go out, I stand on the 
centre circle, tell my mum I love her then run the width of the centre circle four 
times’…now that’s not something you read about every day, is it?! If you are in 
need of some sustenance a range of hot and cold food is cheerfully dispensed from 
the tea hut throughout the game. If you like chips with absolutely anything then 
I’m sure, you’ll be satiated here!! 
 
And finally, here’s a fascinating piece I found out about the club a couple of days 
ago, which readers may find interesting and add some background detail to the 
club. Apparently, the rise in club status here has been helped in part by lottery 
funding, but not as you might think at first. In an article first covered by BBC Sport 
(in 2020), it was back in 2012 when life-long Wood fan Gareth Bull went from self-
employed builder to multi-millionaire after scooping the £40.6m Euro-Million 
jackpot. Yes, you did read that correctly, an eye-watering £40.6m. After this 
massive windfall he became club chairman two years later in 2014 and has since 
overseen promotion to the EMCL and more recently the NCEL. As you can imagine 
there has been a big increase in the club profile with attendances having more 
than doubled from forty (when the played in the MAA ten years ago) to around the 
100-mark today.  

Despite having a wealthy chairman, Sherwood Colliery are not openly flashy 
though. Instead of splashing out on ground improvements, Bull used his know-how 
as a builder to make two 50-seater stands, while he can often be found putting up 
the nets before matches. ‘Gareth mucks in like most people at grass-roots level’, 
says current club secretary Philip Kirkland. ‘He gets involved in the upkeep and 
running of the club as much as anybody. He chairs our committee meetings and is 
an active member of the board’.  

The Chairman himself says: ‘Some teams at this level throw money at it, but not 
us. Everybody thinks we do because of what has happened. The idea is to make 
the club sustainable so that when the current committee gets a bit older, the club 
does not fall away. I had volunteered to do work on the club's new floodlights 
when the vacancy to become chairman came up. It was vacant for about six 
months, so I decided to throw my hat into the ring. I'm very passionate about it. 
The club is my hobby. I'm a local lad and I get a lot of enjoyment helping as best I 
can’. 
 



What a terrific hop! It goes without saying that a visit to Debdale Park, home of 
Sherwood Colliery FC is a wonderful opportunity not to be missed. If this trip is 
anything to go by, then roll on the rest of 2022! Have fun wherever you go in the 
new year…you might just get lucky?! 
 

FGIF Match Rating: 4* FGIF Ground Rating: 5* 
                    
 

R No.21: WebEd – Saturday 18th December 2021; Cawood (v Old Malton St Mary’s); 

York FA Senior Cup; Kick-Off: 1.30pm; Venue: Cawood PF, Maypole Gardens, 

Cawood, Selby, North Yorkshire, YO8 3TG; Result: 3-7; Admission: Free; 

Programme: No; Attendance: 14. 

 

A GAME, NOT TO BE MIST 

 

 
 

When planning your matchday hop, it always pays to check with the home club 

first before setting out. With thick fog still lingering in the air, I decided to contact 

the club secretary just to make sure my chosen game was still going ahead as 

planned. It would have been silly not to. Luckily it was the news I wanted to hear. 

The match was definitely ON, but much to my surprise, the kick-off had been 

brought forward by half an hour as a precaution to beat the worsening weather 

forecast for later in the afternoon.  

 

This made sense, but only gave me fifteen minutes to get my footy bits together 

and to post our Christmas cards so they would meet the second-class post deadline 

(what an old skinflint I hear you say – it’s supposed to be the season of good-will 

and all that, isn’t it?!). In the mad panic that followed (Boris-style), I thankfully 

got the cards and parcels down to the Post Office in time but realised had I had 

forgotten to bring my walking boots with me. S**ds Law or stronger expletives 

come to mind here. After a quick U-turn and dash back into the house with the car 



engine running outside, I grabbed my boots put them in a Sainsbury’s carrier bag 

(other supermarkets are available) and drove off once again (within the speed limit 

of course). Phew!! 

 

So, for the second time in almost a month, I headed down the M62 towards Selby 
for my footy fix. My chosen game was a York FA Senior Cup at Cawood, a small 
village hidden away in the sticks – literally off the beaten track about five miles to 
the north of Selby. I had a rough idea where I was going, having ridden through the 
place on a Sportive cycling event a couple of years back. From memory you need 
to navigate and by-pass several rivers lining the route, so it’s not a straightforward 
journey as you would first imagine. Coming off the A19 carriageway at Riccall is 
your best option but its slow going and was made more difficult by the swirling fog 
which had thickened by now. The words ‘pea’ and ‘soup’ come to mind here. At 
this point and with only three miles of driving left, I fully expected the game to 
have bitten the dust (like many others had done already). As I reached the Cawood 
bridge the fog suddenly lifted (the place must have its own microclimate!) and to 
my delight arrived at the ground to find both teams warming up ahead of the 
newly scheduled 1.30pm kick-off. Phew again!! 
 
Cawood FC was re-established in 2013, joining the York Football League Division 
Four (lowest) and has played in the competition ever since. The club plays its 
matches at the Cawood playing fields sharing its facilities with the village cricket 
club. The main entrance is found in a lovely residential area off Maypole Gardens.  
A narrow driveway located between two houses and bordered by a low wooden 
fence leads to the car park and changing pavilion at the end. The site is 
conveniently split with one part of the field over to the right devoted to cricket 
and the other, to the left, used for football. This arrangement allows both sports 
to be played simultaneously at the start and end of the season when fixtures may 
coincide (but check first before setting out…just in case!). The whitewashed 
pavilion provides changing accommodation, equipment storage and has a small 
function room.  
 
The main football pitch, marked at a perpendicular to the driveway, is bordered 
on both sides by two long, tall hedges: in front of the houses along Maypole 
Gardens to the left and some floodlit tennis courts opposite on the far side. A 
topiarist must have been involved with the planning (or should that be planting?) 
as there are intermittent gaps strategically cut into the hedge which allow access 
to the courts behind. There is a belt of trees behind the goal at the far end to give 
the ground a pleasant, more enclosed feel. As expected, there are no spectator 
facilities, dug outs or pitch rope but the low wooden fence creates a barrier 
between the goal and driveway. 
 
This afternoon’s cup tie was first brought to my attention by the superb York 
Football League twitter page which previewed the match in the days leading up to 
the game. Along with the competition website, it’s another excellent resource for 
footy travellers looking for the latest info covering fixtures and other vital 
statistics (including a useful club contact section). The ‘Wood’, current leaders of 
Division One welcomed visitors Old Malton St Mary’s (third placed in the Premier 
Division) to their patch. With both sides in top form, many were asking if Cawood 



could spring another surprise (they had already beaten Poppleton from the top 
division 2-1 in a previous round back in October), or would the gulf in class be too 
great for them? It was an intriguing tie to say the least.       
 
In the end, the boys from Old Malton took the honours, booking their place in the 
next round. Spurred on by a vociferous travelling contingent (well, maybe half a 
dozen, I suppose) of ageing but equally enthusiastic groupies (all aged seventy 
plus), the visitors showed their superior skill and better level of fitness to win by 
an astonishing 3-7 score-line!! I say astonishing because they had arrived with 
several regular first teamers missing and even switched their goalkeeper into a 
midfield role just before the game kicked-off. The threat of fog didn’t materialise 
until the closing stages by which time Stephen Baxter had already claimed a hat-
trick (not sure about the match ball) in what was a comfortable win for his side. 
Despite the result, Cawood did play their part but finding themselves 1-4 down by 
the break left them dispirited in the second half. You know your team is up against 
when one of your players asks the ref (after an hour) how long there is still left to 
play!! 
 
Although the game was not as close as I had originally hoped for, I had thoroughly 
enjoyed my afternoon’s entertainment in the sticks. As the league now closes for 
its two-week Christmas break, this was also my final hop before Santa hauls 
himself down the chimney at FGIF Towers. As I drove back home, a news bulletin 
on Radio 5 Live interrupted the football coverage to announce there had been an 
increase in the daily number of recorded Covid-19 Omicron cases. Some scientists 
were also forecasting that stricter measures may be introduced to stop the spread 
in the coming days. Fingers crossed that we don’t have to. So, until there is more 
footy to report on, I would like to end by wishing all our loyal readers a Happy 
Christmas and remember to stay safe wherever you go!!            
 

FGIF Match Rating: 3* FGIF Ground Rating: 3* 
        

 

R No.20: WebEd – Saturday 11th December 2021; Pollington (v Duncombe Park); 

York Football League Division Two; Kick-Off: 2pm; Venue: Pollington PF, Main 

Road, Pollington, Goole, East Yorkshire, DN14 0BW; Result: 4-1; Admission: Free; 

Programme: No; Attendance: 15 

 

AN EARLY CHRISTMAS PRESENT 

 



 
 

Although FGIF has an established presence on twitter, I must confess that I’m not 

really a great fan of social media. I know that many of you out there are, and I can 

see why, but I have never been an advocate of groups like Facebook which have 

largely passed me by over the years. Maybe it’s an age thing, having grown up 

most of my life without recourse to cyber messaging, until relatively recently, of 

course. Don’t get me wrong, it can be a very useful way of gathering information, 

especially as an enthusiastic footy fan looking to confirm match details or checking 

out where other hoppers have been to on their travels. But far too often it has 

been open to abuse. I just don’t understand how easily some people can be 

offended these days – if you don’t like what someone has to say or does, then 

simply ignore it. Surely, you don’t need to become bitter, vent your spleen or gain 

instant revenge (from behind a keyboard) because others have a different opinion 

to yours. Get over it!! 

 

Continuing on a more positive note now, I’ll tell you about my latest hop. A couple 

of days ago, I read an interesting tweet posted by the York Football League (or 

@Minster Football to give its proper handle), which is one of the pages I 

particularly enjoy reading. Brief and to the point, it shortlisted in its own words ‘a 

few of Saturday’s top games’ that were being played this coming weekend. The 

one that particularly caught my eye was the match at Pollington (on the outskirts 

of Goole) who were entertaining Duncombe Park in a Division Two fixture. A 

graphic depicting both club’s logos contained the caption which read: ‘As big as it 

gets this week…’ So, without hesitation I flagged up the excellent YFL site and 

scanned the league table (as you do) which confirmed all the necessary stats – in a 

nutshell, if the hosts (in second) won, they would in fact leapfrog the visitors and 

go top. I didn’t need any further persuading that this was going to be my footy fix 

for Saturday! 



 

My journey mostly involved travelling along the M62 and took about forty minutes 

(or slightly longer considering the speed restrictions on the overdue road 

improvements on the A63). Rather than come off at the Goole turn (J37) and head 

over to Snaith, I continued a bit further (on the advice of SatNav Serena) leaving 

the motorway at the A19 Selby (J34) intersection at Whitley. The village of 

Pollington which is situated just inside the East Riding of Yorkshire boundary on 

the north bank of the Aire and Calder rivers, is only a couple of miles from here. 

As it’s only a small place, the football ground is very easy to spot as you come 

through the village along Main Road. The self-contained site which is bordered by 

open fields on one side and new housing (parallel to the road) is dominated by the 

large village hall, a granite-coloured building with prominent pointed roof, which 

adjoins the playing fields. A framed legend describing the ‘Pollington Heritage’ 

giving an interesting historical run down of the area, is affixed on the outer wall at 

roadside. With only fifteen minutes to spare until kick-off, and with ground photos 

still to take, I decided to give this a miss! What an uncultured traveller I hear you 

mutter! Changing rooms found at the rear, lead directly onto the main pitch on 

this near side of the field. Another much smaller football pitch and some old, 

dilapidated tennis courts are found over on the opposite side. And without 

spectator cover, dug outs or even perimeter rope, that’s your lot! There’s no 

criticism levelled here, far from it as similar grounds are my staple football fayre 

these days. After all, I was here to watch a game, not to do a ground grading 

assessment for the FA.  

 

Spare a thought for these two clubs, both at geographically opposing ends of the 

YFL catchment area. Pollington who are the most southerly based side in the 

league, certainly have plenty of travelling do which is pretty much the same for 

leaders Duncombe Park (based in Helmsley and the second most northerly side 

after Kirkbymoorside). Out of interest, they have made a 100-mile round trip to 

get here this afternoon. On the field, both clubs have almost identical records with 

only goal difference separating them, each having won seven and lost only one of 

their eight matches played so far this season. To add a bit more spice, it was 

Pollington who won the reverse fixture (1-3 when both sides met in North 

Yorkshire) a couple of months back. So, after all the pre-match hype and promise 

surrounding this top of the table encounter, the question was would the game live 

up to expectations?  

 

The quick answer is - It certainly did. After surviving early pressure in the opening 

stages, it was the hosts who, against the run of play, scored first when tricky Aaron 

Raynard (15) poked the ball home from a tight angle at the near post. They 

doubled their lead just after the break, through Mark Bagly (53) who tapped the 

ball under the keeper after a farcical mix up in defence. Even the home players 

couldn’t quite believe their luck, as the ball somehow managed to evade everyone 

and trickle over the line. Duncombe Park pulled one back with ‘the goal of the 

game’ when James Johnson (65) lobbed the keeper from some distance to make it 

1-2. Moments later the visitors dressed in all red thought they had levelled things 



when the ball seemed to have crossed the line in a goal mouth scramble, only for 

the young referee Taylor Jones to wave away loud appeals for a goal, claiming he 

was unsighted (* see the italicised end note contained in the final paragraph 

below). This was a pivotal moment and one which frustrated the away side. As 

they lost their composure the hosts took advantage scoring twice more in the last 

seven minutes both coming from close range through Brian Robertson (83) and Matt 

Wright (86) to seal the victory and with it all three points. To rub salt in the 

wounds, the result also meant they had leapfrogged their opponents to claim top 

spot at Christmas. It was a pity because the score-line flattered Pollington and 

certainly didn’t reflect the overall balance of play. But that’s football and that’s 

why we love it so much! Watched by a dozen or so fans, the match was played on a 

slightly heavy surface mainly in dull and damp conditions. As a snapper, it was 

great to get a few elevated shots of the action perched on the top of a steep 

mound/children’s slide conveniently sited behind the goal nearest to the changing 

rooms.    

 

First team manager Sam Bate told me briefly (during a second half stoppage in 

play) that Pollington Football Club was founded just after the First World War 

ended, in 1919. In their formative years they played in the Castleford and District 

Football League before joining the York League as recently as 2015-16. After 

finishing as runners-up two seasons later they were elevated into division two 

where they have remained ever since. They also operate a Sunday side in the York 

Sunday Morning League as well as many junior teams whose names and logos 

appear on the outer wall of the changing room block. Sam acknowledges that 

should the team gain promotion, it would be a much harder task to compete in 

division one as the step up between the leagues is massive, even at this level 

(being a Hull City fan with your club moving up from EFL1, I can easily relate to 

that!).  

 

It had been another superb afternoon’s entertainment. I had been really lucky not 

only to get in such an exciting game but also managed to stay dry after the early 

forecasted threat of rain held off until I got back in the car. The heavens literally 

opened as I drove away, limiting my speed down to 30mph on some parts of the 

M62 as I returned home. With plenty of clubs and grounds still to ‘tick’ off in this 

competition, I would recommend you have a look the excellent York Football 

League website which is most valuable resource in checking out club, grounds and 

match stats. You might even find their informative twitter page useful too!!! 

 

End note* -Well, it seems that maybe I should have a bit more faith in social 

media after all. A couple of days after publishing my matchday album onto our 

dedicated Flickr photo site, one of the pictures caused a bit of a stir on twitter. 

Maybe visitors Duncombe Park FC do have a case in thinking they had scored to 

make it 2-2. Check out photo no.121 (on page 2) in the album and judge for 

yourself. Was it a goal? You decide…  

 

FGIF Match Rating: 4* FGIF Ground Rating: 2* 



                 

 

R No.19: WebEd – Saturday 4th December 2021; Northside Sporting (v AFC 

Tickton); East Riding County League Division Six; Kick-Off: 2pm; Venue: Costello 

PF, Anlaby Park Road South, Hull, East Yorkshire, HU17 0LT; Result: 4-3; 

Admission: Free; Programme: No; Attendance: 17. 

 

A WALK IN THE PARK 

 

 
 

For want of a better description, this is what you would call an ‘enforced hop’! 

The day before had been a normal Friday, in fact, just like most others. We were 

on our way home after completing our family shop at Morrisons (other grocers are 

available), when events took a sudden turn and immediately scuppered my 

weekend footy plans. After crawling through a four-way traffic light system at 

some temporary roadworks, we were only about half a mile from home when the 

car engine temperature hazard warning light suddenly came on, glowing a bright 

red colour in the middle of the dashboard. You couldn’t miss it! After some mild 

expletives, we managed to reach home with the car still in one piece. Not knowing 

much about cars (well nothing to be honest with you) and how they work, I quickly 

realised this was not a good sign, and couldn't risk driving in it to football the 

following day. Wasting little time, I contacted our local garage, a stone’s throw 

from FGIF HQ, and managed to book it in for repair (for the following Tuesday). 

 

As a result (and a most unexpected one at that), my short list of possible football 

‘hoppertunties for Saturday (covering about half a dozen matches), had taken a 

massive nose-dive. The words null and void sprang to mind at this point. Although 

disappointed at investing so much time sorting out fixtures and planning routes for 

my weekly fix, l knew all was not completely lost as there could still be some clubs 

playing locally - hopefully. So, it was now up to the ever-reliable FA Full-Time site 

and a bit of luck, to sort it out!  

 



Fortunately, my in-depth search on the ERCL web pages proved successful. Not for 

the first time in a crisis, I went through all seven divisions (using several clicks of 

the mouse), before finding a game close by. On days like this, and given the 

circumstances, I wasn’t really worried which club, game, or ground it was – I was 

just chuffed to get something. The experience of groundhopping over many years 

teaches you that. Getting in a game, any game, of football is always better than 

nothing.  

 

As an aside, In my formative years of hopping, I often insisted on getting a 

programme and would even head to another match if I couldn’t get one upon 

arrival (at my first-choice game). I can recall many occasions when I turned away 

in a mad panic to head off somewhere else just to get a bit of paper. Sadly, this 

crazy logic was often misplaced, as I there were times when I would then get stuck 

in traffic, arrive late or miss out on a game altogether. Pure madness. These days, 

I refuse to take such silly risks. Indeed most, if not all, the clubs I visit now, simply 

don’t do programmes which makes life a lot easier. In truth I don’t need one. No 

doubt some paper chasers out there will have quite different thoughts on this 

subject. 

 

So, for only second time in over forty years, I attended my game today 'on foot'. 

The last occasion was back in 2011 when Newmarket Town took on Cammell Laird 

in a FA Vase sixth round tie. Conveniently we lived about half a mile (ten minutes 

away) from the Cricketfield Road ground which really helped. My destination 

today, the Costello playing fields (just off the main Boothferry Road leading into 

town from the Humber Bridge), is also a short distance from FGIF HQ and according 

to my Samsung smart phone, the mile and a half journey in fact takes about 

twenty minutes to cover. Phew! 

 

Northside Sporting Football Club, newcomers to the county league this season, play 

their matches on one of several pitches inside the large playing field. It can be 

accessed by car (and on foot) from opposite ends of the site – I used the Anlaby 

Park Road North entrance which is next to the Kingston upon Hull Athletics Club at 

the Costello Stadium (marked on brown signs as you approach the city) which is 

slightly nearer. You can also reach the park from Pickering Road found next to the 

Humberside Police station and Warners’ fitness club. 

 

The spacious playing fields are beautifully landscaped with many tall trees and 

shrubs bordering the perimeter and inner paths. Even at this time of year in the 

colder months, it is still a popular place for families, joggers and dog walkers, 

especially at weekends. Facilities are close to each other at the far end of the 

field and include a small boating lake, some refreshment kiosks (closed in winter), 

an outdoor basketball ball court together with a modern floodlit caged tennis 

centre. Next to this stands an old brick pavilion (shaped a bit like a pagoda) which 

provides changing rooms for football (and was used by the home team this 

afternoon). The visitors, already out warming up when I get here, have got 

changed before setting off.  



 

From the changing rooms, it’s about a 200-yard walk over to the far side of the 

field where the players use pitch number three for their matches. It’s the middle 

one of five, all marked out side by side/parallel to each other on the field. A strip 

of grass and belt of trees separate the pitches from the neighbouring houses and 

gardens which back onto the field. As expected, being a council-owned site, there 

is neither spectator cover, dug outs or perimeter rope at pitch-side. It’s a pretty 

basic set up, shall we say. Snappers may be interested to learn that a distant view 

of one of the Humber Bridge towers can be caught on camera by facing in the 

direction of the athletics stadium. 

 

Northside Sporting FC joined the county league only two seasons ago. Originally 

gaining membership to the league as Pulse FC in 2020-21, the club has since 

rebranded (possibly after a falling out with the previous sponsors), having adopted 

a new name at the beginning of this season. They have made an impressive start 

having won all their opening six league matches to lead the (eight team) division 

six table with maximum points, boasting a positive goal difference of +14, having 

scored thirty goals so far. These stats are quite impressive at any level, aren’t 

they? 

 

Visitors to the Costello PF this afternoon are Beverley based AFC Tickton, 

Coincidentally, they are another new side joining the competition in the summer 

months having made the move up from playing as an U17 side last year. Before 

kick-off they occupy a mid-table position, having won, drawn and lost the same 

number of games. Refreshingly they are managed by young coach Julie who I think 

is the first female manager I have ever seen in charge of a men’s team at any 

level. She was very approachable and welcomed a couple of team photos before 

the 2pm kick-off. Dressed in a matching tracksuit and thickly knitted woollen 

bobble hat sporting the club’s crest, in the colours of claret and sky blue, she 

certainly makes her presence felt on the touchline. 

 

Today’s game turns out to be a belter with end-to-end action throughout. I was 

certainly kept busy scribbling down the details on my FGIF Match Stats Card. The 

hosts didn’t hang around and reached half-time with a comfortable two goal lead 

looking to add more in the second half. The visitors rallied and fought back adding 

two goals of their own to make it 2-2 by the hour mark. Then with fifteen minutes 

left Northside took the lead once again before Tickton drew level for the second 

time. With only minutes left teenage super sub Omali Mukelenge (85), latched onto 

to a perfectly weighted through ball, rounded the keeper to slot home what turned 

out to be the winning goal, as the game ended 4-3 in the fading light. It was truly 

breath-taking stuff and a splendid advert for grassroots and ERCL football! 

 

Played on a wet and thick tussocky grassed surface in cold windy conditions, the 

game is attended by almost twenty fans, many of whom escape before the final 

whistle to the warmer confines of their cars. Dressed in several layers, I just about 

managed to stay pitch-side until the bitter end, literally. I shouldn’t complain as 



the conditions were tropical compared to those at the Beverley Leisure Centre last 

week. As there weren’t any refreshments available, I made use of a small corner 

shop next to the athletics club entrance to boost my calorific intake (sugary snacks 

mainly).      

 

Hopefully the Wraymobile will be fixed in the coming days, so normal service will 

be resumed by next weekend. Being without a car made me realise just how 

committed and organised fellow hoppers who rely on public transport, are each 

week. I don’t know how they do it. Despite my enforced last-minute change of 

hopping plans, I really enjoyed my visit to the local park and found everyone at 

Northside Sporting FC to be most friendly and welcoming and wish them all the 

best for the coming season. When I got back home, I thawed out a bit before 

taking a quick look at my smartphone once again just to check out my daily step 

count. It revealed that I had achieved 165% of my daily cardio exercise target – 

maybe I’ll have to ditch the car and walk to matches more often in future!!  

 

FGIF Match Rating: 4* FGIF Ground Rating: 2* 
 

 

R No.18: WebEd – Saturday 27th November 2021; Hodgson AFC (v Harchester 

United); East Riding County League Senior League Cup Round 2; Kick-Off: 2pm; 

Venue: East Riding Leisure Centre 3G, Flemingate, Beverley, East Yorkshire, HU17 

0LT; Result: 4-7; Admission: Free; Programme: No; Attendance: 10. 

 

 
 

A BIT OF DIVINE INTERVENTION 

 



In the days leading up to my weekly footy fix, a number of weather reports were 
predicting that some very strong winds mixed with rain and sleet, would arrive at 
the weekend, particularly up North. It’s typical that this happens on a Saturday 
when it’s been so pleasant all week - being a seasoned hopper, I would say that 
wouldn’t I? With Storm Arwen (as this one has been labelled) waiting in the wings, 
I thought it would be best to scroll through the local fixture lists once again using 
our very own FGIF dedicated Links page (another shameless plug there) and look 
for some more suitable back-ups, including a couple of handy 3G alternatives. It 
always pays to be prepared, as they say in hopping circles. 
 
By Friday afternoon I had planned a trip over to West Yorkshire to watch Wakefield 
AFC and had even booked an e-ticket for their game v Dodworth MW in the 
Sheffield County League (at Featherstone Rovers RLFC). It was quite a simple 
process and choosing the miserly £0 donation option, was an even greater 
incentive to tick of this wonderful ground. I had painstakingly done my homework 
by reading Sir Keith’s wonderful TT report from his visit there a couple of years 
back. Sadly, however, it was not to be. By mid-morning I found out on twitter that 
the match had been postponed by the club, unsurprisingly due to the windy 
weather, which was a real shame. More so in fact, when I found out later that 
fellow FGIF supremos Gary S and Ian B et al, had got tickets for the match as well. 
As Gary said in his next E-Mail to me, it could have been an early FGIF Christmas 
party! 
 
Instead, I made the executive decision to cut my losses and stay local (I say that 
word a lot, don’t I?). At midday with rain and wind lashing at the car windscreen, I 
completed the short eight-mile trip to the Beverley Leisure Centre to watch East 
Riding County League side Hodgson’s play on their recently completed new 4G 
arena. After arriving at 1.30pm (for the 2pm start), the place was almost deserted, 
apart from a young couple who were going to the pool for a swim. With the 
apparent no show of the players, it looked very much as if the game was off. So, 
reluctantly, as I got back into the car, it was on to Plan B with the Sat Nav quickly 
re-tuned for a swift U-turn across town in the direction of the Norwood Sports 
Ground where Beverley Town FC was taking on Chalk Lane in a HPL match. 
 
In the blink of an eye, just as I was leaving, another car pulled up next to me in 
the car park. Two lads both dressed in (an all-purple) footy kit quickly got out and 
took a bag of balls from out of their boot. I quickly wound my window down and 
asked if they were playing on the 4G this afternoon; they confirmed that they were 
and that their match had in fact been put back to a 2.30pm kick off. Within 
seconds and, as if by divine intervention, the floodlights on the 3G arena suddenly 
began to flicker. It was now very much game on. How things can change in the 
space of just five minutes. You need a bit of luck at times like this, don't you? 
Phew!  
 
I had already watched Hodgson’s, members of the ERCL Division One, play here 

just over a year ago (v AFC North) on the former grass pitch. On that day the 

players arrived already changed in their kit to comply with the COVID-19 

regulations. Since then, a purpose-built pavilion situated opposite the sports 

centre has also been added, built at the same time as the new 4G facility.  



 

The arena which includes a full-size football pitch, and a vast adjoining car park 

(including electric vehicle charging points), has only been completed in the last 

eighteen months (starting in the Summer of 2020) with much of the outlay coming 

from grant aid through the East Riding of Yorkshire Council (£290K); the Football 

Foundation (£617K) and the Premier League amongst others. 

 
According to the local press bulletins carried by the informative HU17.net website, 
the state-of-the-art site facility, opened by councillor Nigel Wilkinson, will be used 
by two partner clubs, Beverley Town FC and Tickton AFC, together with numerous 
other local clubs (including Hodgson’s) ranging from pre-school to veterans. East 
Riding Leisure Beverley also aims to develop as a female football hub and host 
girls' teams for training and match play, provide recreational female only football 
through Just Play and Walking Football, and also increase the number of female 
coaches and referees. They also want to link with local partners to develop 
Disability teams for training and match play, while providing recreational disability 
football opportunities. The excellent Tigers Trust will be offering football coaching 
to schools throughout school holidays here. 
 
The site covers almost the same area of the playing field where the original 
football pitch was marked out, apart from say ten or so yards of land occupied by 
trees at the far end. It’s a truly superb project with separate spectator walk-ways 
and viewing areas accessed by two entrances at opposite ends (at the front) of the 
outer cage. Although there is no dedicated cover or seating in situ at present, two 
futuristic Perspex dug outs straddle the half-way line on the far (right) side. Since 
its opening only six weeks ago, the ER Leisure run site in Flemingate has already 
been used by many teams in the area as well as provide the club with a regular 
midweek training booking. For the football traveller keen on taking matchday 
photos, the beautiful Beverley Minster (which you pass at close quarters on the 
approach road leading to the sports centre), provides a stunning backdrop to the 
action especially from the far end of the pitch. Incidentally, the playing field is 
still used by a local rugby club who play on a pitch that runs alongside (and to the 
left) of the main all-weather arena. 
 
Today sees the visit of Harchester United FC (the ones dressed in purple) for a 
county league senior cup second round tie. Although the hosts concede early and 
soon find themselves trailing by a two-goal deficit, they manage to fight back, and 
a stirring performance brings the score level to 3-3 going into the break. The 
visitors from north-east Hull who play in the top (premier) division of the county 
league, finally show their superiority and see the game out to win comfortably 4-7 
by full time. Despite the goal fest, it’s not often a team scoring four times ends up 
as the losing side. Great credit must go to referee Spencer Pearson and all the 
players for battling in the freezing and at times extremely windy conditions, 
particularly in the later stages.  
 
By the hour mark I had succumbed to the biting cold and decided to put the 
camera back in the bag as my fingers had just about lost all sensation. Mind you, as 
I climbed back into the car on the stroke of full-time, I was well chuffed to get in a 
game on an afternoon when things could have turned out so differently. The joys 



of hopping in arctic temperatures hidden under several layers of clothing (or 
should that be cladding) continues. 
 

FGIF Match Rating: 4* FGIF Ground Rating: 4* 
 

R No.17: WebEd – Saturday 20th November 2021; Hemingbrough United (v 

Poppleton United); York Football League Premier Division; Kick-Off: 2pm; Venue: 

School Road, Hemingbrough, Selby, North Yorkshire, YO8 6QS; Result: 0-3; 

Admission: Free; Programme: No; Attendance: 16. 

 

 
 

IN NEED OF A DIFFERENT BOOST 

 

It was one of those Saturdays when nothing really took my fancy on the footy 

hopping drawing board. To be perfectly honest with you, I was feeling a bit groggy 

after suffering from the after-effects of a Covid-19 booster jab which had laid me 

low for the last couple of days (flu-like symptoms, headache and a painful left 

arm) – oh no, what a wimp, I hear you say! In the end, I thought it was best not to 

travel too far from home.  

 

With the sun shining brightly against a cloudless blue sky and the temperature 

surprisingly rising into double figures for the first time in weeks, I made the easy 

thirty-minute drive to the outskirts of Selby. Well, I say easy, and it was, until I 

came off the M62 at junction 37 (at Howden) when Sat Nav Serena decided for 

some unknown reason to take me off the beaten track and along a couple of 

dangerous, narrow roads including switchbacks, which I had definitely not planned 

to use, before reaching my destination, just off the A63.  

 

Travellers to Hemingbrough United FC should note that the club does not have a 

dedicated car park on site and should instead use the grass verges along School 

Road for parking (follow directions to the Village Centre taking a left turn 



immediately after passing the village name/40mph speed limit warning sign). Walk 

along the path on the right-hand side of the road and enter the field through a 

narrow gate alongside the whitewashed cricket scoreboard squeezed into the 

corner. A large sign on the outer wall confirms that both cricket and football share 

the facilities here. Indeed, a couple of sightscreens and some pitch covers are 

strategically placed in tandem along the outer edges of the field until they are 

ready to use next Spring again. 

 

A modern brick-built pavilion (set at an angle to the pitch) with smart veranda is 

situated on the left-hand side of the field beyond (and to the left of) the main 

cricket square. Although not immediately visible, a couple of blue painted metal 

containers are found hidden behind the pavilion and these provide players’ 

changing accommodation for both teams on matchday. The main football pitch 

which runs parallel to the A63 (Hull Road) to the right, is bordered by the local 

bowls club, a children’s play park is situated behind the furthest goal and some 

local housing to the left. Although there is no dedicated cover here, a couple of 

wooden dug outs are placed alongside the left touchline close to half-way. The 

pitch is also partly roped off through some plastic stakes along this side too.  

 

On a clear day like today there is plenty to see beyond the confines of the field 

with plumes of uninterrupted smoke billowing from the large chimneys of the 

neighbouring Drax Power Station (only three miles away as the crow flies) filling 

the sky on the near horizon. What carbon emissions? It is also possible to pick out 

the steeple from St Mary the Virgin church which appears above the rooftops if you 

look over to pavilion from the direction of the bowls club. Just to remind visitors 

that you are in ‘God’s Country’ an enormous flag depicting the Yorkshire rose flies 

proudly at full mast in some land opposite, where a new property is in the latter 

throws of construction. 

 

Today’s fixture featured two sides both occupying the lower half of the premier 

division league table. The hosts had found themselves on the back of a heavy 10-0 

midweek defeat at the hands of Bridlington Town in an ERCFA Senior Cup second 

round tie played at the Queensgate ground on Tuesday evening. Ouch! Poppleton 

United (from the village of Nether Poppleton on the outskirts of York) had gained a 

valuable point at Easingwold Town the previous Saturday following a 1-1 draw.   

 

In hindsight the match was much more hotly contested than the 0-3 score-line 

might at first suggest. It was all about taking chances and the visitors, to coin a 

phrase, were more clinical in front of goal today. In fact, their first goal came 

inside the first five minutes against the run of play when Bradley Worsfold (2) 

managed to stretch out far enough to stab the ball home to end a fine counter-

attacking move. The lead was doubled when Ben Dale (31) converted a hotly 

disputed penalty to give his side a two-goal advantage going into the break. 

Although Hemingbrough continued to create chances it was the third decisive goal 

which saw the points head back to York when the United keeper could only stand 

and watch the ball agonisingly loop over his head following an horrendous sliced 



clearance by one of his own defenders inside the six-yard box. This was in fact 

United’s first victory picked up on their travels so far this season. So, well done to 

them. 

 

Thanks to all at Hemingbrough United FC for making my short stay a most 

pleasurable one. It had certainly been another enjoyable footy hop in what has got 

to be one of my favourite leagues at the grassroots level. Just when you need the 

feel-good factor at the end of a week of not feeling too good, it delivered the 

boost I needed (pardon the pun)! Remember to check out the York Football League 

website for more details. Enjoy your travels wherever you go. 

 

 

FGIF Match Rating: 3* FGIF Ground Rating: 3* 
          

  

R No.16: WebEd – Saturday 13th November 2021; Withernsea AFC (v Howden); 

East Riding FA Junior Country Cup Round 2; Kick-Off: 2pm; Venue: Hull Road PF, 

Withernsea, East Yorkshire, HU19 2EG; Result: 2-6; Admission: Free; Programme: 

No; Attendance: 32. 

 

 
 

A GUIDING LIGHT TO ALL HOPPERS 

 

Like many hoppers, I just love county cup competitions. So, the decision to take in 

the ERCFA junior country cup second-round tie at the Hull Road playing fields was 

an easy one to make. In fact, it had been at the top of my ‘possible’ match fixture 

list for a few days. It also featured two clubs plying their trade in different league 

competitions which always adds a bit of extra spice to proceedings. 



 

Today I was accompanied by my daughter Steph who fancied a bit of seaside 

shopping (preferable to skinny dipping at this time of year – ouch) whilst her 

chauffeur went to the local match for a couple of hours. We decided to cover the 

last few miles using the B1362 having read earlier that the Greenwich Meridian line 

(at zero degrees) passes through the route. And so, after negotiating a couple of 

sharp bends close to the Rimswell Mill (within two miles from Withernsea itself), 

this significant landmark appeared on the left-hand side of the road. In fact, it’s 

quite easy to miss - we did and drove past it to start with, so doubled back again. 

Set in open countryside the point of zero degrees is highlighted on a smart white 

signpost decked out with the white rose emblem of East Yorkshire – being on a 

busy road with cars passing by at 60mph – we carefully got out, quickly recorded 

our visit with a couple of photo opportunities and continued on our journey. 

 

The Hull Road playing fields, home of Withernsea AFC, are conveniently located 

for both of us being within a short walking distance from the main town centre and 

the seafront. More importantly Steph had spotted the Lifeboat Chip shop which we 

had frequented earlier in the summer months on a trip to the beach here. The wait 

to get served took a bit longer than anticipated and after a couple of anxious 

glimpses at the wristwatch, our fried food (with scraps) was ready. We then drove 

the 200 yards or so back up Hull Road to the football ground and parked up for our 

much-awaited battered meal with scraps (of course). Phew! 

 

There are two separate ways of getting into the playing fields – either through the 

main but cramped car park opposite the entrance to Withernsea High School or 

along a narrow bumpy track accessed further along the road which runs parallel to 

the pitches. The entire site is dominated by the neighbouring beautiful Withernsea 

Lighthouse which towers over the field.  

 

Built back in 1892 due to the high number of shipwrecks that were occurring when 

vessels couldn’t see the lights at either Spurn or Flamborough, it is now a beautiful 

landmark along the East Yorkshire coastline. This impressive whitewash building 

appears to have been erected further inland than the others of its type, but a 

promenade stretching out to sea was added some time later which explains this. 

Standing at nearly 40 metres tall with a spiral staircase containing 144 steps, it 

also houses a giant lens weighing almost two tons being suspended in a trough that 

once contained three gallons of mercury. It ceased operation in 1976 and is now a 

museum attracting thousands of tourists who visit each year. Fellow twitter poster 

and super footy snapper Rob Campion confirms that the views from here are 

impressive following his own recent visit. Apparently on a clear day you can see as 

far as the Humber Bridge from the gallery at the top. As you can gather from the 

matchday photos, the lighthouse makes for an impressive backdrop to the action – 

check out the album in the FGIF Gallery. It’s certainly something I had never seen 

or experienced at a game in over forty years of hopping. 

 



The club nicknamed ‘The Seasiders’ was founded in the early 1900’s (according to 

a book written by Don Rowland to commemorate the club’s centenary in 2002). It 

has predominantly fielded teams in the ERCL over the years and today operates a 

number of sides, catering for all groups from juniors right through to seniors and 

vets. The first team which has flitted up and down the divisions (and even resigned 

from the competition altogether) in recent years, currently compete in division 

two.  

 

A smart, large and roomy brick-built pavilion stands immediately inside the 

spacious field behind the nearside goal. It provides changing accommodation for 

several teams at one end as well as operating a function room/hall/tea bar at the 

other. A large banner decorated in green and yellow (the club’s colours) is clearly 

visible on the outer wall. Although there is no spectator cover, dug outs or rail 

next to the pitch at the moment, club member Tom Finn told me that plans are 

underway to improve the facilities in the coming year or two. Incidentally, the 

Reserves were also at home today entertaining Kingswood United in a county 

league division five match using the other pitch on site which is marked out at a 

perpendicular (T) to the first team pitch on the far side of the field.  

 

Today’s visitors are Howden FC who hail from the far western border of the East 

Riding, have made a fairly long journey to fulfil this fixture. Since dropping out of 

the Humber Premier League three seasons ago, the club has since regrouped and 

now competes in the York Football League Division Three. Having won and lost the 

same number of games so far this campaign, they currently sit mid-table. As in all 

county cup matches where teams from different leagues face each other, it is not 

always easy to predict a winner. And that’s why it’s so exciting isn’t it? 

 

Before the action started, a minute’s silence was observed to mark Remembrance 

Day which would formerly be recognised up and down the country the following 

day. The match got off to the best possible start for Withernsea who took an early 

two goal lead (both coming from counter attacks) inside the first seven minutes. 

After this shock and following some choice words by the infuriated Howden 

manager, the visitors incredibly fought back in some style scoring four times 

(including three goals in the final five minutes of the half) to make it 2-4 at the 

break. Despite a spirited fight back the Seasiders succumbed to late second half 

pressure when Howden scored twice more (one from the spot) in the last seven 

minutes to take the honours and book a place in the next round. If you had asked 

me to predict the score after the first five minutes, I wouldn’t have given Howden 

a fighting chance. How wrong can you be!   

 

The match played in some blustery, dull and damp conditions on a bumpy unmown 

pitch, was covered in the many autumn leaves that had fallen from the trees 

especially along the far touchline. The game attracted over thirty spectators. 

Although the club doesn’t charge admission or issue bits of paper, hot drinks were 

available at half-time from a kitchen tea bar, courtesy of Chanelle and Lucy who 

happily dispensed the refreshments with a smile.  



 

By the time I got back in the car a happy Steph had already returned having 

completed her much sought-after purchases in the town centre. As we drove off in 

the dwindling light, it was great to get the car heater back on again to warm our 

cockles (sorry about the seafood pun). We had both enjoyed a successful 

afternoon’s entertainment on our trip back to the seaside. Maybe next time we 

will spend more time visiting the lighthouse and check out the museum too – roll 

on next summer and a bit of warm weather to go with it!! 

 

FGIF Match Rating: 4* FGIF Ground Rating: 4* 
  

 

R No.15: WebEd – Saturday 6th November 2021; Messingham United (v Ashby 

Bowl); Scunthorpe & District League Division 2; Kick-Off: 2pm; Venue: Messingham 

Recreation Ground, Northfield Road, Messingham, Scunthorpe, North Lincs, DN17 

3SA; Result: 0-6; Admission: Free; Programme: No; Attendance: 14. 

 

 
 

WHEN THE FORM BOOK GOES OUT OF THE WINDOW 

 

For the enthusiastic traveller who loves nothing more than drooling for hours over 

endless footy match stats (fixtures, results and tables), and to be honest who 

doesn’t, then this is the hop for you. Even more so if you’re a fan of Scunthorpe & 

District League football (and I know there are a few of you out there). Throw into 

the mix, a game involving the top two sides in the table, then the sheer 

anticipation could make you come over all unnecessary and even put you off your 

corned beef sandwiches.  

 

A quick glimpse of the current league tables found on the superb Full-Time site 

shows that both sides sitting at the top of the S&DL Division 2, are well clear of the 

chasing pack. Leaders Messingham United FC who have played a game more are 

just two points clear of rivals Ashby Bowl. Both remain unbeaten ahead of today’s 

game. 



 

The club plays its home games in the village of Messingham which is found a couple 

of miles to the south of Scunthorpe. It can be reached from the M180 by taking a 

couple of routes: either off the A15 Lincoln Road and coming back on yourself via 

A18 or by taking the more scenic route through the village of Holme. The ground is 

the located off the junction of Holme Road and Northfield Road (A159) and a 

signpost helps direct you the main car park and expansive playing fields. The site 

shares its facilities with cricket and a bowls club which is found next to the 

changing pavilion at the far end of field – it’s a bit of a walk from the main 

entrance but a narrow, tarmacked road running along the side of the field allows 

for easier access and saves a bit of time. There is also a modern caged basketball 

court standing at the far end of the car park. 

 

The main football pitch is also marked out near to the main car park and runs 

parallel to Northfield Road. Bordered by a large belt of tall trees and a couple of 

fields behind the goal to the right, it has a predominant slope looking down from 

the touchline nearest the main road. It’s quite a basic venue so you won’t find any 

spectator cover or dug outs here. In fact, no attempt is even made to rope the 

pitch off either. 

 

Although a club called Messingham FC*(see footnote below) have played here in 

the past, United are a new team as such and have just joined the S&DL this 

season. As with many smaller leagues which operate with just a few clubs, the 

league fixtures are supplemented by several cup competitions throughout the 

course of a season to provide more games for the clubs. As a result, the hosts are 

playing only their fifth and Ashby their fourth league games respectively today and 

we are already into November.  

 

Both sides have faced each other once this season, at the Scawby playing fields. 

This came in a Sporting Shield second round tie played about three weeks ago. 

Sadly, it had to be abandoned after 81 minutes (with the hosts leading 1-0) 

following the serious injury to one of their players. I wonder if this would help to 

give them the upper hand and a lift over their opponents again this afternoon. 

 

The best laid plans and all that. Despite my eager anticipation leading up to the 

match, any expectations of a cracking encounter between the sides quickly 

evaporated as Ashby quite simply took control in a game from the very first 

whistle. The visitors opened the scoring from a hotly contested penalty awarded by 

young flame-haired (am I allowed to say that?) Ethan Andrew-Freeston after just 

two minutes when a defender was adjudged to have handled the ball inside the 

area. From where I was standing it seemed like a pretty harsh call. The spot kick 

was duly converted to give Ashby a rather fortunate lead. In hindsight this was a 

pivotal moment in the game as the Messingham defenders never seemed to regain 

any real composure afterwards and conceded twice more inside fifteen minutes. 

Ashby scored their fourth soon after the break (52) and it was becoming a bit of a 

rout when they completed the full demolition job adding two more just after the 



hour mark. With the introduction of some subs the visitors took their foot off the 

gas as the game petered out with the score finally ending at 0-6. To be honest, it 

was a result that not even the most betting savvy footy pundit (and that’s not me 

judging by my success rate in the free to enter Sky Sports Football Super Six each 

week), would have predicted in a million years. It was in truth a shock result. But 

that’s football and that’s why we love the game. Don’t get me wrong, I enjoyed 

my hop to the Messingham recreation ground even though it had been a really one-

sided game and a bit of an anti-climax in truth. It will be interesting to see in the 

coming weeks how Messingham regroup after this temporary lapse in form. I for 

one will be looking closely as those Scunny stats with a keen interest.     

 

Played on a bumpy sloping pitch in cold windy conditions the game attracted just 

over a dozen spectators including young Jake Smith who had sustained a fractured 

leg in the last meeting between the clubs back in October. No doubt he would 

have preferred to have been involved in the action rather than sitting on a picnic 

chair wrapped under a couple of warm blankets at pitch-side. Mind you he will 

have been given a tonic knowing his side had won the game. Needless to say, a 

visit to this Scunny outpost is to be recommended to all ground collectors.   

 

* A few weeks after posting my matchday photos from the game in the FGIF album 

gallery, Scunny’s finest hopper and football guru Martyn Girdham (or Martyn with a 

‘y’ as I like to call him), contacted me regarding football in Messingham.  

He writes: ‘Hoppers may be interested to learn that the recreation ground was 

former home of the now defunct senior club Messingham Trinity, who were 

members of the Scunthorpe & District & also had a longish spell in the 

Lincolnshire League back in the day. They issued sporadically in the 70's, 80's and 

90's in both Lincs & Scunny Leagues. The fixture I saw may interest you: Trinty v 

Alcester in the FA Amateur Cup no less! Played on 25/09/71, the game ended 1-

1aet. Alcester won the replay, 1-0 if my memory serves me well. My dad worked 

with a guy who played for Messingham and dragged me along. So, you followed in 

my footsteps over half a century later’. 

Cheers as always Martyn for your invaluable help!  

 
FGIF Match Rating: 3* FGIF Ground Rating: 2* 

 
R No.14: WebEd – Saturday 30th October 2021; Liversedge (v Scarborough 

Athletic); FA Trophy 3Q Round; Kick-Off: 3pm; Venue: Clayborn, Quaker Lane, 

Cleckheaton, South Yorkshire, WF15 8DF; Result: 4-0; Admission: £6; Programme: 

40pp, £2; Attendance: 571. 

 



 
 

THE PERFECT HOP! 

 

If only all days were like this. I’m not sure if there if there is such a thing, but if 

there is, then today could be described as the perfect hop! I can honestly say that 

in all my years of watching football and ground collecting this was right up there 

with the very best of them. The journey, the club, the ground and its location, the 

game and overall matchday atmosphere, all combined to make this such a 

wonderful experience that it will definitely live in the memory for some time to 

come. 

 

Liversedge Football Club was formed back in 1910 following the demise of the old 

Liversedge Rugby Club. Playing initially in the Bradford League for three years it 

won the title in 1920-21 before joining the West Riding County Amateur League 

two years later notably claiming the title three times in the first five seasons and 

again in the mid 1960’s. The club applied to join and was accepted into the 

Yorkshire League in 1972-73 gaining immediate promotion from Division Three. 

Success was achieved in the YAL Division One prior to the amalgamation of the 

Midland & Yorkshire League to form the NCEL in 1982. After finishing as runners up 

in Division Two in 1988-89 they were promoted but only stayed in Division One for 

a season due to lack of floodlights.  

 

One of the club’s highlights came in 2005-06 when they reached the fourth 

qualifying round of the FA Cup, losing to Coalville in a replay. This great run 

enabled the club to finance the levelling of the famous Clayborn slope. This season 

was one to remember as the club won the NCEL League Cup and finished as 



runners up (behind Buxton) in the NCEL premier Division, its highest ever placing. 

This missed out on promotion as the changing rooms were deemed too small by the 

Unibond League. In pre-season 2019-20 lots of off-field progress was made with 

new changing rooms and extensions made to the Clayborn. Promotion to the NPL 

looked certain with the club lying second and with two games in hand when COVID-

19 struck, and the season was cancelled. However, after almost forty years’ 

membership in the NCEL the club was finally promoted last season on a PPG review 

of the curtailed season, finishing third behind Yorkshire Amateur and Bridlington 

Town.     

 

The Clayborn ground is easy to reach from junction 20 off the M62 (the same 

turning as the M606 to Bradford). Initially follow the Bradford Road (A638), passing 

Cleckheaton athletics track on your left before finally joining the Hightown Road 

and taking a sharp left turn into Quaker Lane. A narrow bumpy, and in places, 

unmade track takes you down to the football club and car park. 

 

The ground itself is set in a wonderful location with a breath-taking vista offering 

terrific views of the surrounding countryside for miles around. The football pitch is 

found in a hollow with banking behind the nearside goal and over to the left. As a 

result, the main entrance and turnstile are situated at much higher level than the 

rest of the site. The club house with its superb outside patio decking area, 

changing rooms and adjacent tea bar are all situated on an incline overlooking the 

pitch and the players must negotiate a staggered series of steps that lead down 

onto the playing area below.  

 

Spectator facilities here are superb with plenty of cover in the wooden ‘cowshed’ 

behind the goal and the well-appointed Stuart Silverwood stand spanning the 

touchline to the left. The rest of the ground is open with flat standing; there are a 

couple of modern dugouts, positioned next to half-way on the right. The photos in 

the album gallery will provide a much better ground description than I can attempt 

here.  

 

Today’s game sees the visit of fellow Northern League side Scarborough Athletic to 

the Clayborn ground. The seasiders have been struggling of late and occupy a mid-

table position in the Premier Division. By contrast The Sedge are having a superb 

season and sit at the top of the East Division (still unbeaten with 34 points in 

twelve games) since gaining promotion from the NCEL in the summer months. 

Given the relative positions of both sides in the league, the fact this is an all-

Yorkshire FA trophy tie and chance that the hosts could spring a real surprise all 

contribute to what would be an exciting match and an ‘hoppertunity too good to 

miss for the football traveller. As it turned out I wasn’t to be disappointed. 

 

Liversedge, who had scored 47 goals in their 16 games prior to this match added 

four more to their tally as they eased into the next round and picked up the £2,450 

in prize money. Much to the delight of their fans, it was the hosts who opened the 

scoring when a free kick from Nicky Walker on the right fell to Jack Stockdill (11), 



who drilled a low shot in off the post. Boro’ fought back and enjoyed their best 

spell of the game, with Nathan Cartman having a shot hacked clear, and then Luca 

Colville fired in a goal-bound shot from the left of the area, but the ball went in 

off Cartman who was in an offside position, so the goal was ruled out. On the half 

hour mark, Michael Coulson (28) had his snapshot palmed away, by giant Sedge 

keeper Jon Stewart. The hosts went straight down the other end, and almost 

doubled their lead, when the dangerous Nicky Walker crashed a shot against the 

post, and another strike from the same player was blocked by Dylan Cogill, with ex 

Boro’ player Paul Walker blazing the rebound over the bar, as the first half ended 

with the hosts holding a narrow 1-0 lead. 

Ten minutes into the second half Sedge went 2-0 up when a cross to the far post 
was headed back across goal, only for ex Boro loanee Paul Walker (54) to divert 
the ball into the net. They also created chances, with Paul Walker having a shot 
deflected over and Ben Atkinson firing wide. Jake Day burst past a defender and 
passed to Brad Plant, whose shot was smothered by Stewart, before Liversedge 
added a killer third goal when Joe Walton broke down the right, and played the 
ball across the goalmouth, for Ben Atkinson (74) to fire past Michael Ingham. The 
last 15 minutes were torture for the visiting faithful, as Liversedge outfought and 
outplayed the dispirited visitors, and they added a stunning fourth goal, when 
Nicky Walker (82) struck a thunderous 30-yard strike that flew into the net off the 
far post, to round off a superb display. The hosts were worthy winners to book 
their place in the next round of the FA Trophy. 

The match played in a mixture of sunshine and light showers on a beautifully 

manicured pitch attracted over 500 spectators. As expected, this was much higher 

attendance than the norm here, buoyed by a large contingent of travelling fans 

who had come down from North Yorkshire. They congregated mainly on the 

terracing in the left-hand corner to create what was a cracking atmosphere.  

 

A wide range of hot snacks and drinks was available from the new tea bar, a 

portacabin- style building next to the club house. A large marquee decked out in 

blue and white stripes was also erected next to the main stand. A superb glossy 

full colour matchday programme offering 40 pages, priced £2 was on sale next to 

the pay booth. The Sedge (as it’s called) comes complete with flat spine (is this a 

new thing this season?) and contains plenty of reading material, news, stats and 

photos. For paper chasers an outdoor programme shop-cum-stall was set up just 

before kick-off on the outer decking of the clubhouse. Luckily a rain shower passed 

over before kick-off allowing punters a bit of time to check out the assorted 

magazines and books on display before the game started. 

 

If only all hops were as good as this one. It had truly been the perfect experience -

a superb match, wonderful ground and lovely friendly club. Its definitely a day I’ll 

never forget in a hurry.       

 

FGIF Match Rating: 5* FGIF Ground Rating: 5*   
 



R No.13: WebEd – Saturday 23rd October 2021; Swallownest (v Birtley Town); FA 

Vase Round 1; Kick-Off: 3pm; Venue: Swallownest MW, Rotherham Road, 

Swallownest, South Yorkshire, S26 4UR; Result: 1-3; Admission: £5; Programme: 

20pp, £2; Attendance: 105. 

 

 
 

VASE MAGIC AT THE SWALL SIRO 

 

According to the matchday programme notes, Swallownest Football Club has a 

relatively short history, starting life as Aston FC in 2006, competing in the South 

Yorkshire Amateur League. Aston won promotion from Division One in their first 

season and followed it up by winning the SYAL title a year later. In the Summer of 

2008, the club was admitted to the Sheffield & Hallamshire County Senior League 

and won two successive promotions to reach the Premier Division in 2010. In the 

same year, they changed their name to Swallownest Miners Welfare, taking the 

name from a miners welfare team which had competed in the Yorkshire League 

during the 1960’s. By the end of 2015-16 the name was cropped to become 

Swallownest FC. A year later they took the S&HCSL title and following significant 

ground improvements to their Rotherham Road facilities, won promotion to the 

NCEL Division One. After an initial settling in period, the club finished in tenth 

place and reached the semi-final of the NCEL cup losing narrowly to Premier 

Division side Liversedge FC in 2018-19. The next season saw an improvement as the 

club finished a place higher (in ninth) as well as setting an attendance record of 

303 during a county cup tie with neighbours Sheffield FC. The club has a strong 

community ethos and is constantly trying to raise money for local charities 

including MIND and the Sheffield Children’s Hospital.  



 

The village of Swallownest is found about seven miles to the east of Sheffield in 

the Metropolitan Borough of Rotherham and is close to neighbouring villages of 

Aston and Aughton. My journey from FGIF HQ took about an hour using the M62 and 

M18 before coming off the M1 (at J30) to complete the last couple of miles along 

the A57. The ground can be reached by taking a right turn along the Rotherham 

Road (A618) and following this until the entrance on the left becomes visible after 

cresting the brow of a hill on the road. Although the welcome/club notice is partly 

obscured by a thick hedge, a school 20mph warning sign on a bright yellow 

background will prompt you to slow down so you don’t miss it.  

 

Visitors should turn right on what is a rather bumpy potholed driveway and park up 

in the overflow car park. This leads to both the main ground entrance (partly 

hidden further along on the left) and the clubhouse. A smart new logo with the 

words: ‘Welcome to the Swal Siro’ is displayed on the gabled roof of the green 

painted brickwork of the turnstile block.  

 

Most facilities are found at this end of the ground (behind the goal). To your 

immediate left, is a refreshment block serving spectators with an assorted menu of 

hot food and drinks; an adjacent small single step covered shelter, with the 

miner’s welfare clubhouse in the corner beyond. To the right, a much larger 

‘Heath Robinson’ covered stand, fashioned from scaffolding poles and corrugated 

iron panels, provides four steep rows of bench seating (for up to 100 fans I would 

think). Alongside this a tight narrow path gives the players access from the 

changing rooms (hidden from view behind) onto the pitch. A long narrow stand 

positioned along the far touchline at the nearest end of the pitch has two rows of 

plastic tip up seats holding up to 100 fans. The land on this side behind rises gently 

to form an embankment giving an elevated view of the game and some wonderful 

photo opportunities of the neighbouring Sheffield sprawl. The rest of the ground 

provides hard standing with a path running behind and along the opposite 

touchline as far as the corner flag. A large fence made from string mesh netting is 

positioned behind the goal at the top end (and in front of a belt of tall trees) 

where space is at a premium and is a no-go area for fans. To round things off a 

smart plastic fence surrounds the perimeter of the pitch with two separate dug 

outs positioned either side of half-way. 

 

Both clubs were representing the second tier of their respective leagues this 

afternoon: Swallownest had made a poor start to the season and sat just above the 

relegation places in NCEL1. By contrast Birtley Town had made the brighter start 

occupying a top half place in the Northern League Division Two. A bus load of 

excited fans had travelled down from the outskirts of Durham to support their 

team today, having reached this stage of the FA Vase for the first time in their 

history. They weren’t to be disappointed either. It was Joe Barwick (15) who 

opened the scoring for the visitors with a close-range header, set up by Kaleb 

Young, to give his side a 0-1 lead going in at half-time. He added a second on the 

hour mark tapping in his rebounded shot which had come off the post (60). The 



hosts got back in the game following a terrific move when Jason Short released 

Jake Squires down the right and his ball set up the incoming Alex Nightingale (78) 

to blast home making it 1-2. It was now real end-to-end stuff as Swallownest 

pressed for an equaliser. But with only four minutes to go, they were punished 

when Joe Hunter crossed the ball for the unmarked Davey Stevens (86) to tap 

home and send Birtley into the next round of the Vase. The game played in dull 

and at times drizzly conditions was attended by just over one hundred spectators 

many making the long trip south down the A1. I bet they all enjoyed their trip 

back.       

  

A glossy full colour 20-page programme printed on thick paper was supplemented 

by an A4 one page insert summarizing all the club latest news and forthcoming 

fixtures. Although it covered all the usual bits and pieces as well as an informative 

piece on the visitors, I felt the £2 price tag a bit OTT. Refreshments including the 

true Northern delicacy of meat pie, mushy peas and gravy went down a treat just 

before the game started. With ground photos still to take before kick-off I must 

confess that I did bolt it down a bit too quickly and started to feel the ill-effects of 

this on the way home… 

 

And finally, one for the snappers. I must tell you that I had the pleasure of meeting 

one visiting fan, clad in his green and white scarf, who at the half-time break 

insisted on having his picture taken. Completely inebriated and barely able to 

stand, he proceeded to turn around and, with his back to the camera pulled his 

trousers down to his ankles leaving little to the imagination. This less than pretty 

sight was only short-lived as he fell over and, by the time he got up again with the 

help of his mates, I had made a hasty retreat. Is this what you call the magic of 

the Vase or just bare faced cheek?!! It had definitely been a memorable hop and I 

really enjoyed my short stay at what has to be one of the friendliest clubs in the 

NCEL. A visit to the Swall Siro is recommended to all hoppers and footy fans alike! 

 
FGIF Match Rating: 3* FGIF Ground Rating: 3* 

 

R No.12: WebEd – Saturday 16th October 2021; Blackburn Athletic (v St Marys); 

Humber Premier League Division One; Kick-Off: 2pm; Venue: Blackburn Leisure & 

Social Club, Prescott Avenue, Brough, East Yorkshire, HU15 1BB; Result: 0-0; 

Admission: Free; Programme: No; Attendance: 18 

 



 
 

A PLANE DRAW 

 

As I was competing in a Northern Masters Athletics Club event in Greater 

Manchester the following day (that’s basically a mini-Olympics for OAPs, as my 

daughter calls it), I really needed to take it easy this afternoon and find a game 

that was literally on my doorstep. The short fifteen-minute drive to Brough fitted 

the bill perfectly. 

 

For those of you like a bit of history, the town whose name derives from the Old 

English word burh meaning ‘fortification’, is associated with the highwayman Dick 

Turpin who apparently boarded at the Ferry Inn at Brough, under the alias of John 

Palmer (or Parmen) in 1737. Turpin travelled between and resided in Brough, until 

his capture and execution for horse theft in 1739.  

 

It is located on the north bank of the river Humber and situated about twelve miles 

from Hull city centre. Easily accessed from both the M62 motorway and the main 

A63 dual carriageway, the town has grown markedly in recent decades due to 

improved rail links (it has its own station on the Hull-Selby and Doncaster lines) 

and through investment in new housing developments, some of it on land formerly 

occupied by the prestigious BAE systems who once manufactured the famous Hawk 

Jet, until it ceased operations last year.  

 

The club plays its games at the impressive Blackburn Sports Leisure Community 

Club (or Blackies, as its affectionately referred to around these parts). In terms of 

football grounds, this has to be one of the best set ups in the Humber Premier 

League I’ve been to so far. It first was established as the Blackburn Welfare 

Society and was set up for the benefit of the employees working for the Blackburn 

Aeroplane & Motor Company founded by Robert Blackburn in 1930. Land was 

obtained on a leasehold agreement and purchased for use as a sports ground after 

the Second World War. A new club was opened in the late 1950’s and developed 

over the years until the turn of the century when it became part of the BAE 



portfolio. When the company closed about five years ago and financial assistance 

withdrawn, the club became self-funding through its own activities. Since the 

Covid-19 crisis began and with it the enforced lockdown, the club has had to set up 

a crowdfunding page in the hope of raising some of its lost revenue (estimated to 

be in the region of £100,000), in order to maintain its future which, as I write, 

remains uncertain. 

 

I had been to Brough already this year – four times to be precise, when my wife 

Frances and I attended the Ridings Medical Centre for our first two sets of Covid-19 

jabs. Today my trip was much more enjoyable but equally important if you are to 

get those vaccines, that is. The football ground is found at the end of a long 

narrow driveway off Prescott Avenue. Considering the size of the site, the main 

entrance is very easy to miss being sandwiched between a tall hedge from an 

adjoining residential garden and the premises belonging to Clubleys estate agents 

and surveyors along Skillings Lane, the main approach road. If you reach the 

parade of shops just beyond here, then you know you’ve gone too far.  

 

It boasts some superb facilities and provides a range of sporting and recreational 

activities (football, tennis, bowls, squash and even boxing) and organises events 

for its patrons living in the area. A terrific brick-built clubhouse which stands at an 

angle to the playing fields can be seen at the end of the car park. Complete with 

gabled roof and ornate clock (which has stopped at three minutes past three), this 

building contains a large function room (it’s big enough to cater for 250 people 

attending parties, receptions and even the regularly advertised Brough Soul Night 

which sounds right up my street), a bar area and an outside balcony overlooking 

the playing fields and main football pitch. I’m still not sure why a large Newcastle 

United flag (attached by a pole onto the side of the pavilion) flies at full mast - if 

this is a barometer of their future success in the Premier League then someone has 

a good sense of humour! Look out too for the club logo on the welcome mat just 

inside the entrance which depicts a plane, a throwback to the former aircraft 

works here.    

 

The expansive tree lined playing field, used by numerous adult and junior football 

teams, is fully enclosed. Visitors will appreciate that the land drops quite 

considerably from the main facilities behind the goal down to the playing area 

itself. The main pitch, which is marked out lengthways from the clubhouse, is 

nearest to the entrance. It has a tidy plastic post and rail perimeter fence (with 

much of it containing advertising boards) along with dug outs to the right. The 

changing rooms are found in a separate two-storey building (pre-school/nursery) 

near to the touchline along here and a row of tall conifers separates the goal at 

the far end from gardens in one of the new build housing estates behind. 

 

My chosen game this afternoon, which saw the visit of Division One league leaders 

St Mary’s FC to Prescott Avenue, was in truth a poor one. And that’s putting it 

mildly. I wasn’t surprised when it ended goalless with neither side creating any 

decent chances throughout the entire ninety minutes. It was also spoiled by the 



number of petty fouls and by an over fussy match official content on stopping the 

game at the slightest hint or sniff of contact. 

 

As expected, the match was played on a superb surface, mainly in dull and 

overcast conditions. The attendance which reached almost twenty was lower than 

average for games played here already this season. Many of the fans who 

attended, chose to stand on the clubhouse balcony behind the goal to get a 

decent, elevated view of the action.   

 

A visit to this lovely club comes highly recommended to all football ground 

collectors. Although I can’t guarantee that the game will be the best one you will 

ever see, you certainly won’t be disappointed by the warm welcome and the 

cracking set up when you get here. Have fun wherever you go, even if it’s a poor 

game! 

 

FGIF Match Rating: 1* FGIF Ground Rating: 4* 
          

 

R No.11: WebEd – Saturday 9th October 2021; Fulbeck United (v Pointon); Boston 

& District League Premier Division; Kick-Off: 2.30pm; Venue: Fulbeck Sports Club, 

Main Road, Fulbeck, Grantham, Lincs, NG32 3JP; Result: 2-3; Admission: Free; 

Programme: No; Attendance: 46 

 

 
 

A HOPPING DEBUT 

 

Gosh how time flies. After spending a week with her sister, it was time to head 

back down to Suffolk to pick up my wife Frances and bring her home again. It was 

also a chance to watch a game on our return journey which for the seasoned 



traveller sounded like hopping heaven. We decided to stop off mid-way along the 

route which would also offer a bit of a break before returning to FGIF HQ. Looking 

at fixtures around the Grantham area, I flagged up a couple of games in the Boston 

& District League. Although I had seen a Lincs County Cup game at East Lincs Comb 

side Holton-le-Clay FC (featuring opponents Pointon from the Boston League), this 

was definitely unchartered territory, as I had never visited a club or ground in the 

competition before. 

 

By Saturday morning I had got my short-list down to just two matches making it a 

simple choice between either a trip to Fulbeck United FC (from the Premier 

Division) or Caythorpe FC (Division Two). Conveniently, I discovered from my Road 

Atlas (yes, I still own one) that there’s only a couple of miles between both clubs if 

you look on the map. At this stage I opted for the game at Fulbeck as the club 

played in the top division and it technically might be a slightly higher standard. 

But as we all know, this logic doesn’t always prove to be correct, does it? 

 

So after about an hour and a half’s driving up the A1, we passed the turning to 

Grantham and continued on our way to Newark. Minutes later, SatNav Serena then 

warned me (or should that be, told me) that I would soon be taking a right turn. I 

realised pretty quickly that this would involve crossing the central reservation 

which is something I really dread. In over forty years it’s something I’ve not done 

very often mainly through a bit of bad planning but mostly out of cowardice. So, 

slowing down to a stop and with traffic hurtling past me at very high speed I 

waited with a shaking leg on the clutch to seize my moment to cross. Although my 

heart was still pounding, I successfully made it, breathing an audible sigh as we 

pulled up for petrol and snacks in the service station on the other side of the 

carriageway. The winding cross-country route from the A1 at Allington takes us 

through some beautiful Lincolnshire countryside and we arrive at Fulbeck in about 

twenty minutes. As mentioned earlier we pass Caythorpe FC where the players are 

out warming up before their game against Spalding Harriers (result: 2-7) before 

reaching our destination. 

 

Fulbeck village, located in the parish of South Kesteven is found on the A607 

midway between the towns of Sleaford and Grantham. There are three buildings of 

historical significance here: the Anglican church of St Nicholas (a grade I listed 

building) which originates from the 10th century; the Hare & Hounds public house 

(grade II) dating back to the 17th century and Fulbeck Hall, home to the Fane 

family since 1692.  

 

Fulbeck United FC was formed in 1926 and joined the Boston & District League 

soon after – as a competition the B&DL started as long ago as 1898 and is now the 

biggest league in Lincolnshire having a membership of over ninety clubs. 

Apparently, to be eligible to participate, clubs need to be located within a thirty-

mile radius of the famous Boston stump!! The club plays at the well-appointed 

Fulbeck Sports Club, established in 1980, and is found opposite the church and set 

in a beautiful leafy tree lined fully enclosed ground. It really is very pretty; in fact, 



a couple of very large trees dominate the site, so much so, that one even features 

prominently on the club logo. It shares its facilities with cricket, and both are 

served by three smart adjoining brick building/pavilion at the end of the car park– 

the club’s name is emblazoned in big letters on the outer facing wall. Here a 

function room, bar lounge (serving a range of hot and cold drinks and snacks) and 

set of changing rooms complete with outdoor patio area are neatly arranged 

behind a smart low wooden white painted panelled fence which is pleasing on the 

eye. The players walk across to the main football pitch marked out beyond the 

cricket square over on the far side of the field. Although there is no spectator 

cover, dug outs or a perimeter rope at pitch side, the goal nets do stand out, 

fashioned in red and black which represent the club colours. The well-manicured 

playing surface looked immaculate but couldn’t hide one of the most undulating 

and bumpy pitches I have seen for some time.            

 

Today’s game saw the visit of Pointon FC to the Fulbeck Sports Club. By sheer 

coincidence they are the only B&DL team I had seen before when I attended a 

Lincolnshire Junior Cup game at Holton-le-Clay back in October 2019. Although 

both sides had been involved in some league and junior cup competitions on the 

previous four Saturdays, this was in fact the opening day of the league campaign 

for Pointon. It was also Fulbeck’s fifth consecutive home game in a row. Being a 

football neutral, I was expecting a close contest and was not to be disappointed 

either as it turned out to be cracking match and a superb advert for the league.  

 

The visitors took a deserved early two goal lead and seemed at half-time to be on 

course to take all three points. However, against the odds Fulbeck somehow rallied 

and, in a stirring second half display, fought back to make it 2-2 and looked worthy 

of earning a point. For them though, it wasn’t to be, as Pointon delivered a cruel 

final blow when young Jordan Parker tapped the ball home, scoring with the very 

last touch of the game in stoppage time (I made it 90 + 3 minutes) to win the 

contest 2-3 much to the delight of their players and travelling fans who celebrated 

at full-time in the beautiful warm autumn sunshine. It was lovely to see such 

exuberance and just goes to show that victory can be just as sweet no matter what 

level of the football pyramid you compete at! 

 

I really enjoyed my trip (or stop off) here. Hoppers looking for a game that’s 

slightly off the beaten track, in beautiful surroundings, will be impressed by the 

warm welcome and facilities found at the Fulbeck Sports Club. If this is anything to 

go by, then I won’t hesitate to take in another game in the Boston & District 

League in the future. The joys of hopping continue - have fun making your debut in 

a new competition this season.                

 

FGIF Match Rating: 4* FGIF Ground Rating: 4* 
 

 

R No.10: WebEd – Saturday 2nd October 2021; Boston United (v East Thurrock 

United); FA Cup 3Q Round; Kick-Off: 3pm; Venue: Jakemans Communty Stadium, 



Pilgrim Way, Boston, Lincs, PE21 6SH; Result: 4-0; Admission: £12; Programme: Yes 

- 16pp, £2; Attendance: 1272. 

 

 
 

THE START OF A NEW ERA 

 

There was great anticipation amongst grounds’ collectors and football fans alike, 
when it was first announced that Boston United FC was building a new stadium. 
The Pilgrims were set to leave their former home in York Street (where they have 
played since 1933) at the end of 2019-20 season. Whilst the finishing touches were 
being applied to the Boston Community Stadium, the club were granted permission 
to use Gainsborough Trinity's Northolme as their home ground on a temporary basis 
for one season.  

Although it has taken seven years to complete the work, the club has now made 
the permanent move to the new site on the outskirts of town off the A16, near to 
Wyberton. Despite being only half finished (or still a work in progress if you prefer 
to call it that), the club was allowed to play its National League North fixtures 
there, with the first game taking place on 6th December 2020 (without fans in 
attendance due to Covid-19) against Chorley (result: 0-2).  

Once fully completed, the ground will have a capacity around 5000 (with over 2000 
seats installed). It will come with a separate all-weather 4G pitch and a new sports 
hall along with leisure and hospitality facilities. There will also be a new housing 
development, all forming part of a complex called The Quadrant. It will fill in the 
empty bit behind the goal. Rather than giving a full ground description here, you 
can take a look at the matchday photos in the FGIF album gallery to see for 
yourself what a superb set up it is. Instead, I will give you a brief ground summary 
based on my short visit and review what it’s like for a football fan to come and 
watch a game here. 
 
I absolutely loved it. Although at first glimpse the ground is partially hidden from 
view (behind a retail park), once you get nearer and see the stadium close up, the 
design (predominantly in the club colours of black and yellow) and overall layout 
certainly appeal. The modern floodlights operated on an LED system look totally 
futuristic and demand a closer look. There’s plenty of cover, both standing and 
seated on three sides with one end remaining open at present. The main all-seater 
stand running the entire length of the pitch on one side containing the letters 
BUFC, is impressive. There’s a spacious lounge bar and club shop which you can 
visit before the match starts, with a refreshments and programmes on sale from 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gainsborough_Trinity_F.C.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Northolme


inside one of the concourse areas. The internal décor portrays much of the club 
history with some striking photos (including a few old programme covers), adorning 
the walls. It certainly adds a lovely touch of nostalgia to the place. One thing for 
sure, there’s definitely no mistaking where you are.      
 
So, what’s the matchday experience like? As a driver, you’ll obviously need to find 
somewhere to park when you first arrive here. If you want to park at the ground, 
you will need to book a space with the club beforehand. It’s all done on-line. I 
didn't and arrived only to be waved away by a steward (even though there were 
still plenty of spaces available). The security guy/jobsworth on car parking duties 
had a clipboard with a list of those fans who had already booked up, so it was a no-
go for me. I decided to find some local street parking instead, went back to the 
roundabout, turning right onto the main A16 and drove towards the town. After 
only 200 metres, I took the first turning on the right (called Tytton Road East) and 
had no trouble parking along there – it’s mostly made up of residential bungalows 
and in a quiet area too. From here, it’s about a 5-10 minutes’ walk back to the 
ground. After you reach the A16 carriageway the path on this side suddenly ends 
(after 100m) so you might need to cross over, walk on the other side for a bit, 
before crossing back over again just before you get to the Costa Coffee etc at the 
main driveway.    
 
I don’t think you can pay admission at the gate (but don’t take my word for it), so 
you'll need to book matchday tickets online using the club website. It’s a simple 
task and within minutes my ticket had arrived (on my smart phone) as an 
attachment via an E-Mail. I gained access in the home stand, behind the goal. A 
quick swipe and you’re in. You could stand anywhere on this terrace and were 
completely free to move about. This was handy for buying programmes and snacks 
which were on sale inside the concourse. The club shop is inside the main stand. 
You are also well placed (as a snapper) for taking pictures and will not be 
approached by stewards asking awkward questions. All in all, it was a stress-free 
experience, and I was back in the car again only fifteen minutes after the final 
whistle had sounded. 

Today saw the visit of Corringham-based East Thurrock United FC to the Jakemans 
Community Stadium. The Essex club play in the Isthmian League Premier Division 
table and before play sat just above the relegation zone after a pretty poor start 
to the season. In contrast the Pilgrims occupied a mid-table position in the 
National League North having won and drawn the same number of games but had 
played a couple of matches fewer than the other sides around them.  

The result eventually went according to the form book, with United winning the tie 
4-0 to progress into the next round of the competition. However, the score-line did not 
really reflect the game, particularly in the first 45 minutes, as the visitors battled 
hard in what was a workmanlike display. Johnny Ashman missed two gilt-edged 
chances for the Rocks early on in proceedings but couldn’t find the net. With only six 
minutes remaining until the break, Luke Spokes, making his first start in amber and 
black, teed up Danny Elliot (39) to smash the ball home from close-range. He 

doubled United's tally, scoring his second goal (65) when he coolly converted from 
the spot after Scott Duxbury had been upended by Tobi Joseph. United wrapped up 
the game with two further goals, with Fraser Preston (69) curling home a left-



footed beauty and then Jake Wright Jnr (86) sealing the deal with a dinked fourth 
after meeting a raking through ball from fellow substitute Joe Leesley. 

The match was played in a howling gale with heavy rain throughout – I even got 
damp standing at the back of the home stand when the wind at one stage blew 
almost horizontally into the terrace. It was horrible. The pitch was like a bowling 
green and must be the envy of my visiting clubs. An excellent 16-page glossy full 
colour programme sold for £2. Although at first glimpse it looks a bit thin, there’s 
loads of interesting content to read at half-time and beyond. With a guest 
contributor (from the boardroom, dug-out, media etc) each having their own page 
covering the latest news as well as a focus on the opposition, match stats and line 
ups, it is extremely well presented and will no doubt appeal to paper-chasers. 
There’s a terrific menu with hot and cold food and drinks all sold at reasonable 
prices – my cheeseburger was very tasty. A decent crowd of just over 1000 had 
turned up for this FA Cup tie; indeed, a vocal contingent had made the journey up 
from Essex to follow their side. From chatting with the locals here, it seems that 
although many were reluctant to leave the old York Street* base (see below) in the 
centre of town, they are now starting to warm to the new ground despite its ‘out-
on-a-limb’ location.   

It’s quite incredible really to think how far some fans do travel to support their 
clubs – I got talking to a few elderly Boston fans before the game who had planned 
to take in The Pilgrim’s next away game at Gateshead in a week’s time. This was 
nothing extraordinary to be honest as they had made many similar long trips over 
the last forty (yes, 40!) years to cheer on the boys in black and amber. What 
loyalty. Hoppers may also be interested to know that the Deputy Chief Medical 
Officer for England Johnathan Van-Tam is an avid fan and lifelong club ambassador 
for Boston United FC, having attended Boston Grammar School in his formative 
years before joining the medical profession. Maybe this explains why he likes to 
use football anecdotes to get his message across at those Downing Street COVID-19 
news updates. Look out for his black and amber tie in press briefings too.  

It goes without saying that a hop to the Jakemans Community Stadium home of 
Boston United FC comes highly recommended to all football travellers. I’m sure 
you’ll love your visit, as much as I did. You’ll be impressed not only by the new 
ground but also by the lovely warm welcome you’ll receive by everyone associated 
with the club. Come on you Pilgrims!!      

*End note – it seems (at the time of writing) that Boston & District League side 

Railway Athletic FC are using York Street for their home games…  

 

FGIF Match Rating: 3* FGIF Ground Rating: 5* 
 

 

R No.9: WebEd – Saturday 25th September 2021; Bessacarr (v Woodhouse Colts); 

Central Midlands League President’s Cup Group stage; Kick-Off: 3pm; Venue: 

Cantley Park, Aintree Avenue, Doncaster, DN4 6HR; Result: 1-0; Admission: Free; 

Programme: No; Attendance: 16. 

 



 
 

AN OASIS OF GREEN 

 

To be perfectly honest with you, the Central Midlands League is not a competition 

that I really enjoy following. I don’t know why, but I don’t think I’ve seen a decent 

game in my last few outings. Don’t get me wrong, it’s no criticism of the league, 

the clubs or the grounds, it’s probably just down to my own poor experience – in 

hindsight I’ve picked what turns out to be a dreadful game. My visit to Scunthorpe 

a few weeks ago certainly didn’t fill me with any joy at all. But I am never one to 

throw in the towel (as they say in boxing parlance), and today I head off towards 

Doncaster in hope of better things. 

 

Bessacarr Football Club is based at the beautiful Cantley Park which is not far from 

the Doncaster racecourse (well signposted) and found on the eastern fringes of the 

market town. Come off the M18 (junction 4 at the A630) first. After following the 

rather circuitous Cantley Road turn into Ascot Avenue and then Aintree Avenue (as 

you’ve probably guessed already, all the roads around here are named after 

racecourses). The main railed entrance is almost opposite the Becher’s Brook pub 

on the corner. 

 

Bessacarr Football Club was formed back in 1981 by Brian Ward and Tony Roberts 

whilst supporting their sons who attended Willow Junior School in the town. They 

started out as an U12’s side playing in the local U12’s League under the name 

Bessacarr Juniors FC. If you check out the club’s social media sites you soon realise 

that Bessacarr FC is a terrific community football club holding the prestigious FA 

Chartrer Standard Award being the only club in Doncaster to earn such praise- 

worthy recognition. It runs a wide range of teams (for both sexes) ranging from 



juniors (aged seven and up) right through to Veterans. There are three senior 

sides: an open age side in the Doncaster Sunday Alliance League; a development 

side in the Doncaster Rovers Saturday League and, of course, another playing in 

the CML. They also provide coaching opportunities and organise referee’s courses 

as well as running events and tournaments for youngsters during the school 

holidays. More recently during the Covid-19 pandemic the club has been actively 

involved in promoting a food bank for vulnerable members in the area.  

 

The ground is found at the end of a driveway in the park. It’s in a lovely woodland 

setting and a veritable oasis of greenery with tall trees and shrubs that is really 

pleasing on the eye - it’s not often a squirrel runs out in front of the car as you 

park up before a game. The smart brick self-contained Cantley Pavilion building 

with its unique sloping roof and half painted brickwork (in oatmeal) is tucked away 

to the left and there’s no mistaking where you are with the club logo proudly 

displayed above the entrance, on the windows and even on the carpets! A club 

function room decked out with leather sofas, memorabilia and trophies and 

training resources, is a hive of activity; a large flat screen TV next to a kitchen 

area is showing the closing stages of the live mid-day Premier League game on Sky 

as Man Utd succumb to a late goal at Aston Villa much to the annoyance of the 

visiting manager. The changing rooms are around the back and lead directly onto 

the main pitch. Although there is no spectator cover or dug outs, a blue perimeter 

rope threaded through yellow plastic stakes borders the nearest touchline.   

 

Interestingly, the playing area is surrounded by a mini pitch and putt style golf 

course which is a popular attraction amongst visitors to Cantley Park. In fact, the 

elevated first tee is positioned directly outside the pavilion and close to the 

touchline and equipment storage containers. A machine (akin to a parking lot) 

allows golfers to insert coins (green fees) before completing their rounds on a pay 

and play basis. The course winds its way around part of the pitch and the 

surrounding parkland - you get an idea of direction it takes by watching the players 

move from one hole to another. The club has been pleased to announce that a 

long-term lease has been acquired on the pavilion and adjacent land at Cantley 

Park and been tasked with the management of the golf course. This will not only 

give them the platform needed to develop as a football club but will provide a 

home to engage further with the community going forwards. 

 

This afternoon’s match played on a bumpy and, in places worn, pitch in dull but 

warm conditions turns out, much to my surprise, to be a superb contest. A single 

goal scored from distance by club stalwart Jordan Wilkinson (27) during the first 

half is enough to earn Bessacarr three points over a hard- working Woodhouse Colts 

side from Mansfield in this CML President’s Cup group stage game. It is end-to-end 

stuff and credit goes to both teams for making it a much better spectacle than the 

last CML game I witnessed at 780JLC FC just a couple of weeks ago. Travellers may 

be pleased to learn that matches in the early rounds of this competition are played 

on a league basis so there’s no need to worry about extra time or even penalties as 

matches can end in a draw. Finally, unlike many clubs in this league Bessacarr FC 



does not issue programmes, but refreshments are available from inside the pavilion 

at half-time.  

 

Hoppers may also be interested to note that the facilities are used by Doncaster 

Rovers FC – they have a separate self-contained training ground found at the end 

of the drive. I’m also told (unsurprisingly) that their pitches are far superior in 

playing quality than those used by those the majority of junior and adult teams at 

Cantley Park. How the other half live, eh!?  

 

It had been a superb hop and will no doubt go some way in restoring my faith in 

the Central Midlands League football. Thankyou Bessacarr Football Club and all its 

members for making my hop a most enjoyable one. Good luck for the rest of the 

season! 

 

FGIF Match Rating: 4* FGIF Ground Rating: 3* 
 

 

R No.8: WebEd – Saturday 18th September 2021; College Wanderers (v Ashby Park 

Rangers); Scunthorpe & District League Challenge Cup Round One; Kick-Off: 

2.30pm, Venue: Co-Op Playing Fields, Brumby Wood Road; Scunthorpe, North 

Lincolnshire, DN17 1AA; Result: 6-0; Admission: Free; Programme: No; Attendance: 

12. 

 

 
 

MEETING A TRUE FOOTBALL LEGEND 

 

My first hop into the Scunthorpe & District League this season takes me the Co-op 

Sports Ground where the hosts College Wanderers from Division One (top division) 



are entertaining new boys Ashby Park Rangers (in Division Three) in the league’s 

Challenge Cup. Like many smaller leagues with fewer teams in each division, the 

league supplements its fixtures with several cup competitions to give all clubs 

more games. That’s got to be a good thing. 

 

College Wanderers FC (named after the local technology college) was established 

in 1966, when the club first joined the Scunthorpe and District League. Notable 

successes in recent years have seen them winning three league titles, lifting the 

Challenge Cup twice and being crowned as Lincolnshire Junior Cup champions 

seven years ago. In fact, 2013-14 is regarded as Wanderers’ best ever season to 

date, winning four trophies or doing the ‘quadruple’ in the same campaign.  

 

The club plays its games in a large council-owned park (the Co-op PF), found off 

the Brumby Wood Lane near to Appleby Frodingham to the north-west of 

Scunthorpe. After coming off the main M180 at junction 4, I followed the A18 (in a 

northerly direction) before joining the Ashby Road and turning into Brumby Wood 

Lane at the roundabout next to the New Life Church. The sports grounds are found 

on the left-hand side of this residential road, but could easily be missed, as the 

entrance and welcome sign is set back a little from view along the main driveway. 

A large functional brick changing room block (in a L shape) and car park are 

located at the end. The place is a hive of activity with many teams using the site 

this afternoon. Conveniently, a framed whiteboard affixed to a wall just inside the 

lobby highlights which teams are playing and where the players need to get 

changed (using a grid written in thick black marker pen) – just as well as there 

eight rooms in the building altogether. 

 

Fortunately, there were only two matches, both Scunny League games, being 

played on the spacious playing field today which makes it a bit easier finding the 

correct pitch. Wanderers used the one directly over to the left of the field marked 

parallel to, and borderer by, some tall trees stretching along the far touchline. It’s 

quite a leafy vista. As you can imagine it’s a pretty basic set up with no proper 

facilities at pitch side, not even a perimeter rope in use. It’s definitely grassroots 

football! According to one of the committee members I spoke to this is the norm 

and the same applies for all teams using the other pitches (Manor Park v Baltic 

Boys were using the pitch outside pavilion). Hoppers may be interested to learn 

that several other S&DL sides (well quite a few in fact) also play here on alternate 

weekends. As far as I know these include Manor Park FC, Beckwood Rovers FC, 

Crosby Colts FC, Ashby Park Rangers FC and Glennys FC.  

 

As predicted, Wanderers won the game easily, by a comfortable 6-0 score-line, to 

progress into the next round of the cup. The game was played on a well grassed 

pitch in warm and sunny conditions and attracted about a dozen spectators 

although many passers-by watched on briefly as they walked through the park.  

 

My hop today was also a memorable one, as I got to have a brief chat with match 

referee David Buss. You may be wondering, what’s so special about that? And you 



would be right to say that, until I tell you a bit more about him. Apparently and 

unbelievably, he is a mere 77 years of age and has been refereeing for over fifty 

years and covered over 1000 games during his time in charge. He doesn’t look it 

and judging by his performance today (firm, fair and officiating with a great sense 

of humour), he certainly won’t be hanging up his whistle any time soon. But it’s 

only when you mention his name to other people in the game, that you quickly 

realise just how well-respected he is around these parts. After posting a tweet 

about him a few days afterwards, the response was incredible. I’ll leave you with 

just a few replies I got in my notifications. Have fun reading them all and if you 

want to add any of your own comments, do please get in touch with us.  

 

Luke Moran (@lmoran89: ‘One of the best local refs. Takes no flak from anyone’.  

 

Paul Woodham (@thumpermaxie): ‘Knows the rules and applies them fairly’. 

 

Michael Marris (@ScunnyRazor): ‘Still the best local ref and personality in my 

lifetime. Takes no s**t from anyone. Proper local legend’. 

 

Stephen Gaffney (@Stefwani): ‘Wow. Such a shame he didn’t get recognition years 

ago when he hit his 1000th game refereeing. Cracking ref’. 

 

Tony Brown (@bignight46): ‘One of the sensible referees & you could always have 

a crack with him. Nice fella to boot’.  

 

Skelly (@skelly6899): ‘Top bloke reffing and top bloke off the pitch’.  

             

Craig Hunsley (@spacechimp4): ‘Still the best ref around!’ 

 

 

FGIF Match Rating: 2* FGIF Ground Rating: 3* 
 

R No 7: WebEd – Saturday 11th September 2021; Haltemprice AFC (v Gilberdyke 

Phoenix); East Riding County League Division Two; Kick-Off: 2pm; Venue: Hull 

University SC (Grass pitch), Inglemire Lane, Hull, East Yorkshire, HU6 7TS; Result: 

4-1; Admission: Free; Programme: No; Attendance: 11. 

 



 
 

IN THE NAME OF THE GAME 

 

When you reach a certain age, there is a growing tendency to look back at your 

formative years. I’m now in my early-sixties and do it quite a lot these days. Best 

described as being a hyper-active kid, I can still remember with great fondness 

playing some sort of sport or other, throughout my childhood. It was mostly 

football and cross country in the winter and then athletics and cricket in the 

summer that filled my time. Even in the school holidays I was usually found kicking 

a ball about with my mates in the back field near our house. We loved it so much 

that we would be outside from dawn till dusk and only went back home at 

‘teatime’ for a quick bite to eat – food was a major distraction and interrupted 

many a game of Wembley or Slam (remember those?). 

 

I first got picked for my school football team back in the late 1960’s. Even though 

this is a very long time ago, I still remember playing for Willerby Carr Lane County 

Primary School at the age of nine. I wore a blue and yellow jersey which in those 

days had a collar and buttoned cuffs and was designed in alternating quarters. I 

had the number seven sewn in red cotton on the back. It must have made a big 

impact as its still my favourite number after all these years.  

 

I felt so proud when Mr Rudland (the Year 4 class teacher at that time) asked me 

to play for the school team, especially as I was still in year 2 and much younger 

than all the other boys in the squad. We played ‘away’ against Hessle Church of 

England School, which as a kid seemed a long way to travel by car – it did then but 

doesn’t now, being only three miles up the road. I think we won 4-2 and I recall 

scoring one of the goals – a header from a corner on the right. It was a life 

changing moment and my love for football had just begun.  



 

Like for many of you, school football was my first real experience of serious sport. 

It was at a time when every school in the area had at least two, sometimes three, 

teams in a year group. We played matches (mostly on Saturday mornings) against 

each other in a ‘proper’ league programme as well as in some midweek cup 

competitions. The fixtures were even printed in an East Riding Schools FA’ 

handbook which was given to all the boys at the start of the new school year. I 

treasured mine and memorised every page (even the adverts!). In fact, they’re 

tucked away for safe keeping in an old box full of memorabilia which comes out of 

the loft to make an appearance during moments of nostalgia. I’ve got it in front of 

me now as I write this. 

 

So, what has all this got to do with my hop today, I hear you ask? Well, it’s all in 

the name ‘Haltemprice’. My school football team actually played in the Beverley & 

Haltemprice Junior Schools League which covered a number of villages situated to 

the west of Hull – the western suburbs, if you like. Haltemprice Priory dates back 

to the 14th century and the name is thought to derive from the French Haute 

Emprise (High enterprise). The priory existed until the 16th century after 

the Dissolution of Monasteries under Henry VIII took place.  

 

I lived and was educated in Willerby, and along with the other adjoining villages of 

Anlaby, Cottingham, Hessle, Kirkella, Skidby and Westella this formed the district 

of Haltemprice. Although urban districts such as this were abolished 1974, the area 

still gives its name to the parliamentary seat of ‘Haltemprice and Howden’, held 

by the former Shadow Home Secretary and former Brexit Secretary, David Davis 

MP.  

 

Haltemprice Football Club has at one time or other been a member of the ERCFL. 

In recent times competing as Haltemprice Rangers FC, they won four successive 

league titles from Division Five all the way up to Division One (between 2008-13) 

before finishing in fourth place the following season. In 2014 a rebranding saw the 

club drop the Rangers part of their name and with it came relegation back down to 

Division Two. They remained in this division for the next four seasons before 

difficulties in raising a team caused them to unexpectedly fold before the end of 

2018. In fact, I may have seen them play their last game on 15/12/18 when they 

lost 4-2 at AFC Bilton, soon after which their record was declare null and void. So, 

now after a gap of two-and-a-bit years Haltemprice FC has thankfully returned to 

the league and taken their place once again in Division Two. 

 

Over the years, the club has played on a number of different recreation grounds in 

the (Haltemprice) area including the King George VI playing fields in Kirkella; King 

George VI playing fields and Cottingham High School, both in Cottingham and more 

recently on a pitch at the Hull University Sports Park which they have been using 

for home games this season.        

    



Although I have been to watch a few games on the University Sports Park site off 

Inglemire Lane over the last few years, these have all been played on the two main 

adjoining astroturf pitches (used by HPL sides Chalk Lane FC and Reckitts FC). 

Today for the first time, I am going to watch a game being played on one of the 

grass pitches marked on the far side of the large tree-lined playing field. An access 

path from the main entrance and pavilion leads you past the all-weather pitches 

through a gate and onto the back field. Considering how good the on-site facilities 

are here, the set up at pitch-side is pretty basic – there’s no spectator cover, dug 

outs or even perimeter rope. But I had expected that anyway. It’s not often I 

mention pitch dimensions in my despatches, but the playing surface here is 

absolutely massive by the way. It must have taken a while to prepare appearing to 

be very lush and in pristine condition, the result, no doubt, of having a full-time 

grounds’ person on hand to maintain it.  

 

This afternoon’s game is the opening fixture of the ERCL season for both sides, so 

it is difficult to assess any current form before kick-off. The hosts open the scoring 

after fifteen minutes following a quick counter-attacking move which sees the ball 

toe-poked in at the back post. They almost hold onto the lead until just before 

half-time when the visitors reply with a beautifully taken direct free kick from 

outside the penalty area. As the game progresses Haltemprice show their superior 

fitness in the latter stages of the second half by adding three more goals without 

reply to take their first three points of the campaign. It had been a superb 

performance and a fully deserved victory. No doubt there would be dancing in the 

streets of Haltemprice later that evening.    

 

This was also the first time in years that I watched a game without taking any 

‘proper’ matchday photos. Sadly, after dropping my camera bag and its contents 

(on my visit to 780 JLC FC last Saturday), I had to send the damaged body and two 

lenses away for repair a few days ago. It felt really weird not been able to move 

around the pitch and snap away as I normally do. Although I tried to use my 

smartphone camera, I couldn’t get to grips with it (literally) and frustratingly put 

in back in my pocket after ten only minutes. Old habits die hard as they say. 

Hopefully my beloved Canon EOS400D should be back home soon so that normal 

service can be resumed once again next week. Phew!!        

      

 

FGIF Match Rating: 3* FGIF Ground Rating: 2* 
 

 

R No.6: WebEd – Saturday 4th September 2021; 780 JLC (v Bessacarr); Central 

Midlands League Division 1 North; Kick-Off: 3pm; Venue: John Leggott College V1 

Form Centre, West Common Road, Scunthorpe, North Lincolnshire, DN17 1DS; 

Result: 2-1; Admission: Free; Programme: No; Attendance: 14. 

 



 
 

A HOP TO FORGET 

 

It's not very often in your hopping career that you come away from a game wishing 

that you hadn’t bothered making the effort. Being a ‘glass full’ optimistic, kind of 

person, I tend to look for the good in most things, so it usually takes a lot for me 

to say this, but this was one of those days. There was nothing that I really enjoyed 

about my hop, which to be honest, by the end of the afternoon, I felt was a 

complete waste of my time. 

 

It’s a shame because the day had started off so well. As always, I had those 

feelings of anticipation and excitement (as you do) before setting off from FGIF HQ 

for my afternoon footy fix. My destination was the John Leggott College located 

along the West Common Lane in the Old Brumby area to the north of Scunthorpe, a 

journey which took about forty-five minutes in total.  

 

The college itself was originally founded in 1958 as the John Leggott Grammar 

School (named after the headteacher John R Leggott BSc), with over 600 pupils, 

aged between 11 and 16, on its roll. Due to the reorganisation of secondary 

education in Scunthorpe, the Sixth Form College was established ten years later 

and now provides an education for over 2000 students offering a vast range of A/AS 

and BTEC courses in most subject disciplines. It has been ranked by The Guardian 

newspaper as being amongst the country’s very best Sixth Form Colleges boasting a 

high-performance rate with excellent exam success. Notable alumni who attended 

the college include Phil Neale OBE (pro cricketer and footballer – 1970); Nina 

Nannar OBE (ITN news correspondent – 1982); Darren Bett (weather forecaster – 

1985) and Sheridan Smith OBE (actress – 1997). 

 



As I was making good time, I arrived with just over half an hour to spare ahead of 

kick-off. After parking the car on the opposite side of the road to the campus (as 

directed), I entered the college grounds along a narrow path (clearly signed) and 

made my way to pitch-side, over on the far side. As you would expect the site is 

vast and spread across several adjacent buildings (classrooms, IT studio, dance 

studio, common rooms etc). It also has some excellent sports facilities including a 

large sports hall, fitness suite, floodlit MUGA and a large field sharing three full-

size football pitches, one rugby pitch and two smaller practice areas. 

 

Several club information signs carrying the same uniform font and design (in royal 

blue and white), direct you past the main 3G pitch (on your left) with the tea bar 

and changing rooms (on your right) before arriving at the playing fields at the end 

of the path. You’re hemmed in quite tightly between the school buildings and a 

caged basketball court. A grass embankment along this side drops gently down to 

the main pitch (right in front of you) and is marked lengthways on the field. 

Although there is no dedicated cover at present, two futuristic, arc-shaped 

Perspex dug outs with blue painted metal frames (marked Home and Away) are 

placed along the opposite touchline close to the half-way line. In order to meet 

ground grading requirements, a decent length of FA Respect tape is also used as a 

perimeter rope along both sides of the pitch. Two further football pitches are also 

marked out on the field where the land drops down considerably to another level 

behind the goal at the far end to the left. Interestingly the club also video-records 

all of its first team home games for training purposes – check out the lofty aerial at 

pitch side. 

The club itself grew out of a football training scheme organised through the ‘780 

Coaching’ franchise which developed links in both John Leggott and South Axholme 

Colleges (remember Epworth Town Colts FC playing there a while back). This 

allowed young aspiring players to improve their footballing skills through a 

structured coaching programme whilst having the opportunity to study courses in 

a range of fields from Level 2 and 3 B-Tec to A-Level qualifications at the 

college. I suppose you could describe this as football and education under one 

roof, if you like. 

‘Team 780’ was soon established (with links to the Sheffield Wednesday 

Academy), primarily for those showing exceptional talent or wishing to become 

pro-footballers. To date, over forty young players have been signed to 

professional clubs from 780 Coaching, including four first team professionals and 

five current students. As a natural progression from this, 780 JLC FC soon 

followed, to provide a pathway for players to continue playing at senior level in 

the football pyramid. Although many youngsters from Team 780 academy have 

been part of this set up, I am told that the club also draws on players from 

elsewhere in the area. In case you were wondering the origin of the club’s name – 

‘JLC’ is obviously taken from the title of the Sixth Form College and the ‘780’ bit 

apparently might have something to with the year (ie.1978) in which the 

founder/owner of 780 Coaching was born. Don’t quote me on this this though.  



780 JLC FC made their debut in the Central Midlands League last season finishing 

in fourth place out of eight in the Division One North, having completed all of 

their games (amazing considering the COVID-19 pandemic restrictions curtailed 

many leagues but achievable if you only have a small number of clubs in a 

division, I suppose). So far this campaign they have won two and lost two of their 

opening four league matches and sit in mid-table. By contrast visitors Bessacarr 

FC, from Doncaster, have fared better winning three of their first four games to 

find themselves at the top of the league. From a neutral’s point of view a close 

game is in prospect. 

Forgive me here, as this is the part of my report where I cannot find anything else 

positive to write about. So, I won’t try. From the very first whistle to the last, the 

game was one of the most-bad tempered, ill-disciplined contests I have watched 

for some considerable time. Considering I’ve seen quite a few of them in my 

hopping career over the years, then this tells you something doesn’t it? I might 

sound like a scratched record here, but the match was littered with fouls (some 

dreadful), constant foul language and persistent petty squabbling directed 

between the players and towards the referee, throughout most of the ninety 

minutes. It was totally embarrassing.  

 

However, I must give some credit to the young referee who having been harangued 

so much by the players, showed great composure in dealing with what must have 

been a stressful situation. He was blameless. Not only did he show maturity beyond 

his years, but he managed somehow to keep all twenty-two players on the pitch. 

This was even more remarkable when I was told by his father standing pitch-side 

(almost slumped over with his head in his hands) that he been asked to cover the 

game only the night before, after the original referee had pulled out. Chris Priestly 

the first team coach for 780JLC explained that there have been several matches 

this season when the appointed referees have not even bothered to turn up, 

leaving the coaches, or players in some cases, to take charge instead! This is 

totally unacceptable, isn’t it? 

 

For the record and, during the time any action did take place, it was 780 who 

opened up a two-goal lead going into the break with Corie Woodcock (41) and 

Nathan Watson (45) finding the net. Bessacarr did manage to pull one back mid-

way through the second half when Jordan Wilkinson (70) getting on the scoresheet. 

Despite some late pressure, 780 held on to their one goal lead and take all three 

points in front of a dozen or so spectators. The club no longer issues programmes – 

they did last year but sold so few that they don’t bother now. Drinks were sold 

from a table set up as a tea bar near the changing rooms.       

 

This entire experience honestly left a sour taste in my mouth. I cannot believe why 

so much effort that goes into organising a game of football is simply a wasted 

opportunity. Where is the enjoyment? I can fully understand why some referees no 

longer want to carry on officiating, if this is the sort of abuse and mindless 

behaviour they have to deal with each week. Surely, it’s up to the league 



management, clubs and ultimately the players to sort out their lack of discipline. 

If they don’t then it’s the game that suffers. Come on Central Midlands League, 

get your act together now before it's too late!!!            

 

FGIF Match Rating: 1* FGIF Ground Rating: 2* 
 

 

R No.5: WebEd - Saturday 28th August 2021; Grimsby Borough (v Knaresborough 

Town); Northern Counties East League Premier Division; Kick-Off: 3pm; Venue: 

Bradley FDC, Bradley Road, Grimsby, North Lincolnshire, DN37 0AG; Result: 4-3; 

Admission: £3 (Concession); Programme: Yes – 16pp, £1.50; Attendance: 97. 

 

 
 

A SEVEN GOAL THRILLER 

 
A previous club named Grimsby Borough FC joined the Supreme Division of 
the Central Midlands League under the name Grimsby Ross in 1987. They finished 
bottom of the division in 1988–89, and were renamed Grimsby Borough at the end 
of the season. After finishing bottom of the table once again the following season, 
the club dropped down into the Lincolnshire League where they were finished 
runners-up in 1990-91, but left the league after finishing fourth the following year.  
 
A new Grimsby Borough club was established in 2003, joining the Lincolnshire 
League for the 2003–04 season. After finishing as runners-up in their first 
campaign, they then joined the Premier Division of the Central Midlands 
League. Despite finishing runners-up in their first season in the league, they were 
not promoted to the Supreme Division until 2006–07. By a strange quirk of fate 
though, the club finished twelfth in the Supreme Division and were admitted to 
Division One of the NCEL a year later. Although they finished bottom of the 
division in 2014-15, conceding 161 goals in the process, they were not relegated 
back to step seven. A fourth-place finish in 2016-17, saw them qualify for the 
promotion play-offs where they beat Hallam 3–2 in the semi-finals, only to miss out 
losing 4–2 to Penistone Church in the final. However, the club persisted, and 
success followed in 2018-19 as Grimsby were crowned Division One champions, 
earning them promotion to the Premier Division, where they have remained since. 



 
Until recently, Grimsby Borough FC have led quite a nomadic existence: initially playing 
at the King George V ground, before moving to the Grimsby Institute of Further & 
Higher Education, following their promotion to the Central Midlands League. They 
later began ground-sharing at Brigg Town’s Hawthorns ground in order to progress 
to the Supreme Division of the CML. During the early months of the 2010–11 season 
the club also played at Barton Town before moving into the Bradley Football 
Development Centre. The first game played at the new ground on 24 November 
2010, saw them lose 4–3 to Scarborough Athletic in a League Cup match in front of 
580 spectators, a record crowd. The present ground currently has a capacity of 
1,000.    
 

This was my second visit to the Bradley FDC. I had already been to watch a game 
here about four seasons ago on 20/01/18 when Cleethorpes Town played Bedworth 
United in a NPL South fixture (result: 3-1; attendance: 267) at a time when they 
were ground-sharing, before their move out to the Linden Club. To be honest, I 
really like the place which for me has plenty of character and, more importantly 
ticks all the hopping boxes.  
 
Looking from the outside, the ground gives the immediate impression of been a 4G 
facility having that custom-built tall green mesh fencing around its perimeter. But 
it’s not. Entrance is via a pay booth where a club welcome sign is affixed above 
the gate. This brings you out next to the corner of the pitch which is surrounded by 
a neat post and rail fence around its four sides. There is plenty of hard standing 
around the edges with spectator cover (standing) directly behind the goal at the 
far end and along the opposite touchline where there is a 100-seater stand with 
four rows of tip up seats. Most of the facilities are found inside the modern 
pavilion situated along the nearside: there’s a tea bar, lounge area and changing 
rooms with separate access to a 3G caged pitch around the back (which you can 
also see as you approach from the car park), used this season by Lincolnshire 
League side Nunsthorpe Tavern FC.  
 
So far Grimsby Borough FC have made a fine start to the new season and before 
play currently sit at the top of the Northern Counties East League Premier Division, 
having won three and drawn two of their opening five league games. This 
afternoon sees the visit of mid-table Knaresborough Town FC to the Bradley 
Football Development Centre in a game which would seem on paper at any rate to 
favour the home side.    
 
As expected, the result does go according to the form book with Borough taking all 
three points (just), in a what turns out to be a pulsating seven goal thriller. It’s not 
a straightforward win though, as the hosts are made to fight all the way, in what is 
a tight, close-fought contest. It’s the visitors from West Riding who open the 
scoring, against the run of play, when Mark Simpson (3) beats the offside trap to 
roll the ball under advancing keeper Tom Higton. However, within ten minutes the 
scores are level once again as Jack Debnam (12) pokes the ball home from close 
range following an Adam Drury cross. There’s barely time to draw breath though as 
Borough quickly seize control of the game in a frantic two-minute spell mid-way 
through the half. It’s down to tricky skipper Lewis Bemrose who helps himself to a 
brace – firstly by lobbing the ball over the keeper (21) and then by firing home 



from some distance, just a minute later (22), to make it 3-1. It’s really exciting 
stuff. But before I can think about ordering my half-time refreshments, 
Knaresborough find time to grab a second through Simpson (37) who gratefully taps 
the ball home following a rebounded save off keeper Higton, making it 3-2.  
 
The second half remains just as tight, before Borough get the break-through to 
increase their lead through some outstanding play between Reece York, Tom 
Barlow and Adam Drury, as the latter rolls the ball into the path of Bemrose (77) 
who completes his hat-trick. With full-time looming ever closer Knaresborough 
score again through Tom Dugdale (90) to make it a nervy, last few minutes at the 
BFDC. Incredibly the visitors think they have earned a point in the dying seconds 
when the ball is bundled into the back of the net (92). Following protests from the 
Grimsby defenders, the referee consults his assistant before (rightly in my opinion) 
chalking off the goal for offside. Seconds later the whistle sounds, to mark the end 
of what has been a superb (and at times, feisty) game and undoubtedly a great 
advert for NCEL football.  
 
Played on an excellent well-manicured surface the game attracts almost one 
hundred spectators to the BFDC. I was reliably informed that this figure was well 
below the club’s ‘normal’ attendance here, partly down to the fact that the ‘other 
two’ neighbouring sides, Grimsby Town and Cleethorpes Town were also playing at 
home this afternoon. A rather poor glossy full-colour sixteen-page programme, 
entitled ‘The Borough Bawler’ was issued for the game, priced £1.50. My delicious 
neatly packaged quarter pound cheeseburger (and cuppa) purchased from the tea 
bar was definitely worth waiting ten minutes in the queue for. Hmmm. 
 
It goes without saying that a visit to the Bradley FDC is certainly well worth the 
effort. Who knows, if the club can maintain this excellent form shown so far, they 
could well be playing in the Northern Premier League come next year at this time. 
How many home fans would love a local derby against former tenants Cleethorpes 
Town? Now that would be worth watching wouldn’t it…have fun wherever you go!  

 

FGIF Match Rating: 4* FGIF Ground Rating: 3* 

 

 

R No.4: WebEd – Saturday 21st August 2021; Hull United (v Hornsea Town); 

Humber Premier League Premier Division; Kick-Off: 2pm; Venue: Steve Prescott 

Centre, Temple Street, Beverley Road, Hull, East Yorkshire, HU5 1AD; Result: 1-5; 

Admission: Free; Programme: No; Attendance: 11. 

 



 
 

BEING THE PERFECT CITIZEN 

 

With daughter Steph as keen as ever to flash the cash (and cards) as part of her 

ongoing retail therapy, a decision was made mid-morning to drop her off at the St 

Stephens Shopping Centre in town (as we call it up here), before I made my way to 

football. A hop to watch Hull United FC, members of the Humber Premier League, 

fitted the bill perfectly, as it is probably the nearest football ground to the city 

centre (and that includes the Tigers), that you will find on a visit to the area.  

 

The short journey from the Hull Paragon Interchange (train/bus station) in 

Ferensway, along the Beverley Road (A1079) and to the ground, which is just over 

a mile away, takes no more than five minutes to drive by car, depending on the 

traffic situation, of course. It’s dead easy if you use the large ASDA store and an 

adjacent KFC as landmarks on your left. The ground based at the Steve Prescott 

Centre is found just past here on the right-hand side of the road. Although the 

address is given as Temple Street, there isn’t any immediate access to it from 

Beverley Road. Instead, it’s best to take the turning immediately before it (at the 

traffic lights) into Station Drive. This then joins up with Temple Street and after 

passing a couple of industrial units you will see the playing fields and pitches on 

your left with car parking in the college grounds, in the cul-de-sac at the end. You 

can’t miss the sports centre with its striking bright purple and green frontage. 

 

Named after a former Hull FC Rugby League player and mega fund raiser Steve 

Prescott who sadly, lost his battle to a rare form of cancer in 2013, the SPC is part 

of his Foundation and legacy to provide sporting opportunities to the local 

community. It also has some excellent facilities, including an impressive sports 

centre, a new floodlit, all-weather games area and several pitches, all forming 



part of the much wider Hull College campus which offers academic and vocational 

courses inside its many buildings dotted about the city. 

 

The club plays its matches on the 4G pitch (like many others in the HPL) which can 

be accessed along a path opposite the college building. There is a dedicated 

spectator area down one side of the pitch with a low rail to rest on. During games 

a couple of benches are placed close to half-way on opposite sides of the pitch for 

the subs to use. Unlike many similar set ups, the cage here is hemmed in on three 

sides by tall trees, local residential housing and some industrial units to give it a 

tight and enclosed feel. It is a busy facility and is fully booked by the local 

community to host training sessions and 6-a-side leagues during evenings and at 

weekends. The tall brick building you can see in the distance (beyond the playing 

fields) is an old silo which belonged to the British Extraction Company Ltd, 

producers of rapeseed oil during the First World War, located on the eastern bank 

of the River Hull. Built in 1919, it is now a grade II listed building.  

 

Hull United FC was formed nearly thirty years ago in 1993 as St Andrews Police 

Club and were founder member of the Humber Premier League. After winning the 

Division One title in 2007-08 they were promoted to the Premier Division. In 2009 

they changed their name to St Andrews and then to Hull United in 2014 under 

Jamie Waltham, the new owner. In a rebrand they were also nicknamed the 

Citizens and changed their kit colours to black and white, echoing Hull City’s 

original kit. The club moved to Dene Park in Dunswell to the north of the city, 

after Hall Road Rangers moved out to Haworth Park. 

 

In 2015 the club appointed Curtis Woodhouse as manager and ex-Hull City 

teammate Ian Ashbee to work as his assistant. Within a few months the club was 

admitted into the NCEL, and made an impressive start, remaining unbeaten and 

sitting three points clear at the top of the league. At the end of September 2015, 

it was announced that former chairman Waltham would no longer be working at 

the club. Sadly, in a cruel twist of fate, he then locked them out of Dene Park 

after he and the club were unable to agree upon a lease to play matches there. By 

mid-October, it was revealed that the KC Lightstream Stadium home of Hull 

Kingston Rovers RLFC would be used and United won their first game (v Bottesford 

Town, 3-1) at their new home in front of 431 spectators. However, their tenure 

here was only short-lived and the club announced they could no longer afford the 

matchday running costs and would play here for the last time on 13/01/16. A 

request by the club to groundshare with Brigg Town FC was rejected by the league, 

meaning United would have to play their remaining matches away from home until 

the end of the season or until a suitable ground could be found in the meantime. 

At the end of March, it was confirmed on the club website, that a 10-year lease of 

the old Endeavour School sports centre in Hull had been struck, as part of an 

agreement with Hull College starting from 2016-17. 

 

With an inability to obtain a suitable ground/ground-share agreement for the 

following season, the club was hit by several points deductions and the NCEL 



decided to relegate them on 21/04/16 following a board meeting with the league 

and the FA. With both Woodhouse and Ashbee leaving, a statement put out by the 

club on 05/07/16 stated Hull United would be playing in the Humber Premier 

League from September. 

 

Life in the HPL was not easy after the club started the 2016-17 season with 

virtually no players and they finished second from bottom, one point above Hessle 

SC. The next season saw an upturn in the Citizens’ fortunes with several former 

players returning, to help them take second place thereby gaining promotion to 

the Premier Division. They finished in a creditable fifth place and also won the HPL 

Cup beating Chalk Lane 2-1 in the final, in 2018-19. With the outbreak of COVID-19 

in March 2020 the next season was declared null and void for clubs at Step 7 in the 

pyramid. Despite the ongoing pandemic, some football (fifteen matches) was 

played towards the end of a restricted campaign and the Citizens finished in fourth 

place.  

 

More importantly though, the 2020-21 campaign saw dramatic changes to the 

ownership of the club, as they successfully registered as a Community Benefit 

Society with options to pay for a 2020 Club Membership (costing £20.20) or become 

a club owner with an annual fee of just £1, in line with providing affordable 

football for all. This also meant that no one person could control the club and all 

members would have a limited liability. By December there were over one hundred 

owners. 

 

The club certainly has a much brighter future and has become a strong hub for 

football development in the wider community. A quick glimpse of the excellent 

Hull United FC website shows the large number of organised teams that are now 

involved under the club banner - for both sexes and through all the age groups 

(from U7 up to senior). At the last count I made it almost twenty-five different 

teams.  

 

Today saw the visit of Hornsea Town to the SPC for the opening game of the new 

2021-22 season. Played in beautiful, warm and sunny conditions, the Citizens found 

the going tough as the Seasiders soon took full control of what was a scrappy 

game. By the end they deserved to take all three points, following a comfortable 

1-5 victory, in front of just eleven spectators. The club doesn’t issue programmes 

(like all clubs in the HPL) nor provide refreshments. I found everyone at here to be 

very friendly and welcoming and would recommend a visit to the SPC to all 

football travellers and fans alike. Come on you Citizens!!          

 

FGIF Match Rating: 2* FGIF Ground Rating: 3* 
 

 

R No.3: WebEd – Saturday 14th August 2021; Beeston St Anthony’s (v Rawdon Old 

Boys); West Yorkshire League Premier Division; Kick-Off: 2.30pm; Venue: St 



Anthony’s Road, Beeston, Leeds, West Yorkshire, LS11 8DT; Result: 2-2; Admission: 

Free; Programme: No; Attendance: 60. 

 

 
 

BEESTON BELTER 

 

If you haven’t watched any football in the West Yorkshire Football League, then I 

would definitely recommend that you should give it a go. The grounds are worth 

closer inspection, the clubs are super-friendly, and the standard of football is 

surprisingly good for what is a step seven competition. I don’t think I’ve had a poor 

experience at the half dozen or so clubs I’ve visited so far over the last three or 

four years. Today was no exception either. 

 

Beeston St Anthony’s Football Club plays its games at the King Field off St 

Anthony’s Road in the Beeston area of Leeds which is found about two miles to the 

south of the city. It’s also located close to the Elland Road home of Premier 

League outfit Leeds United FC which might be a consideration (thinking about the 

busy traffic) when making your trip here. After coming off the M62 (at junction 26) 

follow the Dewsbury Road (A6110) crossing three major roundabouts before coming 

back on yourself (around the fourth one) along the opposite side of the 

carriageway to turn left into Millshaw. After about a quarter of a mile you will 

start to climb a hill before taking a sharp right turn into St Anthony’s Road which 

leads you to the ground. Although not immediately visible, it is signposted. It’s 

quite tricky to find with most of the area appearing to form part of an industrial 

estate on your right. You may be forgiven for thinking at this point you might reach 

the end of the cul-de-sac having lost your way. You haven’t – stick with it and look 

out for the school buildings (which appear on your left after a bend) and continue 

past the grassed landscaped sections at the roadside, towards the dedicated car 

parking areas at the very end. Several blue information signs will help you out with 

directions here.  

 



The football club uses facilities belonging to the Hugh Gaitskill School (a mixed 

mainstream state primary school named after the former Labour Leader (1955-63) 

and MP for Leeds South). A small brick building with pitched roof located next to 

the car park is the club HQ – you will see the club’s name on a large round green 

sign affixed to the outer wall. This is used as a tea bar (manned by legendary club 

servant Paul now in his seventies) located in the inner foyer with the changing 

rooms found off a corridor which turns left at the back of the building. Although 

the playing field is initially hidden from sight, you can spot it by peering through 

the outer fence railings. From here a narrow path (about 100m long) leads you 

between some enclosed floodlit hardcourt tennis courts and one of the adjacent 

car parks, down to the side of the main pitch located at the end. 

 

The club, first established as a church team in 1921, moved here from the Beggars 

Hill ground (closer to Elland Road), fairly recently, in the autumn of 2010. The new 

set up has a lovely compact and enclosed feel about it, being bordered by a tall 

green outer perimeter fence (apparently financed by the club at a cost of £12K!). 

There’s a recreation ground and some factory units (from the DePuy Synthes 

medical instruments company) behind the goal to the right with allotments and tall 

trees at the other end which has a shallow grassed embankment. You also get a 

more elevated view of the action along the far touchline which also has a banked 

slope. There’s a tarmacked path running behind the near touchline where two 

modern Pespex dug outs, decked out in green (the club colours), are positioned 

either side of half-way. Although the main pitch looks well-manicured (as it should 

be at this time of year), it does seem rather short in length (I may be mistaken) at 

first sight. To finish things off a smart concrete post and metal perimeter rail is 

present on all sides. Without any dedicated spectator accommodation, a visit here 

should ideally be made in better weather. With the sun shining brightly there was 

certainly no worry about that today. 

 

This afternoon saw the visit of Rawdon Old Boys to St Anthony’s Drive in what was 

the opening game of the new 2021-22 season. It was the current Division One 

champions who took an early lead when Sam Boldy (7) lobbed the keeper after a 

mix up in the Saints defence. The hosts got back into the game through a cheeky 

Matty Moon (25) strike mid-way through the first half and were unlucky not to go in 

at the break leading after Lee Turner hit the woodwork and Tom Greaves had a 

goal harshly ruled out for offside in the closing stages of the half. Following a goal 

mouth scramble Jake Topp (62) put Beeston ahead just after the hour mark, only 

for Rawdon to level the score moments later through Bien Jayji (65) whose wonder 

strike from some distance found the back of the net. With frantic end-to-end 

action at both ends, neither side could grab a winner in the closing stages and had 

to settle for a share in the points, in what had been a thoroughly entertaining 2-2 

draw, in front of almost sixty spectators. Coincidentally this was the second time 

in a week that young referee Tom Day had been in charge of the action, after 

seeing him at North Ferriby in an FA Cup replay on Tuesday night.   

 



Although the club no longer issues programmes (it did ten years ago apparently) 

don’t let that put you off making a visit here. You will love the ground, meet some 

friendly people and receive a warm welcome…oh, and really enjoy some cracking 

football into the bargain. Now that’s what hopping is all about, isn’t it? Have fun 

wherever you go.                 

 

FGIF Match Rating: 4* FGIF Ground Rating: 3* 
 

 

R No.2: WebEd – Tuesday 10th August 2021; North Ferriby (v Whitley Bay); FA Cup 

Extra Preliminary Round Replay; Kick-Off: 7.45pm; Venue: Dransfield Stadium, 

Grange Lane, Church Road, North Ferriby, East Yorkshire, HU14 3AB; Result: 2-5; 

Admission: £7; Programme: Yes – 32pp, £2; Attendance: 350 

 

 
 

A TRIP DOWN MEMORY LANE 

 

It's hard to believe it, but my last (and only other) visit here was over thirty years 

ago now. As a keen and wide-eyed hopping rookie, new to the art of ground 

collecting, I still remember travelling up to East Yorkshire for what was a most 

memorable FA Vase game played on 01/04/89. The tidy Church Road ground was 

jam-packed to the rafters, as United took on Tamworth in a crucial Semi-Final 

Second Leg tie in front of 1000 fans. After winning the first game 2-1, down in 

Staffordshire a week earlier, many felt The Villagers could hold on to their slender 

lead and clinch victory with home advantage. Sadly, it wasn’t to be, as the visitors 

won 3-1 in a superb battling display to book a place in the final. They went on to 

play Sudbury and after 1-1 draw at the old Wembley Stadium they won the replay 



3-0 at London Road, Peterborough. It was a terrific experience as my wife Frances 

(who was just over three months pregnant with our twins at the time) and I, were 

squeezed up tightly against the perimeter fence craning our necks over the 

advertising hoardings to keep up with the unfolding action. The bumper crowd, 

packed three deep around the barrier, was the biggest I had ever seen at this level 

of non-league football, and it certainly made a lasting impression. Happy days. 

It's quite remarkable to think that so much has happened, both on and off the field 
since my visit here in the late 1980’s. After missing out a couple of times earlier, 
United finally gained promotion to the Northern Premier League in 1999-2000 after 
clinching the NCEL title and completing the necessary work to meet the ground 
grading requirements. The 70th anniversary season proved to be one of the most 
successful in the club’s history when they clinched the First Division title on the 
final day of the 2004-05 season beating Mossley. The following season saw the club 
at the highest level in their history as they entered the Premier Division and led 
the table from the off until March. Despite missing out on automatic promotion, 
the club secured a place in the play-offs after a fifth-place finish in the table. 
They defeated third placed Frickley Athletic away from home on penalties, before 
losing in the Final at Farsley Celtic after extra time. On 4 May 2013 North Ferriby 
were crowned as Northern Premier League Premier Division champions after 
beating Ashton United 2–0 on the final day of the season to earn promotion into 
the National League North for 2013-14. 

In their first ever season at this level, North Ferriby finished second, narrowly 
missing out on promotion. During 2014–15, the club won the FA Trophy Final at 
Wembley defeating Wrexham 5–4 on penalties after a 3–3 draw. United earned 
promotion into the National League on 14 May 2016, beating AFC Fylde 2–1 after 
extra time at Grange Lane in the NLN play-off Final. When manager Billy Heath left 
the club to join FC Halifax Town, he proceeded to raid his former Ferriby squad 
and recruited several first team players, most notably captain Liam King. A month 
later in June 2016, The Villagers appointed Steve Housham as manager with the 
(then) unenviable task of keeping The Villagers in the National League. 

Sadly, North Ferriby failed to make a push for League football and spent much of 
the 2016–17 season near the bottom of the table and were eventually relegated 
having spent just a year in the fifth tier. In November 2017 the ownership of the 
club was transferred from the Foster family, to Jamie Waltham (who sacked 
Housham and his assistant the following day). The subsequent run of poor results 
left The Villagers rock bottom of the NLN. In March 2018 a second relegation in 
two seasons was confirmed, after a 1–1 draw at home to visiting league 
leaders Salford City, failed to save The Villagers from dropping out of the NLN. 

Following their relegation, the club started the 2018–19 season playing in the NPL. 
However, the Villagers managed just two wins and four draws in thirty-three 
matches, accumulating only ten points and putting them at the foot of the table, 
19 points adrift of second-bottom Workington. With mounting financial problems 
North Ferriby's remaining fixtures were cancelled, and the club was not permitted 
to finish the season. The club was wound up on 15 March 2019 due to outstanding 
debts of £7,645.25 and their playing record in the league was expunged. This 
ended what was the lowest point in their 85-year history and a short statement 
was later put out on twitter which read: 



 
"We would like to thank every single player that has played for our fantastic club, 

with every manager who has led us to success. Our biggest thank you’s are to the 

supporters who have helped to make this club arguably the friendliest in non-

league. Most importantly, you have given your support to the team, no matter 

where we sit in the table." 

 

Within a few months and through some generous financial backing, a new club, 

North Ferriby FC, was soon established. Under new ownership (Les Hare et al) they 

were successfully given permission by the Football Association to play in the 

Northern Counties East League with former manager (and captain) Chris Bolder at 

the helm, playing at the previous club’s Grange Lane ground. On the 03/08/19 the 

club played its first ever game (in the NCEL1) at home, earning a valuable 1-1 draw 

against Hallam in front of 402 spectators. Although the season was curtailed 

prematurely due to the COVID-19 pandemic the club finished fourth place in the 

table (and by coincidence this was the same position last season, one also cut 

short due to the restrictions). 

  

Since rebranding the new club has been extremely proactive in advertising itself in 

the local community. It has also attracted a growing fan base in the area and 

regularly tops the non-league weekly attendance tables at Step 7 both at home 

and away. The ground known as The Dransfield Stadium boasts some superb 

facilities and has also got to be one of the best set-ups at this level. As you would 

expect the improvement (since my previous visit) has been startling (almost 

unrecognisable) over the intervening years. I just love the added splash of green 

(club colours) that is applied throughout and the overall neat, tidy appearance 

which is creates a lovely first impression. Check out the matchday album in the 

gallery to get a better idea than I can put into words here. 

 

For the record, it was the visitors Whitley Bay who won this exciting cup replay by 

a convincing 5-2 score-line (after a 1-1 draw on Saturday). The game was a much 

closer contest particularly in the first half with the Villagers trailing 1-2 at the 

break. After conceding three further goals in the first six minutes of the second 

half though it was literally game over and became damage limitation with the 

hosts camped in their own half for the rest of the match. The match played in mild 

conditions on a superb playing surface attracted a decent crowd with 350 in 

attendance.  

 

A terrific newsy 32-page programme, priced £2, was issued for the game along 

with the club’s well-respected fanzine entitled ‘View from The Allotment End (or 

VFTAE if you prefer)’, both available from the club shop. Refreshments were also 

on sale throughout the match from the busy Chuckwagon which did a roaring trade 

near to the dressing rooms. If you are into trains, then you will be in your element 

here with a regular service between Hull and Doncaster passing speedily by at 

frequent intervals on the line situated on the embankment above and directly 

behind the main stand. Talking of transport links, you’ll also get a cracking view of 



the Humber Bridge which is clearly visible in the distance towering behind the goal 

at the far end. It’s an easy ground to get to being only a mile from the A63 (and 

the adjoining M62). 

 

And finally…incredibly during the half-time interval, I got into conversation with 

one of the elderly home fans who recalled with some affection watching that FA 

Vase 2nd Leg Semi-Final I had attended all those years ago. I can tell you it was a 

lovely walk down memory lane. I don’t do many re-visits these days but if this was 

anything to go by, I might just be tempted to do a few more. The joys of hopping 

continue even after all these years… have fun wherever you go! 

 
FGIF Match Rating: 3* FGIF Ground Rating: 5* 

 

 

R No.1: WebEd – Saturday 7th August 2021; Thackley AFC (v Wythenshawe Town); 

FA Cup Extra Preliminary Round; Kick-Off: 3pm; Venue: Dennyfield, Ainsbury 

Avenue, Thackley Road, Bradford, West Yorkshire, BD10 0TL; Result: 2-3; 

Admission: £7; Programme: Yes – 32pp, £2; Attendance: 157. 

 

 
 

‘SI NON-PARAS, PARA DEFICIENDI’ 

 

Before writing about my visit, I feel some background detail is needed here. Let’s 
start by re-winding the clock back seven days ago. After waiting patiently for 
months to watch some football, due to the Covid-19 pandemic and all its 



restrictions, it was with eager anticipation, that I set off from FGIF HQ to 
Thackley Football Club in West Yorkshire, for my first game of the year.  
 
I really couldn't wait to get there. With plenty of time to spare and with back-ups 
along the route (at Albion Sports and Ilkley), I was making great time until coming 
to a standstill in heavy traffic. It was along the Leeds ring road, right by Elland 
Road, and as much as I enjoy the superb ground and facilities at the home of our 
(The Tigers) Yorkshire rivals, sitting for thirty minutes looking at its main stand in 
a grid locked jam is definitely not much fun. After about half an hour’s wait, I set 
off again, still with time to spare, before coming to another halt in busy 
roadworks (after following a diversion) near Shipley. Despite being only three 
miles from the ground this was the only way to get there and there was no chance 
of doing a U-turn to get out of it.  
 
A kind pedestrian (who lived locally) told me that the roadworks had been ongoing 
for nearly six months and was causing absolute chaos in the area. She said that it 
would (normally) take at least 45 minutes to get through them. It did, but by now 
it was 3.20pm. I couldn't believe it! Out of all the games that I could have chosen 
to watch (or not in this case). As you can imagine I was obviously totally gutted to 
say the least. If there is any consolation it gave the car a good run out for the 
first time in weeks. I can see that public transport does have its appeal and its 
advantages on days like this!!  
 
Back to today now. So, with this hopping nightmare still being played (on a loop) 
inside my head, and with a strong obsessional desire to slay the demons of last 
week, I decided to give it another go. What? I know it sounds crazy, but I couldn’t 
live with my failed hopping trip from last week – who knows I may need some sort 
of OCD therapy? Tell me that you’ve had similar feelings before. At times like this 
(and there have been a few), I often recall a phrase that my old A-Level Latin 
master (Mr Jagger) used to recite to us which goes something like: ‘Si non paras, 
para deficiendi’ which roughly translated means: If you fail to prepare, then 
prepare to fail. Wise words indeed. 
 
This week I wasn’t leaving anything to chance. With a brand-new route planned 
and revised, rucksack and camera bag both sorted, and a tick list of things to tick 
off, I set out towards West Yorkshire again (via the Bradford ring-road this time). 
Much to my relief, I successfully completed the journey without any hold ups and 
arrived at Dennyfield, ridiculously early (at least an hour) ahead of the kick-off -  
in fact, I even got there before the away team coach. This was unchartered 
territory, as I normally get to a game with about half-an-hour to spare. Phew!! 
 

Thackley Football Club was formed in 1930, spending much of their early years 
playing in local football, before joining the West Riding County Amateur League in 
1939. The club spent over 25 years in the WRCAL winning that league on five 
occasions before experiencing a brief spell in the West Yorkshire League. Thackley 
then joined the Yorkshire League before becoming founder members of the NCEL 
Premier Division where they have been ever since. The Dennyboys’ best season was 
in 1993–94 when they were runners-up, losing out on goal difference 
to Stocksbridge Park Steels. Incredibly, the club has never been relegated from 



that division throughout the competition's entire history. Thackley's best efforts in 
national cup competitions have been in the FA Vase, their best season being in 
1980–81 when they got to the fifth round. The club has never progressed beyond 
the second qualifying round of either the FA Cup or the FA Trophy. Former players 
progressing to the Football League include Ian Ormondroyd, the ex- Bradford City, 
Aston Villa and Leicester City striker. Interestingly, in 1975, Thackley AFC hosted 
the great FC Barcelona in a game which included the late great Johan Cruyff, when 
they trained at the ground, before playing in the European Cup Semi Final against 
Leeds United. 

The home ground Dennyfield has been renamed this season and is more correctly 
called the ‘Thank You Key Workers Stadium at Dennyfield’ and is decked out in 
the club’s primary colours of red and white. It is located in a beautiful verdant 
tree-lined setting within Buck Wood midway along Ainsbury Road which you join 
from both the Thackley Road and main Leeds Road (A657). A welcome sign at the 
end of the road directing visitors to the ground is just about visible in the foliage. 

The main entrance on the opposite side of the road leads to the car park with the 
ground itself to the left and a tidy club house in a separate whitewashed brick 
building on your immediate right. The Hylton Lounge containing a bar and function 
room is smartly decked out with plenty of framed old team photos adorning the 
walls.  

A turnstile brings you onto the nearside right-hand corner of the ground. It’s a 
lovely set-up, neatly bordered on all sides, partly by sections of breeze block wall 
and, by a number of tall trees, to give the site a nice, enclosed feel about it. You 
are handily placed here, as most of the facilities are located directly in front of 
you on this side of the ground: there’s a smart patio area with some picnic tables 
which lead to the tea bar and changing rooms both joined by a small section of 
cover over the walkway. Beyond is an impressive main stand which complete with 
the club’s name printed boldly on its fascia, straddles the half-way line. This seats 
about three hundred spectators on its four wide rows of bench seats affixed to the 
concrete steps of terracing beneath. The other three remaining sides of the ground 
consist of open terracing (behind both goals and along the touchline opposite), 
some of it four rows deep whilst other sections are currently out of use being in 
the process of upgrading/repair. To finish things off a neat, infilled concrete post 
and rail fence surrounds the entire playing area which I must say looks immaculate 
at this early stage of the season.  

A bit of history was made at Dennyfield this afternoon with opponents NWCL side 
Wythenshawe Town FC making their first ever appearance in the FA Cup. Both 
teams observed a minute’s silence before the kick-off in memory of Wythenshawe 
player Sam Jones who had passed away recently. Thackley made the better start 
to open the scoring when Ben Grech-Brooksbank (18) seized onto a loose ball and 
after seeing the away keeper off his line, shot from just inside the Wythenshawe 
half, looping the ball over him and into the empty net to send the home fans wild. 
It was a wonder strike and not dissimilar to Patrik Schick’s goal for Czech Republic 
against Scotland at the recent Euros. Maybe he had that in mind just before he 
struck the ball goal-wards. Just after the half hour mark Grech-Brooksbank (34) 
scored his second to increase Thackley’s lead when his low drive flashed just inside 
the post. Wythenshawe came much more into the game for the final ten minutes 



of the half and Grant Spencer should have reduced the arrears but put the ball 
over from just six yards out.  

The away side pressed solidly after the break, and it was no surprise when they 
pulled one back through Jordan Rutter (53) who fired in from close range when the 
ball was not cleared, following a cross into the box. The away side continued to 
dominate, and as expected, an equaliser came when Greg Wilkinson (69) made a 
late run onto the penalty area to slot the ball in at the far post, following a 
corner. With the momentum now behind them, Wythenshaw scored the decisive 
winning goal when Spencer laid the ball back to Jordan Burton (80) for him to tap 
home. I know it’s a well-worn cliché, but it had been a classic game of two halves. 
Although Thackley could easily have been three or four in front by half-time, they 
were second best after the break and eventually had nothing to show for their 
earlier efforts. 

The match attended by a crowd in excess of 150, was played on a beautiful well-
manicured surface in heavy rain which hammered down throughout the entire 
match (and stopped at 5pm just after the final whistle). A smart photocopied 32 
page full-colour programme priced £2 was issued for the game. Even though the 
season has just started still there’s plenty of interesting content inside including a 
superb focus on the visitors as well as all the usual bits and pieces you would 
expect. The club has a terrific tea bar and I really enjoyed tucking into my 
cheeseburger before the game started. It was well worth queueing up for.  

A visit to Dennyfield home of Thackley AFC is to be recommended to all grounds’ 
collectors and football fans alike. It’s a terrific ground, a lovely club with a 
friendly local fanbase. As I returned to FGIF HQ, I reflected on what had been a 
memorable day of firsts: my first game in 2021, my first game of the season and 
the first win for my beloved Tigers on the first day of the new EFL Championship 
(to go first in the table after beating PNE 4-1 at Deepdale). Let’s hope that it’s 
also the first of many more days like this to come and there won’t be any COVID-19 
restrictions to spoil things this season. Have fun wherever you go and don’t get 
stuck in traffic on your way there. And finally, remember to stay safe from the 
COVID-19 virus which may be around for some time to come! 

 

FGIF Match Rating: 4* FGIF Ground Rating: 4* 

 

 

End 


